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· ~ · Air photographs taken during six overfl s o( the Labrador 
marginal, ice zone over .Sag_lek Bank, dur~ng the 1.979 ice sea_!Rn, . 
have been visually examined to isolate the occurrence of mUiii-
year floes. ·A long the f.l igh,t 1 ~nes, w~ chrextended s~award ·from 
the coast, the floes were significant},~ouped into zone,s of 
hig~ concentration w~th are~s of few or zero occurrences lying 
between. Con:elat ion between floe frequency a~d sum of ·d iarneters 
indic;ated th~t greater amounts of multi-year ice.did exist in 
.these groups. and tllat a highe·r ·ft:equency was not due to an occur-
rence. of snlaller pieces. 
·'. 
· For fl ight·~ c of' Apri t,l.s, May ' dt, · and .May'· 12 mo~t· floes wer&~ l 
obs~n bands which crossed the flight line from top t.9 ""--.; ... ......_ • 
bottom · a~_'wh.ich w~re .deflected ,progre·ssively Shore_ward through - ~~:-""'......_......__ , 
time~ By May' 26 individual l?ands had d,isappeared and · t ,he-.floes ~~ 
were found to 9ccur in 'two main _ g~ou~.~~- while the cender o~the_ .. 
distribution had: attained its far'thest me sured shorewa-rd 
. . . • r . . . . 
crdva:nce _ • . · On May 3~ -'.:St!t• June 07· the distribution was maioly 
scattered, . however·;'a- 'return to the banded effect was observed 
nea~ the ice edge. . ,•· · . .' 
' The banding pheriomEtnon observed in the' distr.ibut ion of 
a.: • ' ~ 
.multi-year floes. is thought ~~ 5e a product of di~ferential 
shea-z::: a'cross a_ hoi-izontal velocity gradient, ·occuring in a cur-
rent regime dominatec:f by laminar flow.-· Und·e·r - these conditions, 
individual constituent floes of a Hypothet icaUy uniform floe: 
field, which are lo~ted at'opposite ends of an axis orthogonal 
.t'o the .d.ire.ct'ion of current flow, are moving in a common dl-Tec-
tion at unequal ve)ocities. · This cre~tes ' dtiferential rates of 
sl)ear acros.a the, _f~itially _ . ~.niform field and causes it to , 
elongate into a· o!and. During this process, the originally ortho-
. I gonal axis 'is progressively re-oriented until it is parallel to 
-1 : . the · direction of lami'l)a"'\flow. The subse~uent attenuation of 
I 
·/ .. 
this banding phenomenon is probably due t9 a temporary transl-
~on fro~ the laminar 'to a turbulent . mode of:. flow ~ithi n ~h ich 
· random cross-flow Fomponents disperse the_,-"ba_n~s •· 
... 
The landwar~ deflection of the centers of the multi-year I 
floe distribution was probal:>ly due. to a meandering of the ther-
mal front which separates the coi.d water of the Labrador Current 
. core from the warmer ~ater offshore. The most severe disrup~ion 
of bandirig, o~ May 26, was probably due to the pass~ge of ~ 
cyclonic eddy along the frontal zone. A re-~mergence of bands 
which .occurred near 'the seaward ends of the~May 31 and June _ 07_~ 
fligh't lines is considered normal because current;·\t.e.locitf.es J(e ·. 
~reatest pear the seaward edge of the bank, and _the effects of 
turbulent events ~ould be e,.xp~fted to disappear most quickly : in 
this region. 
. Seasonal treoi-· in floe ~ize occurre·n~~- suggest that 'larger 
floes deteriorat: intO•.Smaller ,pieces by fracturing~ which · 
increases as the floes become .weaker due to higher temperatures'. 
. Beyond a lower aize itm~t fracture ceases . and melt- processes are 
~,dom~na~t:. · . . • , . 
. • . ,' .. , .. . ~ .. ' . . \ •' . i i , . ... . . . ·, .. 
·. 
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\ ~ I.CE REGlM~THE LABRADOR SEA .,_ 
1. I Introduction 
The marginal ice zone (MIZ) of the ,Labrador Sea represents 
an open system ice regime. lnput occurs- from Arctic regions as 
. 
·well as locally along the coast, resulting in ice of vcsrying age 
a_nd type flaw-ing south. in an· tce belt ~?.rdered to the west,ty· 
. . . . . . 
land anJI-to~he east b.y open water... Tnfluence-<1 'by £hartges in 






. .. . .. 
\ 
- is .in ·a conti~uous stat·e of interna~ flux; -produ~ing forces which 
coll_s-~ant'ly deforin, resha'pe .a!ld sometimes. de~_troy ice .. .f loes · · · 
I. . . . 
. 'during t~.~iJ meander_ing southward drift. The result~ng · .varia-
._, 
,.. 
tlons lcac.l to a. myriad o£ sea ice distribution .pa~~erns which 
makes the l.abl;'adqr pac~ it distinctive l!asr -c-oast component ·of 
the boreal region o~ the earth's cDtyosphere. 
1.·2·~ -:Freeze up: pack ice occur-rene@ in the Labrador Sea 
• . i 
Ice formation ~sually begins i ·n November with freezing' 'in 
inner channe 1 s a long t .he northe~h 1;-abrado r coast and sea ice 
fo~ation north of Cape' Ha~riso.n (refer· t,o Figures' t and 2) • 
"'- · 
Flr_st-"year. i'!;!! . frorn Davis. Strait, rne~s·uring ~pproximately t'.2 to 
. ' ' . I • 
t.S -m t'hick ,(Skid~re 197~·'-)~insm_or.e 1~72) ·~il·~ · reach .cape_ Chid-
ley at about the same time; fast-ice ' formation at this time · 
oc~urs .ln s·h~lteted regions north of Natn usually <?nan average 
. . 
of once iri every .five years. -Early int9 Dec~mber, - the ; ice 
.. . . ' \ 
' • • I • l• 
extend~ arf far· 90uth as Cape · llar~ison an~ will r'ea~h the · Belle" 
, 
l.s~e area by the end of the month. By early January, Hamilton 
. . 
. -
.. ~ :• 
,.. 
. ~ ' 
. 








Figure 1 - Median ice coverage conditions 
for the La~rador Sea (source: 
Oceanographic Atlas of the North 
Atlantic Ocean, 1968). 
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Figure 2 - . P.lace names &J1d. ' geographic features of coastal 
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·. 
Inlet .and other similarly sheltered regions usually have ten. 
-
. ' 
tenths coverage of grey-white ice ~nd offshore areas south to 
Spotte~ Islands will have six tenths coverage. In. mid-January 
u·p to eight tenths y6ung or .first-year ice exists north of Cart-
·. 
wright with four to six tenths larther south. At this time, the.,a:-
1 
. , l pack usually extends• to betwe~n 160 and 240 km offshore; occur-
"' 
renee of thick first-year ice will have begun and by .. the ·end of 
. -
the month the jk witi rea:ch as ~a.t ~outh as the nQrthe·ast 
, 
Newfou bind, or ma_ybe even CQas~ of St. John's depending up_on 
t 'he rates of ·freezing in these regions and their ·resulting 
\ . . .. 
degree of inp!Jt .in~o the pack. 'contiri~irig ice g~owth ·through· feb..: 
~ . . . 
ruary resul_ts in an increased conce'ntration of thick first-year 
J 
ice, with the pack reachin_g i~s. ·max"imum·-extent in March,· at 
' I . which time it .can extend an ·average of 9 10 coverage up to 400 
.----- . . 
kni offshore (Bra~for'd 1973, ·culshaw, 1977, Markham. 1980a). 
'I! Although this is representative of the · general pattern, ' th~ 
.. 
southward 'advance of the pack in any one year might be acce l_er 
a ted under conditic;m's of extreme col~ .'and calm" seas, or retard d 
by perieds of he.;'vy wind a·nd wave ac;:tion (Wright and 
1980). 
By April, ice conditions usu_ally begin to -ease along 
southeast ·Labradoz coast aa the southwest extremes of the 
begi(' to retreat, allowing s~ore 'leaCls ~o 
· .. Stratt of B'e't le Isle. Pack deterioration is accelerated 
ice .!"elt - a~d dispersal- at the seaward margin 
. . ' 
.. 
ward de~:f:very of ·ice, so that l?y late May o.r early .) -~~·e nrviga:.. 
.. ,, . . 
4 
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"' 
tion is usually possible to Lake Melville, although heavy first-
year and multi-year i$-e still l!J!s aoout 40 km offshore. Before 
L ·-
mtd-J~ne most ice .d·i saRPears below 55 °N and by mi d-Ju 1 y the 
I 
entire Lab~ador Sea is clear, except .~or occurren~~ of icebergs 
(~asterson & Wright, 1982; Bradford, 1973; Culshaw, 1977) • 
.. 
1.3 Sea lee Formation 'in the Labrador MlZ: 
-
Ice cryst'Sl formation generaTly· begins at a water surface 
• .. t• 
. -
. . o· . -- . . 
temperaeure near -~.67 C; however fr~ezing temperatures vary·geo-
• - , .. ... t • 
graphically depbding upon water' salinity, •hich can be altered 
. . ' 
by evapQration rates or lotal fresh water discharge. These crys-
. .. . . . 
. . 
· tals, collectively kno~n as·· frazil ice, represent _the· firs,t · · 
- .. -. 0 
' . 
s.tage of sea ice· formation and occur· as i.ndividual pl~t-lets of 
;ce measuring · t '-3· ~ in diame-ter .and 1-10 pm thick. DUring 
agitated sea· surface conditions·'these platelets increase in con-
centr,ation .Lo form a thic;k · soupy lay~r known as gr~as-e ice which 
is cgmposed of 20 ..... 40% ice by ·volume (Hartin and Kauffman, ,1981). 
' . 
. .· .. . ~- . 
I 
Grease · ice g iv·es the sea surface a matte appearance; as it 
., 
thickens it dampens wave action, hence ' facil ftating ·faster con-
solidat ion. Before sol_idifyi ng it c n reach thicknesses in. 
·exce.ss of 1 m and unde~quiescent·cond tions consolida-tion can 
' . 
pass th.rough the grey (10-15 em) and ~rey-~i ~. (15-30 em) 
( . ' . 
stages to b~_come first-year ice ove~ 3G- em thick (Skidmore, 
1979). 
. 
If surface agitation continues, · p'rogressively· greater nu"' 
. ~era of frazil · platelets will sinter · (Martin, 1981) into little 
'lumps~ .fo~ shuga ice; &ecause freezing only oc~urs (at fi.rst) 
0 
5 . 
' I : , ~ ', ' . ' - . 
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Ice and subsequenl. refreezing 
Stages of se·a ice format!on as displ~yed by Weeks 
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near· the upper 10 em of the water columnt and because the sur- 1'.{~ 
faces of shuga balls protrude slig~tly from the .water, fur-
ther sinter!~ will concentrat~ along the horizontal axis of the 
lump, between the wate'r surface and t~ lowe~ limit of freezing; 
. . . 
this causes the lumps to grow laterally, evolving into small 
pans of ice known as pancake ice which have diameters of 3-20m • 
• 
' . . ~onstant colllsi_on between adjacent pancakes will cause unconsol-
idate'd grease ice to be P,~ritped up onto the ' periphery. of the pan,.:. 




ti.on produces the 'raised edg~ · rims characteristic of pancake 
· ice • . · Pancake~ _might ·also form when a larger floe or a semi-
1 1 (" ' 1 conso ida ted surface ayer of s_Iush is bro.ken info, s~.l er. 
pieces by wave •. action. In this case, the angular corners wi i 1 
be _rapid~y rounded by repeated floe collisions a1- abrasion 
which wi 11 also produce raised . rims. During quiescent coridi-
tiona, pancakes will become consolidate'd by the freezing of __ the 
. 
interstitial grease ice matrix; this produces l~~ge agglomerate 
or brecciated floes comprised of ice of varying ages including 










In sheltered area~uch as small bays or t~e open le~ds i n 
pack ice' the formation of pancakes does not always occur. 
. . . .. c 
. ' ~ 
Und~r these calm condit ion.s,. s int~rin~raz·i 1 plate lets will 
first form dark nilas, a thin elastic ust of about 5 ck _thick 
. - -, 
whi'ch ev·olves it:1to light nilas of 5-iocm; if· undisturbed, the 
ice she'e·t will gt:ow .ir:tto . grey and grey-white or first-,ye~r ice • . 
' . 
Thin ice she~ts growing in leads are ofteQ destroyed by p~~ 
7 
• .. 

















f..• :. '· . .i: :. 
I . 
. ' '. ~ ·. 
'·· 
vergence ·bef?re reaching t..~ese st',ages however, so this proces·s 
. I 
iS lJIOSt prevalent in the formation of fast ice in bays and in-
.... ...._ ·,........___ Ja ~ 
coast a 1 Labrador. Th~re-fast ice usually forms best 
-
. .Jets of 
i-n the characteristically lower ternper~tures and low salinity' of .., 
shallow water and whe'11a offshore is lands are pre.ent to_ protect 
it from destructive wave action during early stag_es of. growth 
(Weeks at)d Lee·, 1958). 
• First-year floes whether fprme',d f~-o IT! freezing together: of 
,. 
~anca~es a~Ci ot~.e~ floes .. ~~· o-r from gfowing as a single .floe 
·from the g~ey-whj te st.age, ~sually rea,ch undeforme.d thi ckness~_!j> .. 
of o. 5 tO t • 5m io the Labr'ador Sea (Masterson & Wri ~ht, 
I 
Nordco, 1980 )_. I . 
L4 Maigina 1 lee zone dynamics 
t982i 
• 
Movem~·nt of ·ice cover in the Labrac;ior Sea is influenced by 
winds and ocean 'currents. Wind SJ>E;eds in the 'winter months · 
average about 20 knots, prevailing from the north or ·nort~west, 
. ·-t . 
and current veloc;i'ties are near 0.15-0.30 ms (Masurson & 
Wright, i'982). lt is in response ;~ these > influences th~t mos:~ 
pack- ice move!llents · occur ., during which floes can be moved 
several!lliles and undergo extensive deformation. Mean vel~~ 
ities. fqr first-yearfloes approach an average of O.l'l-0.25 
-1 . . . 1 
ms with expected maximums near . 0.80 ms- ·during storm condi-
tions (Petro-Canada, 7982) .J 
Due to interaction with winds and swell, the pack ice in a 
typical marginal i_ce zor:'e dfv.ides into three regions (Bauer and 
.,. 
Martin, -1980). Next to the. open water, and t 'he outermost, is 
8 
-
: .. ··[' 
,• 1 I 
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the_,edge zone which, dependin~ upon_prevailing ~n~tions, wfll 
vary' in widt.h bet~een 1 and 15 krn; landward from this. is the 
trans.Ltt-on zone nearing. s · ~qn in width, an~ insid~ of this is the 
interior zone which borders the ·land. · In the Labrador MlZ, 
- thye zqnes are compr!~-e~ of p'ack ice' which is formed locally, 
as well as pack iaJ~ich is advected southward fr~ the· more 
northerly latitudes. 
It is in the low-concentration dynamic edge zpne th~t floes 
are most affected by wind and propagating waves. Pancake ice 
... fOrp1S almost CO~in'uo·usly at the ice ec;lge during Wlnter, along 
. . 
with .tee pulp ,from their const~nt i _ntera.ctive grinding, in·addi-
As-. th~- accumulation 
. ' 




of pancakes advances the ice edge seaward, those contained with-
in the ·pack'h~ve an attenuating effect upon the swell (Wadhams, 
I ' , , 
1973", 1978) _so that, in combination with low tei'Qperatures, these. 
_pancakes will eventually cons~lidate into a s ·erfes of,.~arge 
floes. During subsequent peri·ods· of. prolonged wave -and swell 
prop~gat ion these ·floes, and any fla~ undeforrned floes fro~ 
.. 
inn~r reg ions of the pack, will be fractured at right angles to 
1 · 
the direct'ion of the wave moveme'lt' {Squire and Allan, t977) •. 
The cracks usually f,orm-between 10 and 40 m apart to produce 
strips of ice which might measure hundreils of metres long; how-
ever, upon rotation of their lo C\x~~~arallel ~~- t,he wave path 
'8 - ~ 
they are broken into &11\aller floee_ and ev ntually form small 
p_ieces o··r 5 to 15 -metres across. With conti1;1ued agitation by 
' · 
waves, floe grin~:ling again ~oduces ice pulp which, if tempera-
tures are below ;freezi-ng,' will be complemented by grease ice 
formation. When _ the pack becomes compressed by onshore winds, 
-
9 
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• 
the converging floes will push t s mixture beneath them as they 
meet to form a compact ice f individual floes (Winsor and 
LeDrew, 1979). 
During these pressure conditions, edges of the floes will 
fai-l- in response to lateral pressure loading, leading to pressure 
... .to ' • • . e::=;-.J. 
,-/i~>., . 
ridge formatio~u-ring which fragmented portions of floes are 
. .... ... -'~'· · . 
. ·C-Y ' . 
pushed u~ard and downward to fort!} linear piles of rubble'. Smal-
ler shea~ ridges will also. be formed when ad1acent flo~s grind 
against. each other while rotating or moving in opposite, ·pnral-
. -
.,.. !.e-1-:tng · directio~s (Parm~ter and Coon, 1972); ~daitionally, when · 
floes are in collision, rafting occurs during which one floe 
..• !;Jl~des up over another; this ·process might .produc~ multipl-~-
. . - , . 
rafted· floes which are stacked several layer~ c:teep beneath the 
surface. Rafting and ridging can 
between ·3 and· 5 m; ridges· average 
produce composite thtesses 
3 m thick up to a maximum near 
7 •. 5 m, · with a length 'of .2 to 15 m and a width of 3 to 4.'5 m 
(Nolte and Trethart, 1971; Bursey, 1977; Nordco, 1979 ;, Fenco, 
1975; Fenco, 1976) • 
l . 
When pressure is released, the floes diverge allowing the' 
submerged ice pulp and grea~e ice to resurf~ce where Lt then 
_freez~s under calm condi tiona t 'o consol'idate the floes into· a 
conft/uous cover of i~e breccia once more (Winsor and LeQrew, 
1979). When propagating swells again inf'iltrate the edge zone, 
' the entire process is repeate~; each repetition produ~es a new 
generation of brecciated floes which themse!Ves are frozen 
( ' ' 
agglomeratlions of -floes formed over several pr~vious genera-
--ct:n·s. Winsor and LeDrew (1979) esti~e- the.- cycle fo_r th~se / 
events to be between 5 and lO day~, coinciding with ~he inean-·-fre-
quency of pas~age 
' . ' . ' • ' ':. ··' '. ' .. 
.. ,,: ,.;· 
'\ ':·--;r.l!' 
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1 n ~he transition zone the wave amp 1 i tude is suff ic tent 1 y 
reduced so that the ice breaks int'o rectangular floes which 
~ . 
experience little or. no subsequent defor!ll4ftion or rounding abra-
sfon. 
these 
' ' ln contrast to the t:hick.,· s~ll floes o·f the edge zone, 
fl.Qes ar~ typi,fllly'20-40. m· in diameter-and have. thick-
ne.sses characteristic of undeformed first-year ice· . 
. The ,interior z 'one t's . typically much wider than the ocner.s; 
swells are sufficiently attenuat~~ before reaching this ~rea 
such that they propagate ~ithout breaking the ice. This results 
. ' 
in floe sizes much larger t .h.an in either of. tile two seaward 
.. 
z~nes· (Ba~eF_ and My'tin, . 1198o)_. 
. . . . I 
I.:nterchange be~ween· 'the ~dge and tr-ansi.t.i-Oh zones is oc.cu.r~ 
' , I • I o 
ring constantly and often l~ads to .an alternate bandi_ns. of larg·e. 
: : and sm~ll floes in these regions (Wadhams, tqso). This process 
. . 










"' ,, . 
. ' 
edge zone due · to the continupus motion of the pack 1; response 
to wind and waves. A~ a result, some of the floes found : in the 
edge .z.one are not the res1:1lt of locally i"ntrinsic r'ormati9_n pro-
. . 
cesses. rather t.hey are due to the destruction of la'rger (loes 
,, 
o~igiriating ~ro~deeper·w~thin the pack (Wa.dha,ms, 1980) • 
. Re~~lly. pancake ice and agglome~ate floes formed in 
the edge ~one are also advected landward into the pa~k; con-
' 
ceivably, a large floe could he carried to the edge zone Sf!d pul- ~ 
verized by the local wave action, with so"!e of its ·smaller 
• ~ieces eventually returning to the inner zones frcszen within ~ , 
brect:iated f)oe. In othar cases, the ice from· the edge zone 
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might be advected, perhaps under the influence •of a lo~l off-
shore wind, ~ut intg the open ocean .when it eventually melts. 
- ..# 
Such seaward advection of ice usually occurs in the form of 
. stri.ps _or streamers extending sinuousl-y outwar~ £rom th4 ice 
0 
edge (Wad hams, 1 q.so; Le B"lond, 1982)'. 
,.. 
1. S Exotic ice types in. the Labr11dor MIZ 
--
Icebergs 
- '"'-1 ~ 
Icebergs entering the· Labrador Sea originate mt~in!y from 
•' 
0 
~the calvjing margins· of tidewater' glacier~~ the fiords o[ West 
I e, • 
I . . ·-
Greenland north of Oisk..'l Ray. These account .for sc;•;. of the 
. . ,. 
total input w.ith -remaining contributions coming from the.,Devon, 
- Bylot, we·stern Ellesmere and Baffin Is lands, as wel.r'as some f rom-
-. 
·.east Greenlan·d (Petro-.Canaoa, 1982) . Over a peri ~d of several 
-\ 
-._.years, these bergs<!irst drift north along the west Greenland-
coast and then south a long eastern Baffin is land to enter the 
Labrador Sea in two main str~'!;. The one c 1osest to shore. · 
occurs in t)le Ba·f fin Current segment of the · La.-.rador Current, 
. ' 
... 
·along the margi51al - trough between the.coast and offshore 
banks( .) An~ther main zone of tr~nsport i~ .. a 1 ong the '9Uter. edge 
,.; 
,of co~tinental margin whicn is dominatec;t by the West Green-
·' 
. 'I 
land Current segment . (Petro-Canad~, 1982; Di. nsmore, 1972). 
: .. , . ' . 
.. 
Ih.eberg distributions in the Labrador Sea are described by. !J 
Gustaj_t is and Buckl~y ( 1 9ill • ln winter the berg frerue nc. 'i l s 
(I . ' ., 0 
lowand•occurrences extend southto about )6 N l&titu e. In 
. 
sp/ing·, the frequency increases rap i dly to e stttbl ish a centra l 
I t 2 ' 
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zone of h~gh concentratiort·, extend,i'ng north and south p~rallel 
" D 
' .. .::-
to ' the 'coa~t, netr the edge of the continental margin; berg fre-
quenc .t .es decreaSe both landward and seawar
1
d of this zone, · but 
characteristically occur. throughout · tbe pa'~k. Within the pack ; 
the i~ebergs are protected from deterioration by .the .ice cov~r . 
. 
which i~elf perpetuates lo~er l(olater· temperatures anil the 
~bsence ~f strong swell. From May ~oweyer, water temperatures · 
' . . .. 
begin to increas~· as t .he pac~ retreats a.nd this ~i.gnfficaritly 
. .. 
· reduces the number of bergs,' which then ·beg in to decay thr.ough 
. . ' 
ablat ton and eai vin'g. ·By UAug~st ~he :pe~'g .. de!ts it i ,es are." ~·tght ' 
. . . . ' . . ' . 
' ~ a~d ·confined t 'o th~ .cold Baff:i~·· Curi~~t s~gnie~t' 'of: ·tt~ t~brador 
.• . C~rr~~t". . ·;tll ~ . ·Cie~~_ea~e ~·in~im1~s .i rt.t~ -·~~1. ~ .• by. ~~i~tl. t ;~~- .w~~·e.r 
--- . . ·~. . •. . ' " . ~ . 
temperato'res are highest ·and bergs ar.e few·est:·; .being·.confine'd to . 
• .• · • ~ ' , • . . I . 
' sporadi.c i nd ividua 1 oceur.rence$ .(Gustajti s ~nd, Bu~kle'y·, /.197 7)· • 
. Reported . iceberg ma~.~~~ in the Labrador off~h.~re range 
... ··.~j~~··:'"' · . . 
between 1.00,000. and 29))9(/ ;:0oo tons; bergs tlri-tt at · ~bout 30° 
- ·Y.r., '. .. :~ p 
~ . 
to the- right. of th.e . mea~ . wi.nd directioh at ·about 2. 5% of the wind 
. ( . 
velocfty· (Gu~tajti s, r979) •. Obse~veci 'average d~i ft .veloci t~es. 
9J ' ' • ,' ',' , I ... . 
. 1 -1' . 
·are at o.t-0.3 ms- • 11"earing, m~xim'Ums of 0~ S-1.2 ms (Wright 
p 
• and ·Berenger, 1980). 
• • I 
1.5.2 ~lulti-Year·ice 
t- ' 'I• 
'· · ' ' .. Much of the La~rador Sea mult 1.-year ice originates ln.· Nares 
. ' . 
{ Stra~~ ' and·Smith Sound, • I Markha~ (198() in~icate~ tha~ an out-
I . 
. flux occurs into Bl}!f'in Bay: ·t.rom these areas .. .' d.urinS 'autumn •. Dun- •' 
, ' ' ' . , . . . . 
bar (J9pa, 197~) ~lso mentio~s the transpd~t of old floes ,. 
' . I . 
· .. through Nares s·~rait during fal~. ; as well, Kovaos and'· so.dhi 
: ; 13 
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.. 
j (1980) !Jriefly describe two old floes "occurring neaz: Hans I·sland 
in Kennedy Ch~nnel, one bf which had a~ . ~rea ~f 10 by 16 )~. 
ln some case~ tlii.s autumn efflux .will pr~d~·~e two. or three t~nt'hs 
-
of old ice near ~he. eastern tip of Devon Island and ac.ros.s the 
entrance td cancaster Sound · (Harkh'am, 1981'). ~.is.char~e rate's 
~ 
are· highest in· fall and .decrease i.n ear ..fy winter 1 eventua.ll-y 
t-erm.inati't\g wi~.h th~ occurrence of an annual ice bridge wHjch 
. . . . 




la:te·-Febr~ary ~ime period (1/~nbar, 197.}b;. ~larkham ·, 1~81'). A 
. , . ;. .. 
s'econda.~y · s~ui:ce· .. o f . input t'o the Labradd r Sea is · from .the .cast-
: ... · . ·· . , . 
t • • • • • • ' • ~ ~ . • • 
·"'ar·d ,.drift of ?l:d floes . t·hroug~ : J.ones sogM and L.ancaster Soun~ 
. . . . . .• . ' . \ ' . ' . . . . .. 
into Baf~in Ba,; Milrie, Herlinveaux; · a~d Wilton -~1977) des~tibe 
t .h€d.r re-s~atch on some of these floe!? which had · drt ftet( soutb ... 
,. 
through Barrow s·trait,. destined to eventually join with 'th'e east-
• 
~ftrd drift in Lancaster Sound. 
.. ' 
Asnew ice f6rms in Baffin Bay du!ing r'all,' thet old 
' . ' 
floes become embedded in t 'he f irst-yech' coverage (~lasterson and 
. \ ~ 
"' ...... :-.,.• .r. ~ . • 
. . Wright, 1982.), a.nd drift · south~ard ~t ~ rate .. of approximately 
5 · ~egress of·l~'t'itucte per ; rno'nth, pas~ing_ through_ Da.vis ~trait 
l 
. 
·l)y· s:pring {Markham~)981). · The ac;.tual time of ·multt:.year ice 
~rrival in the . Labrpdor Sea ~nd its magnlt'u!ie of bccurenc~ ils 
.. 
. 
v ari ~ble. and: dep.enClen·t upon weather conci it ions · in· the Ar.cti~;:. 
' 'I 
' . 
Crane (1978) :repor'tsthat, during years of an· ~arly pack-ice 
' . . . ,., ~4va.nc.~ in Davis. 'f.;~r.att, .the assoc ia.t~tl nor~herl y o·r w~ste~.l y 
vtnds .~ill resu1t in ad· jncr~~sed deli~ery ~r · ~uitt-year ice 
fr:om the· Baffin ~ay an-tlFoxc ·-~~s.A>n · ~reas.' ln acJditi~~' these 
I , -. ,• 
14 
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• I . . 
w1nds produ~~ lower air temperatures leadirig to reduc~d : melt 
rates. Year's of late pack-ice .advance h~wever, are associated 
• w~th ea~t~rl~ or southerly wi~ds which O!iginate from over 
. . 
warmer... waters and produce higher temper,atures. so'ut ~erl y winds 
also imped~ th~. delivery of multi-year ice from farther nor~h 
. be~ause th~y act agiinst the squthward drift of the ocean cur-
rents· t Crane, 1978). Years of late pack-ice ady~ce- . t~etcfor~ 
. : 
are ass?c iated with l~er concentrat !o'nS. c:i'f . mu~t i-_year ice off • 
t.abraclor. · · 
. . , . ; . . . 
lrr~si>ec;tive .of1 an:nua 1 v.arii:it'i~ns ib frequency however, t~~ ~ ... -. _ 
.. 1 , • ' • : • • • ' ' 0 1 .. . .. 
c.oncentra~ ions of mult i-}fear ict! off ·L.abrader 'does not i'ncrease 
• •: • "" ' J 
t~o s ·lgriificant ~~un~s u'!ltil ·late tiay when . it usualfy compris~s 
•• t t 
le~s than 1/10 of the aggregate fee coverage i" any region of 
. ' 
the pack ·(Markham, · 49SOb) - ·a value which is ~: rarei, . ~xc~eded. 
l · .. ... 
Upfoz:t~n~tely •. detailed informattion reg~rding mult i->:ea~ i.ce i n 
f • 
th~ - ~-brador Sea is not wid~spread, bei~~ confined to only a few 
• . t 0 • 
. repo'its which · are.based on measurements obtained from either 
photo~r~p~ic 'reconnaigsapt:.e' o·r oh-slte s.tudy ~i ' no~s-o~ 
J • 
, opportunity encountered within the pack. 
. .. 
It w~s ·this paucity Af ·. · 
i nformat io11 whl.ch prompt¢d t'he· .undertaking of the stud.y 
. . . .. 
- ~·· 




. In 19,79, mulf'.i~year flo~e thicknesses werE! .rep.ott~~ a,t . 
... 
between' 4. J m and 32,2 m With an average Of 14.2 and'S 'standard 
• • • .., • 0 ·' • 
. . 
' , . • . ·1. 
from··~ .• ) to. 28.6'-m with a mean of tS.t m . . an.d a standa.rd deviation 
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ducted from aer I a! photographs however, ·and used an as s{.d t ce 
d~nsity. · Thickne~se~ meas~red from drilling ot individual Lloes 
by Fenco (lq76) rahge from L . '> _' ~o \) m with 8 mean ~f .,7J.t· t· '\ and 
-.."-" /" 
a standard, deviation of J. 9 m. Butt, ~ !..!:·, ( 11:/79) reported a 
thickness of \4.6 m for a floe near Croswater Bay; lmperiaJ Oil 
Ltd; ( 1977) reported thicknesses l.lp to 16 m and diameters up t .. o 
r . . 
100 m in Oavis Strait. · 
Nolte ~d Tr~hart · '< 1971) reported a floe measuring 4.1'4 
m_by . 24.J8 ~i22J ~2 } ·_i.n· th~ s'o~thc~n·L~brado·~ Sea ~Skidmore, 
v" . . .. · 2 
t"C:l79). Fenco ( \9) repor(ct,l surface are~!? ranging,. from 540 m 
to 24,12~ • 2 ~a-mean and sta~dara·devi~tton of 4oal rn1 a~d 
2221 in2 ~e~tively for 197-q. Fo~ .' t-97fr, surface are~s vai'ied ( . . 
. . v 2 . '2 . ] . . 2 
betwf7en 935 m and ' 74,371 m with a mean :of 4187 m .. and standard 
' , 1 
. ' 2 . 
deviation -of 3557 m (F'enco, 1·978). Fenco (1976) estimated tloe 
' b 100 d 10 000 
'2, (W . I d B areas ranging etween an · , m rqpt an enm~e r, 
' 1980) • . 
., 
Floe 11\asses es~lmatell-by Fenco ( 1~79af for the 1979 i<:.e sea--
i 
son ran&ed between 6050 and 379,710 
' '• 
tive ~ean 'and standard deviation qf 
met~~s with a respec-
51,472 and 4?,654 tonnes, 
For· 1978,' the r.a,nge was between §...327 and.l,076,,770 tonnes with 
'· 
a . mean of 98,313. ton~es and a sta~dard.' deviation o.f 110,7'2.~ 
•• 
tonnes (Fe.nco .• 1978). 
Floe ~rifr velocities during l976 (F'enco, 1976), oe:ar llope-
• • ; 1 
. • . 1 . ' . . 
dal:e· and Cartwri gnt', averaged~ 0.29 ms-- wi r;h 'maxim~ml · speeds of 
. - f' . . J..O ms • H.astenon and Wright (. J .Q~2) report• speeds, mea"S.u~ed 
-1 ov~r ~few hours, · av~r,ging fri range be~~een ti.o~ and 0.5.~s 
~ I 
I ! .. . 
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, - ~ 
with maximum~ up to 1.5 ms- 1, for t~~-1976 and 1977 winter sea-
sons ·. Over ·.short-time pe;-iods .these dri trs varied in direet ion, 
... 
but.the mean res~ltant w~s south~astward. 
\ 
~ lnternal femperatures ip a multi-year floe range bet~een 
. -4°C and -17°C with an average of -5°C at the 2m depth . (Master-
so~ .a.nd Wright, 1982). In compari.son, fi:!t-year floe tempera-
.tures me~·su.re~ during freeze-up . in' 1979· ranged between . :... 5°C at 




ftr~t-year temperat~res ranged be~ween 
of -4•2°C i~n : ~arch and -2~6°0 ~n. A~~il (Fenco, . 197~). · Beca4se 
.· ' 
. . . 
the initial brf~e content ~ill drain o~i ovet ' several melt · ~ea-
'•, 
·• 
sons !~~nnin~ton, 1~6~; ~nt~is~ein~t• 1?68) salinities . for multi-
\ 0 ~ . • 
year ~ce average nea! 1 /oo (Petro~Canada, 198.2) .• lt is thfs 
\... 
combin~tfon of lower temperatures . and lowei salinity as well. as 
' : 
a dif(erent crystal structure which makes·multi-year ice much 
, ... 
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CHAPTER l I 
} STUDY OBJECTIVE AN~ METHODOLOGY 
•· 
2.1 s"tudy rationale 
·Previously completed studi~s concerpin.g multi-year lee in the 
Labrador Sea have ignored its spat~al aspects, preferrin~ to deal 
mainly with its mechan'ical and physical properties in anticipation of 
'• 
engineering pr~blems related tp loading on offshore structures, - ~r pos-
. . 
s ibl~ damage to vdssels· traversing_ the pack. While these studies have 
produced valuabl~ r~sults, there is still ve~y much to be done in the 
. . . ~. 
interest's of assimil'ating an informative . data bas.e · describing this type 
• • • • • \1 • • • 
of . ice. Although the ~ollection of ~ata regarding the intrinsic prope~­
ties of mu~ti-year ice falls outsi'.de the r~altn . of th~ geo~rapher, :l t . f 
do·es seem sensible that the gathering of such clata could be.bctter . 
facilitated if information was' available t•o gi~e the field 'sc,ienti·st a 
m~re accurate -description of its patterns of occurrence. '[t miy,ht the\. 
be pass ible to anticipate multi-year ·ice distr i,but ion cont.ingenc ies. to ' 
-
be encountered irt the Labrador offshore. Clearly, this void could he 
at least partially . . filled by a detailed spatial analysis of multi-year 
ice occur.rence within the Labrador tHZ. 
• <I 
At · leas~ two~~ .previous· studie.s haa
1 
indicated that multi-y'ear 
ice. might not ~.e '.~eously distributed within the ~11Z. Fenco 
I 
(197ti) .observed a highly concentrated strip of nlulti-year fee between 
. 
. - 90 and t20 km offshore near Hopedale, and a few years later gave 
another limited description (Fenco, t979a) indicating that multi-year 
. . ' 
floes had been seen to-occur both a.s il single floe surrounded by 
younger ice types as well as within fields of other•multi-year floes-. 
In neither case were descripti~e spatial statistics provided, but the 
' .. 
suggestion was that .·multi-ye:ar ice JTiight occur as ·gr9ups of relatlvely 
is 
• • 
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high floe freq~ency wftrt adjacent regions having ' very low occurrences,. 
To in~stigate the hypothesis that multi-year floes ~ight in fact 
occur as groups, the study detailed herein ~s undertaken to produce 
. ' 
. , 
the necessary- spatial statis~ics fro~ a large sample of mul~i-year ice. 
Although the study, havini been based on analysis of 
I • 
~r-aphy, might not be' represen~at ive of any long-term 
one year's photo-
trend , it does "") 
I 
f • 
g tve factua 1 data regarding the· distribution for the 197q season. 1 t ' 
. \ 
is hoped therefore that the infol"fT!a:t ion p~esented wirJl provide some in-
sight jnto how multi;-year ice has q;ccu'tred spatially in the Labrador 
. 
offshore · an~ that it will seTVe both to stimulate and aid fu~thcr 
stu~ies. 
2. 2 Data b'ase charactertst ics 
Oat.?. to be used wer~~xtracted from a. por.tio~ of a set of aeria 1 
photo~raphs on .loan from Petro-Canada Exploration 1 nc •. and the Labra-
~o! Group 0 ~- Com~nies. This set conta·ined in format ion collected along 
. . ..., " ... 
fo'ur different flight line's bcross the Labrador pack, with ·origins at 
~agiek, Cape •:~lapalt, K!kkerta7ak ~and and .. Fish Cove Point (·Figure 
4). • - ..... _ . . . 
. . 
The Saglek line, being the northernmost, was .chosen for this study 
. . 
' . . . . ( . 
because of its geographic ability to portray the characteristics of 
-
multi-year ice upon its enter_i!lB th_e Labrador ~llZ on its journey south. 
This set ~f photographs, 
collected along a flight 
from. eight ~ht missions, c'ontained ·data · 
line bearing 097° Mag.·from Saglek, Lab~ador, 
• 
crossing over the Gilbert wellsite. Photography was begun near the 
.. 
inshore edge of the Eas~can offshore Tease. holdings and. with .one 
exception, continued·o~fsho~e · until the ice edge was encountered; due 
,. 
19 
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date. Solid bars ln inset indicate the exttnt of 
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to ice-fog off Labrador on May 12, one flight was aborte~ at 130 km 
b 
and did not reach the ice edge at 148 km. The nominal photographic 
\ 
scale was 1:6000_; z:ei-er--to Figure 4 for flight dates and extent of 
-coverage. -----
2. 3 ~Data colls.£!:!EE 
- I 
' Tfie collection of multi-year ice data f~om air photographs i~ 
dependent upon visual identification which may sometimes be a dt~i­
cult procedure. Therefore, a detai~d two-~ge process of da~a 
re.cogn it ion and recording, described ~ow, was carried out over a 
·_ ten-month period to ensure achievement~of optimum accuracy for the 
I 
i.nformat ion extracted. 
2.3.1 Establ'ishment of identifi'Cation ·criteria 
Since no comprehensive list of criteria for identifying MIZ multi-
year ice was available, the initial pr~ority was given to estab~ishinl 
-..... 
the identification characteristics by whtch it could be recognized and 
~solated from other ice types. 
During 1981,- preliminary observations were conducted from CCGS Sir 
John Frankfin be~ween February _21 and March 6· while enroute to and from 
. . 
Lake Melville, Labra9o~, and from an Atmospheric Environment Service 
(AES) ice reconna.issance aircraft on May -6; although no multi-year ic'e 
was encountered, valuable knowledge and experience was gained in the 
identification of y~unger ice types as well as in general familiariza-
tion with the ice regime of the Labrador Sea. In early JaRuary 1982, 
with the arriv~l-df photographs from Petro-Canada· Inc., a tenative list 
of cr~teria. was ~stablished through visual ·analysis of the photos, 
21 
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coupled with information from available literature and previous discus-
• ' 
sion with AES ice observers. Between March 20 and 27, 1982, field 
observation of ice types was again conducted from the Sir John_Frank-
' lin, m~inly in a regiop north of Groswater Bay; on this occasion use of' 
the ship's helicopte'r facilitated both aerial and on-surface photo-
. graphic studies of two multi-year floes. The observed morphologtal 
characteristics of these fld~s. along with further study of the Petro-
.. 
Canada photos, a-review of appropriate slides from the C-CORE Data 
~ank, ind discussions with Mr. A. Allan of GcCORE, led to the establ~sh~ 
ment :of. the 'finB.l 11 St of criteria. 1~~ 1982, t~O supplemen.tary I 
overflights .were carri_ed out ab.oard' an AES' ai~C!-'af.t on t_he. 5.th and .~ . 
21st; visual observations at these times substantiated the contents of 
· the existing:lis~ artd 'did not sugg~st ~ny further revisions • 
.. 
2.3.2 Anal~sis of photography 
Having established the criteria, ~dentification of flo~s from the 
1979 photographi was commenced in early April 1982 and continued until 
.. ~ . 
!1. 
November. In each case, durjng. tqe first examination of a series of 
photos, a floe was isolated by circling it with a grease pencil in a 
' color appropriate to its identifiFation stattis -- definlte multi-year 
' ' 
oi possib~e multi-jear. After the photo sets had been examinid in this 





manner, each photo in each set was 'examined a __ second time·, during which 
the status of individual floes was again evaluated based on ~e surface 
,, 
criteria. they exhibited; this time pa.rticular attention was paid to 
I ' 
. . 
either deleting or pos~tively identifying those f~oes P~\ously . marked 
as possible. In' a third and final scrutinization, each photo was again 
\ 
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The photographs were studied in the region to the right of the 
· ~ 
princinal point, containing the 40% of forward overlap coverage not com-
/ ____, 
I 
mon 1with the ~receeding photo in the series; this area ' was c_onsidered 
to be a cell. Since ~he actual size of this region would vary 
slightly, .depel)ding on aircraft altitude and speeei, special care was 
taken to ensure that each successive cell was begun at exactly the sa~e 
point, with reference to the ice surface, where coverage from the pre-· 
•Vious photo had ended. ln ·this manner, ttte researcher woula avoid 
coun~ing · the _ same floe twice in a situation where a cell might contain 
. . ' ~ . :. 
c_overage common to the previous ce 11, or missing .· a floe where a gap 
-~-
existed' between the end of the pre~ious cell and the ~inni~g of'the 
.Oext. 
All photos were view~d as a stereop~r under eighth powe~ magni~ 
fication using a WILD mirror stereoscope. ' r was affixed' 
to a metal plate whi~p could be shifted 1sideways whil e stereoscope 
was placed on a specially constructed frame which all~wed it to be 
moved backwards and forwards relative to the user. In a car~sian 
) -· \.. 
sense, the movement of the stere~pi:tr was along a X-axis while the 
, 
moveme!)t'"'of . the stereoscope was along a Y-axi's .' This setup 'allowed the. 
·. 
user to focus . on a smA~l portion of the photo celt' whil_~. moviRg the 
ste~eoscope along the Y-axis to sc~n the photo from b~ttom to top; at 
the top, the photos were shifted left along the X-a~is so tha~ the 
I ' ., • 
. .. 
stereoscope was no~ positioned slightly fo the· right of the area· covered 
' 
' in the u~~.!'.d _scan • . The scope ·was then .moved back down the 'Y-axis to· 
the bottom of the photo, in a track paralleling and immedtately adja- ' 
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and another track begun upwards. This ~truc~ured approach allowed each 
photo to be examined in minute detail; use of a cartesian coor.d'ina.te 
/_.- ·· .,system· of X and Y movements ensured that all region~ of a photo cell 
0 
{ coutd ·~e exami,ned sequentially in thi">anner without fear of om! tt in• 
' a-riy portion or of' losing track of what regions had been studied. 
' 
2.4 Data assimilation 
2.4.1 Recording data d. 
its 
As ea~ell was scanned, an identifie~ floe Mas measured along 
axis of maximum diameter, with the size'\being recorded along with. 
. . 
t'he se~i'al number of the photo cell in'·which i.t was found. In addi- · 
tion, from the margin of each photo, an altitude reading wa~ taken for ' 
calculatin~ ~he actual size of the mul~~-year floe~ it contained. 
2.4.2 D,ata transformat-ion 
Recorded· data ~ere entered and stored on a Dig ita 1-atAX/VMS 
computing hardware/softwa.re system and processed using algorithms 
writteri in tiie 1977 FORTRAN Sb~dard. . . . 
the first stage, .dia~easttt'1!iilents taken from photos were .In 
transformed from raw to actual surfa~e values by calculating a specific 
scale for eB:~h photo, 'us'ing a form~la from Avery (1977). This incor--
po!:at;ed the mclt·heinat ical relationship between flight altitude for e.etch 
·photo and the camera focal length: 
Scale 
• I 
= Camera ,Focal Leng'th· (m) 
Altitude Above Surface (~) 
Ca~cul~ting spec~~ sc~les all~wed~e ~izes to be determined a~ 
accurat~ly as pos~le and elimina~d the error which might ·ha~~ been 
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calculated for the entire line • 
, 
Follo~ing this, a proBram was writte~ which positioned the cells 
-~ 
sequentially along the flight line, giving their positions in terms of 
-. 
calculated distances from the ice edge and from the shoreline. For 
this procedure a mean cell size was assumed for the entire photo set 
and was determined from a s~mp.le o~?tos r.andomly chosen with no dis-
cerninent made t .owards the ice type they contained. Whi.le several 
methods o'( cell positio.ning were considered, the one deemed ·most sat is-
. . . ~ 
' 
factory wast~ posi,tion the 111s· with reft;_z:~nc.e to the ice edge. This 
was ~ccomplished· by obtaining the serial number of. the pho_to at the ice 
' .. '. 
' 
edge as w~ll #lS the di,stanc~ offshore at which the edge was located ·o_n 
~he giv~n flight date. Actual .positioning wa~ achieved through an 
, 
algor:Jthm which determtned t.he number of interveni.ng cells between a 
• q , 
·given cell and the £inal . one in the 'series and then multiplied by the 
1 h ... average eel size. T is program also read the data previously calcu~ 
lated on floe sizes and produced summary informati~n detailing the floe 
frequency' .sum of floe diameters' as well as .average' maximum, minimum 
and rangetJ of flpe sizes for -ea-ch celL 
Implementation of thi_s _two-phase programmin_g approach to data 
• J., ... • 




distinct, numerics 1 data ba~es .. we_re produced for each flight date. 0~ 
contained individual floe sizes useful for ·production of descriptive ~ 
floe size statlstics,...while the other contained a summary of multi .... year 
i)e data by c~ll position within the pack and was useful 
. and ~emporal analysis. L . 
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2.5 Data analysis 
' - When analyzing data for a given flight date, spatial analysts 
I 
primarily involved data at the cell level. An exception occurred in ~ 
the case of the chi-square analysj.,s where the· cefll cate.gories were too 
small to satisfy test requiz:ements; in this case data were grouped into 
distthce categories of five kilometres, a satisfactory inte~val width 
wh~ch was still small enough to avoid obscuring the-true shape of the 
·ctistribution.· For ~,ter on temporal analysis (Chap. 6), th~ 
data were group~d into categories of ten kilometres width; since the 
obj~ctive here was to provide a synoptic overview of multi-year ice 
qccurrence .and associated trends through the season, rather than a 
detailed de;cription,Jthis category~ chosen because it ;voided the 
' I 
awkwardness and confusion of comparing the numerous graphs which would 
have resulted from the use of cell data. , . 
Statistical analysis utilized ·mainly the Statist~~al Package tor 
the Social Sciences (SPSS) which was supported on the university VAX. 
• 
An exception was the calculation of floe size statistics which w~re pro-
. ('.... 
duced using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) supported by a New-·· 
foundland aQd_Labrador Computing Ser.vices (NLCS) computer. 
I .. 
Graphica1 analysis utilized the s~ss Graphics pa~kage, the Geo~ 
, , 
-
·-&raphicaL Information Management and Mapping Sy.st·em (GIMMS), the Zeta 
I 
Plotting Subroutine's pac~age, and Surface . .11 which is capable of prod_J!c-
ing th~e-dim~nsi~nal mathematical surfaces representing.numeric~l 
•trends. All of these were s~Jported on VAX, with processed plot files 
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2.6 Evaluation 'of method 
Whil~ great ~are was taken to achieve optimum quality in'data ~on­
,._ 
,. t;ol, e,pecially tn the :verification. of programf!l'ing logic, ther~ 
remaiqed some aspects whi~h were . p~yond the control of this res 
p'ro ject and which therefo~e represent ce~tain }argins of error.!:--
2,6 .1. 'rce .edge. pO~itioning . · . J ' . • J . . 
. ' 
· An .:ope.raticina1 report supplied with the photographs. ga,ve . ~he ice·,.: 
.. --
.. I 
"edge poslti'b:n f~r each flight ,date a·nd, exce·pt for May 12,: stated· that . 
' . ,_ .. _.--
' . I 
photography was· terminated at thls point. However, · for ..soJ.Pe~ .ph~t·o· 
' . .. . 
. . 
date~, even though ~he CQndition of. the pa'ck ic'e .. indigated the ; e.dge 'to 
. . -
have .. been very e"i.ose, it was not contained . in· the last ~ serial photC?-
4 "'If . ~· 
gr~aph; · ~n · the~~ "case~. the.- onlr solut~on (as to posit.on the la.st photo 
at the of fshofe distance ,.given for .·the ice edge. , .!l'his wbu.ld ha~e i\tro-
duced a small error in cell positioping .so ~hn while 1114ny di~tance~ 
are later· given 'to_ one decimal place, 'this· is. merely for . th~ purpose 
.1> • : .. 
·of spatially distinguishi~g betwe'en individ\Ja,l ~ells and, no ~t~-ebtpt 
should be' ma,de ~o apply these calcula~ed·: poSitions . in, a~ si~~-specific · 
manner 'without consideration of this~ er.ror margi'?· . 1 
. 2. 6. 2 Incomplete ·data 
• ·t 
. Occas~onsily a~ id~ntified· multi-y~ar . f~oe_ w~•:.l~te~ 
upper or lower margin of a : photo such· that a p~rtiod· it~ 
at the 
surface 
fell out~ide 'the coverage region and wa.s ~ost .. · r S in·ce· it was \'lOt pos~-
··siple to' ascertain i.ts maximum diameter in . tllis ·case, the floe was 
. . . ' . . 
'• ' 
deleted from the final count. because· entry of a · partial' .dia~eter 
. ' ... , • ·. 
reading would produce spurious results' in ~al~ulatio.n of a~erage size· 
~· 4 
. .. · .. ·-·. 
··' 
' .. · . 
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ari~ othet statistics. Due to this, •the total count given of identitied 
mult;i-year. floe.s for each date is slightly lesa than actual, ly observed; 
• n 
Table 1 lisis the humber of omitted flpes ' by dat~ . 
. ' 
For the· ·March 19 and March 29 f ligtrt lines, even though th'ere was { ' \1 
pnoto eover'age · to the ice edg-e, ' only.~ive ~ulti-'year f-loes were found 
fOr .e~ch _.date; pr~sumably, beCa':_ISe these liqes l:tad been flown early ·~n 
' I ' ' 
the
0 
season, befo'I'e the .. major influic of multi .... ):ear ice ·had occu~r.r.ed. 
~ ,. ' ~ • • • . I 
•  r _v • • • , . • , , , • • . .. I( • • .. " 
. ·. ·.. .... ··: Owing· to such a . SRlall count, these ·data . sets were· deemed incomplete f or · ·. ' 
I , . • ·;·,:0 ',. ., ' • . ( , , . . •. '. ~-' I 
' •• • , 
. -... ~.· · . _P~o'a~_~t:i.~n of a.~Y- r.ev;resentaS,i~.e statis~ics ~nd therefore· no analysis. 
. :. . 
. -, - ~~.as .perfQrnled ·upon them~ 
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~ " 2 ~6 .'3 Mi~~in& d~ta 
., 
~ "! J ' I 
• The most · severe case of 'missing ·~ata" concernecf the photot~' tt r Ma'Y, 
; • .+ • 
12, : wh-en. photography' was .aborted at a po~ition 19 :kln from the 'i& edge. 
. . 
' • • .,· J 
As~ result, ~tfie ana~ysis for this dat~ · deals only with the spatial 
...- · 
distribu-tion along the ltrie to this .posit ion and is not based upon total 
coverage to~he. i6~ edg~: -
. \ . 
. . ' 
.. ' 
\ ' . . 
Other, mo~e minor, inst~nces occurred when it ··was decided, for the 
:.. ~ . 
. ·:· ' \ ' . . . . , . .. ... ~ . . . . ' . . 
~urpo~e of .. this ~~udy, to truncate. ~1_1 f1igf\~ lin~c!overage to a ~Inmon 
. . \ ' l • • • 
. ' .'. origfn ~f ~ef~~e~c~b~g-fn'ning ·at 37 km · o~f~~ore. Th:ls was t~e innermost' 
. , point at ' whi,~h multi~ear it~ had · been .~ pho.fogra~h~d on ~ny of ~he . ·" 
, r . , . . 
· fiight . mtssions .. be~ween . April .25 .and J·~ne 07~ '· ·some of ' the flights · h.td 
I I 
. 1 or.ig..;nated .shoreward \ o f tn:is ·point a.nd posed ' no .· nr<?b ~ems, however 
... . ' . :·' . .. . . . ~· ~ ·. ·~~ .. 
others ha.d begun• slightly. 'feaward· ·from thi.s p,oiht so that these ·n ight · 
. . . . . ~ , 
lines are di~play~'d' ~s ·ha~hi'g missing data between the common ori - ....- . 
I 
\. . -~ . ' . ' "' . 
girl o~ refet:~nce. ·and. the seaward po~nt .. at which photography was actu-
.. .. · .
. 
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\.lhile proble'ms are usu,ally not uncommor in re~ea:rch. the under-
b 
. e 
l'¥ing causes of such margins· of error in this study arose partially 
.. ' • n 
from having ·to plan the res~rch around an al.ready collected photo 
'se~ies, within ~hich· any in~insic variations or omissions could not he 
corrected for, as weli as the absence of any analogous stu,dy wl,dch c·ould 
have been ·used as a reference model. In the overall context of the 
. . I 
study however, it is felt t:hat ·:~ese proble~~ a.re minor .a\do ~ot 
. ·alter the ability of this proj~ct to provide hitherto unavarable ~ 
. information regarding · the 197~ mult(-year ice distr iuution p n the 
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CHAPTER 3 
lllENTIFYING MULTI-YEAR iCE IN THE LABRADOR MIZ 
3.1 Official Terminology 
Sea ice old~r than first-year is described generally by the 
World Me~eorological Organization_as old~ce end is subdivided 
into t~fficial categorie~, being first ' desc~ibed as second- ) 
year ice after surviving one summer•s melt a~d multi-year ice 
upon surviving any subsequent summer. The ofBlcial birthday of 
old ic~ is October 1, when any i~~ existirig in the Arctic from 
• t • • • t;r 
the iast win~er or several previous winters is assumed to have 
; . 
survived ~he ~urrent m~~t sea~on'and is classified accordingly· 
. 
(Markham, 1981). By off·icial definition b·oth c·lasse·s have a 
higher freeboard than youn-ge:z: ice types. Second-yeAr icehas-
. ' 
a greenish-blue melt pattern of many small isolated puddles 
interspersed with bare hu~ocks. Multi-year ice, be~ng almost 
' totally void. ·of brine, exhibits a blue melt pattern of more 
' 
fully developed puddles, with interconnecting channels located 
·. be'tween hummocks much smoother than those of the second-year 
type (WMO, 1970; SPRI 1973; MANlCE, 1980). 
- Alth~ugh these descriptions are generically correct~witnin 
the age-hie~archical structure of sea ice nomen~lature, they are-
of only peripheral use in identifying individual multi-~ear floes 
,. 
withih the phys~cal setting o/ a marginal ice zone. Mainly 
• 
b~cause of the ~ide range of dynamic conditions existing in . tht~ 
region and al~o due-to the melt conditions pr~viously occurring 












... - .. . 
c4ations of distinguishing and/or 'camouflaging character-
' . 
. . 
i st ics which often make them appear dis~tly different from 
one another. 
Because of fracturing during transport trom the Arctic 
source · regions, floes ar~iving in the MIZ are act~ally fragments 
of larger parent floes (Fenco, 1979) which existed in the 
I . 
Ar<:tic. On a macro-scale, · a large. parent . floe would exhibit- an 
overall melt·pattern· similar to g~neric description. However, 
J • \ 
on. a meso or micro-scale · some of its regions. wh·ich contained, 
.for example, pl;ominent hummocks would be distinctly .. diff~rent 
' 
· from other areas of the same floe co~tai~i~g mainly m~lt ponds. 
,. Given that MIZ multi-year floes ~re the fractured remanents of 
larger floes then cor~espondingly, their melt patterns ar~ also 
meso or micro--scale portions of. the original macro-scale melt 
pAttern~. As such, their individual ch~racteristics will be 
determined by which porti~n of_ the original floe surface they. 
initially comprised. Consequently, while these floes collec~ 
tively represent a typical mu.ltl-year melt · surface, as individ-
ual floes they appear unrelated.-
The · descriptions contained herein are based on ·c:onc,lusions 
. . ~ 
. . 
dr~wn from stu~y of t2~·· 1.979 data base and observations made · / 
during field-related experiences in the Labrador ~nz· . T~um- / '. 
marize nomenclature· ·descrip'tive of multi - year ice in a marginat / 
"' .. . . ...... 
ice ~one and serve to expand upon. official descrtptions. While 
there are situations where it is · practical to distinguish between 
second and multi - year ice (M'arkhafll, 1981)· such d.f,fferences are 
32 
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not emphasized here; .rather, descriptions are' con£ ine4 to two 
I 
main categories dealing with the identifying and disguising sur-
face characteristics exhibited by old ice. 
3.Z Identifying surface features 
3.2.1. Hummocks, ponds, and channels 
Th~ first st.age in 'the-format ion of these features probably -
begins·with tl\e presence of an·undulating snow cover on a fir~t-
. . 
ye~r. floe. With increasing solar· radia.tion, melt-water· forming 
on the 4:rte~ts 'of snowdrifts wUl 'run off to colleft in the 
intervening ·troughs, wher'e ·it will da'rken the surface of the 
. .. 
sri'ow, turnirtg it to slush · (Lister,, 1962). · The .. resulting 
/ . . ' . 
decrease in albedo ~atises a-cce_lerated melt ir·hi_s depress io·n 
which liias to formation of a smal~ pool b~tw~n the dr~fts. As 
the seaso~ -progresses, melt will continue to widen and deepen 
the pond, but the surroundi_ng snowdr.ifts, w~th their higher 
a 'J,beqo, will protect. the .sur_face · underneath them from experi-
• 
encing··an equivalent degree of melt. By tl)e. time the snow has 
COmpletely disappeare9, th~ r~sult will be a series of entr~nch­
ed melt depress.ions scattered amongst the raised hummock:; whi.ch 
themselves-mark· the )oc:at'ion ·of the la~t ,remnants of protect i ve 
,., 
. · ... 




' :,.~ ~.·;·.~ . . : .. ' . 
.... ' 
snow co':'er. I'n ari~~·her . s'cenario, hummock formation· can be :·i niti- . 
. . . .. 
ated by the :bending · an~ f'racturing of thick first-year floe·s dur-
. ' 
~ collision or shearing 
falces (Kpvacs and Sodhi, 
in response to in-pl~ne compressiv~ 
1980). This leads to f l~e f ragments-,., 
tion and produces_p_iles of rubble in first-year ice;'after a few 
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consolidate into a solid hummocky maljS known as !I mu,).t i-year hum.: 
mock field (Metge, et ~.!· 1982). 
-Of course, this is only a schematic description of a forma-
t ion process which apparently has a number of varia't ions in 
reality, deptmding .upon the condition of the original floe sur-
, . 
face. No matter what the formation pr·ocess tho~gh, hummock's are 
rarely of uniform height and can hav¢ a range of relief. Clearly; 
the .resulting pattern· of wea.t~e~ed surface is related .to the 
condition of the original surfa~e which is determined by ice 
dynamics and ,weather conditions occurring in the source z:egion. 
Therefore, the relative proportions of cov·erage by me~t-pond's 
and hummocks will be intrinsically variable, · however the final 
outcome is always some variati'on on this pattern. 
Once a melt-pond has been formed, its lower albedo, in re la-
t ion to t .he su:tro1,1nding ice surface, wi 11 result in ablation f 
rates of two to three times higher than for tHe bare ice (Hanson, 
1961) • . In addition to deepening, it will_ contiriue to widen by 
melting the ice along its peripheral region; this is accomp-
1 ished through a . process of convective overturn in~ of water Q 
under the influence of wind (Crarey, 1960), If the floe remains 
-
' .. 
. stationary, ·either thr.dugh grounding or because it is landfast, 
,.,......_.._, 
and if the winds blow from a prevaili?g direction, the melt-
water will be forced 
the downwind port ion 
towards.a r~gion of~concentrated m~lt in 
of the pond causing its outl.ine t<? be~orne 
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short-lived if the floe rotates, or the wind changes, causing 
the melt-water to concentrate at a different point, thus 
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more of an oval-shaped depression, rather than one which is long 
and narrow • 
Continuing melt pattern evolution will see the ponds con-
nected by a growing network of d~ainage channels. Since many 
-
of ihcse chfnnel s sometime;; change direction in a sharp a~d 
angular fashion,_ it would app'ear .that they are formed by cracks 
\i~h have propagatbd along the flQ.e su~_fade:. Such 'cr~cks, which 
are the tensile product of thermally- induced stress t can initial-
. . 
ly be up to several centimetres wide (Evans and Untersteiner, 
1971; Evans, 1971; Lazier and. Metge, 1972); some other cracks 
might also be formed by surface f lcxing in 'response to wave · 
act:. ion (Goodm~n. Wadhams and Sq\l ire, 1980). The warm melt-.wat~J; 
from a pond seeps along a crack, melting its~ walls to w ide'n and 
perhaps deepen i~ into a functional melt:..water channel. As 
·water flows along its course, any sharp bends in the channel 
I 
w i 11 become rounded due to melt- water concentration at this 
point and the channel mj.ght ~·ake on a sinuous shape. 
As this established melt pattern continues to d~ve lop over 
several melt seasons, ~he relatively rough humrnocked surface of 
early age will give way to one of gentle undulations with numer-
ous streams and~ ponds, which. approxima tea" the gen4!!.ric pattern 
by which multi-year ice is most . frequently described. 
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. 3. 2,2 Embayments 
The edges of a multi._-year floe are sometimes cut hy small 
\ 
bays which enhance its weathered appearance.· These features are 
f .ormed when a large floe breaks into two or more smaller ones, 
at which time a crack propa~ating through the floe wiil dissect 
the mel·t · depressions along i ts path. When the piece of ice 
\ 
breaks· away, the inelt dep_tessions ·are fractured such that their 
~ . 
c9m'Paqble portio~s are left. suspended along · the,juxtapo~ i_ng 
edges of · ~wo newly-f~rmed floes~ Once forme~\ if a bay. is at · or 
below sea level it will fill with sea water which ·w_ill begin to 
melt its periphery, causing it to migrate back across the sur-
face of .the 'floe. This process is probably enhanced by tiny con-
·vect~on.currents near the margin !Jf melt; these are induced by 
variations in water density due to temperature change and d i lu- . 
- A 
tion of seawater salinity by the melting fee (Marschal,l , 1'977; 
Zubov,· 1943). Similtaneous with this, the bay might also widen 
by melting laterally outwards along the edge of t .he · floe, per-
haps joining .eve~tually with an adjacent bay' undergoing the same 
process. ·As back-cutting and widening progre~es, .the bottom 
surface of the bay,might be relatively unaffected so. that it is 
left behind to pr9ject out from t'he waterline edge of :the lloe 
as an underwater ram.· . 
. . 
. 
This process probably occurs in the Labrador offshore in 
-r 
late spring and migh·t occur earlier dur,ing periods of prolonged 
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water would not be constantl.y flus.hing into and out of the bays, 
so that with a restricted water-mixing process, solsr radiation 
would increase local water temperature and accelerate the melt, 
~specially when suroface ~emperatures were above freezing. In 
spring, with an open pack, wind and wave turbulence around ~he 
edge of a · floe (Wadh~_ms, 1980) would also accele.rate the melt 
rate. 
3. 2. 3 Wea~hered Ridges 
Mu)t i-year ridges are the ablated remnants o'f younger ridges 
., 
formed in the Arct'ic when th~ck first-year ice is d~formed und~r. 
· co~pression. During the melt seaspn, ablat,ion wfll round the 
.protruding blocks and produce me lt-wa.ter wh~ch then. seeps into 
. 
. the interblock voids where ' it freezes. Th'rough a repeated Sfi!ries 
I 
of freezi~~s these voids eventuallY. fill completely with i ce 
which consolid~tes t.he b.loc_)<s, making the ridge structurally 
massiv.e (Kovacs ~. !!.·• 1973). Over several melt seasons ·the 
. . 
sides of the ridge are progressively ablated so that as age 
increases, the! slope angle becomes '!lore ~entle. Depending on 
· . its age and degree of melt, a ridge sail might have a serra'ted 
. ·~e·d. by the pro~uding remnants of incUvidual blocks or 
it may 'exhibit several gentle undulations along a rounding top • 
. 
When a multi-year floe is studied f~.om . ove~head, the riqges, 
j ' 
.. 
if preseJtt, ~·ppear as 1 inear fe~tures truncated at one o~bo!-=h 
ends. Th~ sid~s are ·usually .gen:tly sloping; sometimes a me l t 
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1 • .. 
ating in a marginal melt-water trough, or series of troughs run-
ning along the base of the ridge. A ridg~ will also have a much 
larger keel extending downward from the bottom of" the floe. 
3.2.4 -High freeboard and undeformed edges 
. 
In a pressured pack, where younger · floes are undergoing 
~ peripher,al deformation,· a multi-year floe i~ often clearly 
vistb,le because of its undeformed edge.s and. its greater fr.ee-
board which gives it a higher, relief relative to the surrounding 
lee. High freeboard is. due to the gFeater thicknes.s· of th~ 
,.. 
floe., Undeformed edges are . due ~.o a higher compressive strength 
which en;:lbles· the floe t .o withstand greater late'ral loading with-
out ex,Periencing fail.ure; this is a produ~t of brine loss duri-ng 
previous melt seasons. As a result, the edges oE a multi-year 
floe, when they are visible, are undeformed _;1nd usually abrupt. 
When viewed .from above, the · periphe~al .outline is often one of 
rounded corn•rs (pioduc.ed by -continu.ou~ pack.:.ic,a abrasion) and 
' 
. gentle undulations along the sides. The . presence--6f angular 
. ( . 
corners at1d sharp ang~la.r serrations alQJlg· c:me or more of . its 
sides indicates that a floe ha~ recently separated from .another 
ptece of multi-year -~ice; such a floe will . usually have rounded 
corners and sides along the remainder of its. outline. 
3.2.5· Color ---
----
lt s sa,lt- free cond.i tion ~.lso 'd'etermines the manner: in wh i'ch 
. the interne 1 s tru~ture of 
niiss,ion ~ight, causing 
-. 
. r . - ' . 
a multri-year· floe aJfects the trans-
. I . . 
the· floe to exhibit a distinctive blue 
• 38 
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· color. Neither sunr:tY nor overcast conditions seem to alter its 
tonal value when viewed from an airborne pl.atform, but when 
' I 
viewed at an angle from the _surface _this color might be mpre 
I 
appatlent during overcast copdi tions. Color is a v'ery useful 
criterion _for multi-year ice identification; ev.en uhder a''cover 
. . 
of snow, a bluis-h tint can be observed from overhead, dis-
' 
t~nguishing thi~ floe from the sur.rounding younger ice types 
which w'i.ll .r ·emain white or- grey. 
3.3 . Disguisi.ng features 
~ 





Surface rubble i ~ produced through de format ion and destruc-
( 
tion ·of younger .ice types in tlie surrounding pack_regio~ by 
dynamic processes which later deposit some of the resulting 
I 
debris onto the surface of the older ice. The pat'tern of 
·deposited rubbte fragments wi 11 vary depending upon the mode of 
oeposition. ) 
One mode occurs m'ost whe_n the p;~ck is in an open,col\ldition 
or when the floe lies very near the i:ce edge. In .these ~itua­
t lo~s · pcean swells and surface waves will 
.. ' 
' infiltrate the ;pack 
I 
f,or some distance befQre being attenuated by the ice. 





- cally to the wave energy in the same manner as will the hinner 
. . 
and .smaller floes of younger ice types. Consequently, prop-
agating wave will temporarily innundate a portion, or t 
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onto its surface 'i:n the proces.§...! Rubble deposited in this man-
ner is distinctive in i-ts usually random pattern of dispersal 
""' \) 
which originates near the edge wher~ the wave first made <!l!Ontact 
and extends across the floe surface. 
" "'c. 
A second process, known as ice pile-up, occurs when floes 
' are confined within a pack under lateral compression. Pile-up 
• 
has b~en 0 bserved in the Arctic where, in one instance I a 
grounded multi-year floe having vertical sides was almost com- • 
' ' p letely covered with rubble '#'ough a process described h y · l<'.o'!acs 
and Sodhi (1980). This occurs when thinner sea ice iS driven 
- ~ c 
past a floe on either side; ice which c~nnot pass because of 
obstruction by the floe then piles on the up-pressure side. 
the process, the ice becomes severely fragmented and piles up 
uhigh enough to fall down onto the floe sur~ac: near th.~ . edge; 
during prolonged periods .of this act ion most of, the floe surface 
-
might eventually be covered. 
\. . 
on multi-year ice in theQ Labrador MIZ might be the p~oducts of 
relict pressure conditions occurring in the Arctic, it is more 
1 ikely that. they are the product of Ml~ dynamics since pi'"e-up 
has been observed to occur on 'at least one tabular iceberg 
, -- ---- . .'grounde~he near;-shore region of the pack (Kovacs and ·Sodhi, 
not be subjected to 
grounding in the Labrador Sea, ~similar p i.l. ing process might 
\ - ) 
occur (;lhen, under the pressure o converging pack 1 younger 
-, , 
• ;. • ,1' 
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.~hould the floe have sloping sides the younger ice will likely 
raf~ and ride up ontg its surfa~e. Alternatively, as floes 
~ptate and shear. agai~st one ano~her a vertical-sided old floe 
would cau~e . the ice to be pulverized ·at the line ~f contact 
whereupon it would pile up .i!l the ma~mer des~ri~ed. 
' '-
Whatever the cause, such pile-ups ~ere observed to have 
occ'urred frequently in the , ~abrador ~~Z during 1979·. Usually 
• ' ' , · I ' 
confined to ~he peripheral reg~on of the multi-year floe,· many 
. 
p.ile-ups encircled either all ' ot a ·port-..on ·of the edge area, 
. .. . . . 




. . . ' . . . . ~ . 
pressure deformation indicative of f irst·-yeCJr ice • . Si nee the 
. ' 
. . . , . . ( 
extremes of _sea 'tee .. ~Ytl_~~ics,.~n t~ # ~abr~dor :,ac~ ,are_ r'el~tively 
unkn<?wn, 1 t seems poss t'ble 'thdt tota 1 surface obliteration of a 
.... 
multi-year floe co~ld rescilt .from complet~-overriding by you~ger 
, .. . ' ' . " 
ice forms. 
While surface rubbl~ solely will agg~ava~e the identifica-
tion of~ multi-year floe; especial~y where .t~i use of black ~nd 
- . . 
white photog't'aP.hy negatc;s' t-he reliance upon floe coior' t a par-
. . . ~ 
tion- o~ t e melt pattern is o ten visi~Je betwee~ the sc~t-
tered bloc a't the r where ~~ge pile-~ps do not usually 
reach. It snow cover that surface rubbl' 
i 
features become most · ~roblematic. 
3.3.2 Snow cover 
Snow can be ~probl~m in the identification of a multi-year 
floe because of i~s ability t~ visually alter or totally cov~r 
. . ' 
~urface melt feaiures, hence requiring greater care in lnier-
41 
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pretat ion. Often, d,~pos it ion of edge rubble on · a multi-year 
• flo~ serves as a ~ind break, allowing a snowdrift or ~ies of 
# • 
drifts -to form on its 
·. L . 
lee s1de and extend across the surface of 
the floe. Sometimes a portion of the melt surface is still 
. . . .. 
visi~te, but if the ~ubble extends around ~he entire edge then 
I 
as the wind s~ift•s, .the orien~at ion and coverage of sno~drift s. 
will alter accordingly, ·producing a· complete covering of s~ow 
encircled by edge rubbli~ If, on · the · othe~ hand, scattered rub-
ble ' exi~ts it,will facilitate the. deposition of snow in. the 
- •, 
'· 
. .-areas between thl! blocks so that por.ti.on~ . of them wil ~ pro~rude 
·. 
from ~eneath the sn6w c6ver s~gge~t!ng themselves to be pieces 
' 
of a deformed first-year surface. In ~ither case, if a portion 
of the melt pattern does not appear from beneath a thin region 
6f the snow cover, the floe ~s not v~ry different in appe~~ance 
"l 
-ft'C?m the nearby f'irst-yeaz ice. ldent if i'cat ion then becomes 
• T , 
· diffic~lt ' and freeboard does not help because thick first-year 
flo~s ·having .apparently similar su-~face f~atures c~!n . occasion-
ally .h.a:ve .freeb'oar_us equivalent to' some multi-year poes·. 
' ( 
· In a ~egion of the pack .wh,re ~eposited r~b~l~ is abs~n~ 
however,' careful study of the surface of a' snow.-covered mtilt'i-
. Y.ear floe usually produce; positive re'Sult~. Hfitler, et al (1972)' . 
• 
: found that snow . cover on a multi-year floe will reflect su'l'face 
undulations ·ha.ving a wavelength of 8 m or more, but will mask 
those of less than 4 m by infilling of the deRressio~s. This is 
signific~nt because in a snow-covered pack c~ntaining both. fi r st \ . 
-. and multi-yea~ ice, yo~ng ridges and other features of recent 
42 
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pressure deformation will protrude from the snow r~vealing the 
nature of the first-year surface beneath. Reciprocally, the 
multi-year floe, with its ~sually gentle surface undulations, 
will have an uobrok~n snow cover which is an approximate reflec-
tion of its surface tontobr. Posi~ive 1 ide~tification though 
wou1d still depend on correlation with other factors such as 
high . freeb~~rd and undeiorme~ edges. Usua~ly i'dentifica~ion is 
I 
a~ ded by the presenc~ '\f at.~ lea~t ~ne · 1ll~lt i-year. floe whi"ch has 
a t~ny po~tioh of its melt rattern e~posed, thereby corifirming 
its . ~deot·ity. Study of t~e sUr1aee characteristics in' the ·snow-
covered region of this ,floe the.n ser.ves as a key for comparison' 
with the surface ~eatures,~f oth~r suspected· mul~i-year f)oe~ • . 
In the case · of wind-swept surfaces, if a m~lti-year floe 
has pronounced surface humrno~ks then its chances for identifies-
t ion under snow-cov.ere.d conditions are even better. If the snow 
fa.ll occurs in con·junc'tion with wind and the absence of shel-
tering edge rubble~ then blowing snow will settle 1nto the melt 
_depressions,. fi lllng them approximatel_y flush with• the surface; 
however the hummock.s, b~cause of thetr exposed and rounding sur-: . 
-face, will remain bare; Unlike rubble, which ~hen pro~ding 
.. from a snow cover .w)11 also appe~r wh~te, these hummocks exhibit 
the blue color of mul'ti-year lee. The resulting. pattern is one 
. . 
, I .. • I 
of a : ~hite snow cover interspersed with.dark 1 bare hummocks. 
' • I : . ' . . . \ . 
. • , lrt _some inst~ilces· , aft.er a strong wind has ·completely ~wept ~11 
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sions) these snow-filled cavities are more visible than the hum-
mocks, and appear as d~tinct white blotches again~~the darker , 
blue bacKground of the floe surface. 
3.4 Temporal aspects of floe surface characterization 
. 
Some aspects-o-f multi-year floe character! za·t ion descri bed 
. , . 
are ·consi.stPnt in their'frequency 'of occurrence while others 
exhibit a distinct temporal. variatkm in association with long-
, . 
term wea~her trends occurring in the Labrador offshore. Weath- · 
erec;l ridge~, _su+"face rubble and, to an extent, melt hummocks, 
are vis~ble throughout the period of . multi-year occurrence in 
the marginal ice zon~; however ~ther f~ature~ ~ill increase or 
' I \ 
decrease in frequency .over the same time span. · 
In A~l multi-year floes are predomina~tly either snow-
c,overed with protruding hummbcks.,, ~s '&escribed, or bare and wind-
swept with occasional pat'Ch~s- of snow; m~lt depressions and con-




i ':_tO early or mid:-May the occu.rrence ·and extent o. f sn·ow ·cov.erage 
I 
' , 
• . 0 
lessens under the influence of inc~easing t'\mperatures and solar· 
radi~tion, so that the hulmlocks become· more visible and many 
melt-ponds fill with wa~er. By this time the spring melt pattern 
. . 
will have beg~n · to re- emerge but g.eneratly does so as . t'he .wi.r\ter 
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tial covering of snow (u,ually near the edge where snow i~ thick-
est in the lee of pile-ups) coinciding with ~ater-filled melt-
ponds in the bare regions where the snow has melted~ By the end 
of May snow will have mostly disapp~ared (bu~ might still 
recur), and the melt pattern of ponds and interconnecting chan-
nels firmly re-~stablished. Also, the increasing absence of 
snow will·allow mQre floes to clea~ly exhibit their blue color, 
-maldng the"! distinctive from the· surrounding pack. In Jut1e, with 
pack-ice deteoriation in reponse to increasing sea surface tern-
. . . ' 
peratures, . lateral melt in~reases along the edges of multi! year 
floes, and jagged edg·es are obs.erved ·more fr~quent ly as u.ndercut 
fragments break ·away and floes s~owly disintegrate. 
\ 
While this represents the general chronology of multi-year 
mel~ pattern re-establishment in the Labrador offshore, the 
actual time frame for any given ye~r is variable, being con-
t~ngent u~on prevailing weather conditions which might produ~e 
delays, acceleration~ or a combtnation of both • 
. 3. 5 Illustrative examples 
I ' 
To illustrate the concepts of multi-year . ice identi f ication 
and characterization, Figures 5 to 9 have been included. These 
should not be considered as being represen~ative of all mblti-
year floes occurring i'n the Labrado~ MJZ, but +ather as discrete 
"'* . cas~s wh~ch depict only the characteristics of the floe being 
... 
described. The varying combination of characteristics they each 














identifica'tion, the concept of a "typical" multi-year floe is 
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Figure 5: Multi-year floe photographed in the offshore region north of 
Groswater Bay during late March, 1982. A light cover of 
snow is present but is not sufficient to mask the surface 
features which are a series of gently undulating hummocks. 
No completely intact melt depressions are present but the 
occurrence of two bays along the left margin of the floe 
indicates that it has broken from a larger parent floe on 
which there were melt-ponds; since the bays are above sea 
level, no backcutting has occurred. The presence of large, 
flooded and ice-filled bays on the near and far sides of the 
floe is probably the result of a merging of two or more bays 
which were backcutting at sea level. Since the larger of 
the surrounding younger floes do not project into these bays 
the suggestion is that there might be underwater rams which 
have prevented larger floes from drifting into these areas 
during the calm conditions just prior to freezing. The deep 
notch indicated by the arrow is a zone where high concentra-
tions of wave energy will accelerate melt, eventually cut-
ting across the peninsula to separate it from the main por-
tion of the floe. Floe edges are clean and undeformed; the 
sides and corners are rounded, indicating that separation 
from other pieces of multi-year ice did not recently occur. 
Preseuce of scattered rubble indicates that the floe sur-




Figure 6: Multi-year floe embedded in large agglomeration of ice brec-
cia. The pile-up of ice fragments along the edge of the 
multi-year floe is obvious and illustrates how pack compres-
sion leads to these deposits. Although compression might 
not have been ongoing at the time of photography, evidence 
that it has occurred can be found in the fragmented and 
tilted nature of the surrounding younger ice floes. A small 
snowdrift is also present, extending partially across the 
floe surface from behind a portion of the pile-up. The blue 
color of the multi-year floe causes it to visually stand out 
from the younger ice types, even in this black and white 
photo. 
48 
Figure 7: A group of four multi-year floes photographed in June, 1982 
near Groswater Bay. Floes show varying degrees of melt pat-
tern emergence. The floe at the extreme right of the photo-
graph is barely recognizable due to lack of a well devel-
oped melt pattern and the presence of snow cover; a few 
fragments of younger ice are also present on its surface. 
The floe on the extreme left shows an almost fully emerged 
melt pattern coinciding with remnants of snow cover. 
49 
Fig ure 8 - Multi-year floe showing established melt pattern, partially 
covered near the left edge by snow which has collected 
behind the edge pile-up. The absence of a pile-up up on the 
right edge indicates in this case, along with the truncated 
melt depressions, that the floe is a portion of another one 
which has recently broken up. A smaller floe is also locat-
ed to the right and, in contrast to the larger, it does not 
have a well-developed melt pattern. Photograph was taken 
during June, 1982. 
so 
Figure 9 - Multi-year floe in relatively open pack, photographed 
in June, 1982. In this example, all snow has disap-
peared and the melt-ponds and channels contain water; 
bays are at sea level and are flooded. Once more the 
color of the floe results in a darker tonal value in 
relation to the surrounding ice. 
51 
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MULTI-YEAR ICE: FLQE SIZE CHARACTERIZATION 
4. 1 Overv h~w 
Analysis of the 1979 data base produced 7179 measured floe di-
ameters, the largest sample yet obtained for multi-year ice in the 
La~rador Sea; 31 extra full diameters were also measuTed but later 
ignored ~se of suspicion r.egarding their a.ccuracy'. As a prelude ... 
to 'SP<!,~ial analx,\;is of occu~rence. it was first necessary to investigate 
the statistical .th:aracteri.stics .of the individual floes in order to 
r ., 
generate descriptive ~tatistics of the flo~ ~ize f~~q~ency distributiqn 
within th"e. · ~ample. · KJlowledge df this was necessary in leading to a bet-
-.... 0 .. 
ter app'reciation fo~ the magnitude and prlop.ortions of sizes of multi-
year floes occurring as part of the , spatial patterns later ~escribed • ) 
. 
Of par~icular interest was how the ~umber of floes was related to the 
actual amount of multi-year ice i~ a given spatial distribution. Th~s 
.. was important b:cause all subsequent analysis would be based upon. the .· 
assumption that an increase. in floe frequency actu~lly represented a 
, 
proportional increase in the amount of) ice and not simply the occur-
. r~nce of smaller pieces. Finally, anf examination of the distribution 
-cell averages· and rang~s of floe size was .applied to see. if any 
relationship could be found with variations in distance from the ice 
' : -.:~ 
- .-, 
e.dge. 0' 
4.2 Flo~ size statistlcs 1979 
·• When dat:"a from the six fiight lines were combined, the mean floe 
diameter of the total sample of . 7179 floes was 48.5 'm with a ~tandard 
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collapsed into categories of 10 m the modal class midpoi~t was 45 m. 
The absolute size range was 137 m, extending from a minimum of 10 m 
to a maximum size of i47 m; the interquartile range was 22 m, falling 
between 58 m at the 75th percentile and 36 m at the ~Sth. The third 
, 
moment, skewness (n3) (Norcliffe, 1977), of tbl frequency distribu-
, 4 . 
tion cu.r~e (Figure lOa) reflecte~~a positive skew with an index· value 
~ 
(131 ) of 0 .895, re&R_on~ing t'o the position ot ~mode and median 
which we:r.e ioca·ted to the left of the .-mean; the fourth moment, .~urtosis 
• (n4 ) (Norcliffe, 1977), ~as platykurtic having an index value (~2 ) 
. of 1.48·~ The skewness indicates that most of the floe sizes ' fell ~owar_ds 
the lower end of th~~d~~r~bution and to the left of the mean, nea~ ~~~c~ 
they were closely- grouped as is indicated when the low' interquartile 
.. 
Tange (containing 50% of the distribution) is compared to the absolute 
range between maximum and minimum. Over the entire sample, the upper 
threshold of the floe size at the 95% probab~lity level of occurrence was 
80 m, with only 5% of the floes expected to be of a greater diameter. 
Otber levels of probability are detailed in Table 2 and illustrated in 
I . 
Figure lOb, wbilst summary statistics are listed in Table 3. By W.M.O. 
classification standards, 87.5% of the total sample was composed of floes 
in the ~all category·(20-100m), with tbe remaining 2.5% mide up by ~·.9% 
medium floes (iOO-SOOm) and 1.6% ice cakes (<20m) • 
• On an individual basis, the gen~al characteristics of the fre-
' . 
. \ quency curves (figure 11) were approximately the sa~e. with each having 
,J -
, varying degr·ees of positively-skewed and platykurtic higher-order 
•, 
mOments; Figure 12 graphs the probability levels. for floe size occur-
• .. ... ... / • · .. :.1 · . •.. 
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2 ~:Percentile probability levels for 
floe size (m) occurrence by date 
and for 1979 seas.on. 
f SAMPLE MAY, 12 MAY 26 MAY 31 JUNE 01 TOTAL 11 10 11 12 10 
19 .· . .22 17 
• 
.16 19 19 
25 28 23 23 25 25 . 
-30 32 27 26 28 .. 28. 
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n;mce on eaCh date, while Tables 2 and 3 (pp. 55, 56) summarize prob-
abi Uty and descriptive statistics respectiv~ly. Althah the individ-
ual va~ues- for the mean and the other statistical p~rameters of a 
given sample date 1 ie near their corresponding values: foT 'the total 
sample, a distinct· downward· trend emerge·s wfien the daily values are com-
' pared in a time sequential manner. ·Referring to Tab~e 3 (p. 56), 
.f between April 25 and June·o7 the average floe size decreased from 52.4 
to 4~.4 m, with an intervening minimum of 44.0 m on May 31; over the 
. s:. 
· same period the mode (except for May 12) dropped from 44 m to 38 m ahd 
• • 
the modal c las.s midpoin~ shifted from 45 m to 35 m. Clearly, there was 
a decrea~e ~n· overali floeo size towards t~e end . of t~e _sampling period . 
but, in conjunction with this, th'ere wa·s . also i:l ' tightening. of the size 
group'ings · ~~ound the mean which was reflected by a dec·rease in standard 
deviation from t9. 22 m to 15.71 m and a decrease in the inter quartile 
range from 24 to 21 m; the maximum and ·minimum sizes a..lso reflected 
th f;s downward trend. 
Naturally, such a -decrease would alter the S'ize li,_mits for percen-
. ,, 
tile probability of occurrence; however, when the shape of the perc·e_n-
' 
tile distribution~ are compared in Figure 10c . ( p. 54), the size limit 
. , 
' (:hange near the 80th percentile appears to be almost twice as much as 
that near the 20 P.ercent level. When ·plotted along a time series in 
. . 
Figure 10d (p. 54), the downward" trend is evi_dent, but the rate of 
'· change gr~dually levels off as the mi~m~~ probability levels are 
~pproache·d. Referring to Table 2 (p.' 55), decreasing size 1 imits at 
. . 
the 90th percentile· ranged from 78 m on Apri~ 2'5 to 68 m on June 07, 
. 41 
with an. intervening low of 6.5 m and im overal,..l net decrease of 10 m. -.At 
.. 
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''\he lOth percentile,· sizes dropped from 30 to 28 m, with an intervening 
low of 26 m, for a net change of 2 m. The 75 th percentile had a net 
decrease of 7 m while the 2~ percentile dropped by ·4 m. The greatest 
decrease was at the 99th ~rcentile with a net change of 17 m, and the 
smallest was at the 1'% level which.experienced a net change of 0 m. 
O~viously, there was a 'diff~rential rate of floe size decrease between 
the upper and lower per_centiles. The result of this woul'd be to com-
p·ress the size range as it became effectively caught between greater 
rates of· decrease at··the higher probability levels and tmaller ra·te-s at 
~ . ' . 
the . lower levels; it is this effect which expl~ins the te!llporal . . · 
. . .. / -
. decrease in the standard aeviation froni the mean.. ln response to'· 
. 'thi~ · trend,: the 'medit floe cat~gory, 'origin~lly nrak.ing ~p ~.2% .of the 
Apri 1, 25 sample decr-eased to containing only o. 3% by June o-J; ·con-
. v:rsely, ' the number oi· small. floeS increaJ frOm an initial 96, S% to · 
98'Yo while the ice cakes increased from 1.3% to 2.4% on May 31, and 1. 7% 
on ·:June 07. 
4.3 Floe frequency vs. amount of ice 
. . 
floe To test the relations~ip between frequency and amo\J11t of 
.. ~as pe~formjd cov~rage, a one-tailed test of correlation on the cell 
. 
data from each flight. ·. The null hypothesis was that the amount of ice, 
based·on the aggregate sum of· diameters per cell, varied only by· chance 
. ' . . . 
from cell to cell, so that there was no response to an increase in the 
" floe frequency which re~lly reflected ~ cell region in· which the 'ice 
had 
0
been bro(' in~o smaller pieces d~e. to 1dyn8mic processes occurring 
in the pack. The alternative hypotttesis was that an ~crease. in floe 
l, • • • 
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aggreg_ate sums. of diameters per cell, and therefore represented an 
actual incr·eaae · in .the amount of coverage. A more detailed discussion 
ot these concepts is presented in Appendix A. 
Correlation. coefficients were calculated using the non-parametric 
. . 
Spearman's rank formula (Norcliffe, 1977; Hammond and McCullagh, 1978). 
• 
·. The coeft icients an~ their respecrive levels of significance are listed 
. in Table 4, with ~he accompanying scattergrams shown in Figur~ 13. In 
all cases the calculated coefficients are greater than 0. 97 and indi-
cate a positive linea7: re.lationship which is significant at Cl•O .001 .• 
We can therefore.; reject the null hypothesis in each . case with 99.9% 
. . . 
- · conf idencl! that tlie obse~!ed line~r relationship was not due to chanc~ 
.. 
. -· 
' - ~ 
~ \. ' ·: 
: . 
·' 
' \, . · .. 
·l ·,~~:i:~:> .. . ... · 
~ . - . .. 
and conclude, with an equa.l level of confide~c.ell that along each . flight 
line, variations in· floe ·frequency,. were .·Strongly ·associat.ed with, . and 
. . \ . 
therefore 'repres~ntative of, ,variatio.ns in amount. Table 4 also gives · 
~ . 
the slope · values describ~ng the ra.te of change in sums· of diameter ·that 
iii .associated with a sing."!! increase in floe frequency. 
• • • • 
of the original question however, asks 
: . 
.if a similar Ali e~tension 
rela t_ionship aiso exists· bet.we4!n data for differ~t flight. dates a_nd · 
queries whether an increase in· freque'ncy along a line or 'portion of a 
• 
• q . f. 
line represents an increase in ·the all'lount of ice, which _j.s equ1.valent, 
. ---- '• . 
to -an incr_ease that· ·would occur, along another flight line ~~gion having 
the. 'sam~ f~equency. To tind 'if a change in frequ~ncy fr9in· one data set 
to a~noth.er represented a proportional change in amount, the same test 
was applied to data ecmbined fr ... the entire sfs7' ~ sample, using a 
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•/ TABLE4 - Spearman .ranktcorrelation between 
f.loe · fr~quency and aggregate sum 






MAY 31 ~. 
JUNE 07'#' ~ 











COEFF. SIG SLOPE (metres) * 
0. 975!+ . 0.001 53.00 
0.9794 0.001 46.70 




.0. 9852 0.001 40.74 
. . 
0.9800 0.001· 43.19 
1.000 0.001 
. / · 46.43 . 
0.9847 0.001 47.07 
* Slope refers to the change i~m of diameters as a funct ~on of a 
sing~lar change in _ floe frequency. Slope value. is derived .f.rom a 
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Two different approaches were taken; one was to s imultane.ousiy teat for 
,__ 
a linear . relationship between all the bivariate pairs/ floe freq~ency 
\and sum of diameters. In this way, if two e~ual frequencies we-r~: paired 
~th ·two strongly differing. aggregate diameter va 1 ues then tl}e·y wou'ld 
. . . . ./" 
contribute to greater variance along the scatter ot points. Numerous 
cases such as ~his would ~roduce a greater precentage of the tot a 1 var i .:_ 
ance which could not be explained by a 1\near relat.ionship, thus 
reducing the calculate.d coefficient. The second method was more direct 
and simply tested for a linear relationship be.tween the bivariate 
I -
. 
totals of frequ~ncy and aggegrate cell drameters for each date. Figure 
lOe and lOf (p. 54) illus£rate the scatter of these respective relation-/ . . . 
·ships and the correlation coefficients are given in Table 4. Agaj.n·, 
. . . I . . 
the relationship is strongly positive ( 0.98) tnd is Sign·ificant at(l :;. 
I \ .' 
0.001 allowing for rejection of the null hyp~thesis,,with 99.9% con-
fidence that there is 'a linear reiationship. 
Tlie final conclus_ion therefore, is that when ·making comparisons 
, p 
be~ween flight line portions located differently both in space as well 
...._ 
as time, variations in_ floe frequency are an adequate measure of the 
I . 
ch~nging amount of ice •. . This _has been dri:fwn on the bas i s that all 
tested cases were · capable of attl)ibuting more than 97i. of their tota·l . 
.. 
varian'ce as being due to a linear relationship between t~e two vari-
. . . 
able~. 
4.4 Floe size variation- '14S. distance from ice edge 
A two-tailed. test of correlation was applied to the cell data to 
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all~ with increasing dist;.ance from the pack edge :-F~r.o this test only 
cells containing more than one floe were included in the ctata set . 
Those having only· one floe were rejected on the basis that any calcu-
lated measure (average or range) wbuld be a devlant observation result-
ing· from a formula specification error (Norcliffe, 1977). A~though an 
a.verage and range could be mathematically computed from one observa-
tion~ the result would not r~present respectively e.ither a measure of 
central tendency or dispersal between a -set of two or mor~served 
values. Attempts were made at collapsing the' data into :broader ~istance · 
. . 
categories; however, d~e ~o the nature of the .. spatial distributio·n . of 
the ice, ·single observations still occurred in some classes while a dis-
·proportionately high percentage of the sample wcrs favoured to fall .into 
a few other select classes. 
refation coefficient with a 
. . . 
The test applied was the Sp~arma~ 'rank cor-
• chosen level of significance at a: 0.002 • 
.. The ·- null hypothesis stat':d that t~ere was no significant ~orrelation 
-. 
. . . 
relating ne~ther ·cell averages nor · cell .ranges to increa~ing ?istances 
from the pack ed~e; the\.:ernative hyp~thesis was t!hat· a signific!}nt 
relat~onship did exist relat~ve to the ice edge. The individual cell 
. ' . . 
averages and .ranges ·fqr each ~ate are shown in Figure 14; 'individual 
. . 
average flags with no attacheq range ba~s denote those single observa-
tions which were not included in the test. Table 5 lists the cor'rela-
~. 
tion coefficients and' relevant statistics obtained. 
For the ·test ·between average size and distance, the May 12, , 
the May 31, and June 07 data sets did not show a significant 
relationship .at CF 0.002 leading to ah accepta nee of t.he null 
. . 
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TAB~E 5 - Spearman ~ank .' cot=relatibn ~f ce ((average and range 





















AVERAGE VS. DISTANCE 
COEFF. SlG. . .' S.LOPE (m) 
-0.5668 o ; o0.1 · . -0 . 217 
-0-.4701 0 . 0(}1 -0 .'f92 
-0.1903 0.074 . '-0.076 
0 .'530"9 0.001 - 0~.22~-
0.019-9 0.862 ~ .. 0.298 
0.2874 o ."oo3 0 .101• 
"Q-0143 0. 740 . .:...0.022 
., 
RANGE VS. D~STANCE 
,r 
COEFF. SIG • · · SLOPE .'(ro) 
~ 
. I 
-0.4165 ' 0.001 -0.388 
, -0 . 1618 o.ioa -0.165 
-0.0745 . 0.488 "-0.093 
' p. 542 ·. .Q.3872. 0.001 
0.0596 0.602 o·.oog ,· 
0. 065' . o-. 5 13 -0.002 
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however, although not: strong, were significant and the a lterna-
t: ive hypothe;.es was accepted, conc-l-uding that--lor these dates 
there was a relar.ifns~ip. For Apri 1 25 and May 01 the correla-
. 
tion was negative, with decrements in average floe size of 
0.217 -m and 0.192 m pe'r kilometer away from t.he edge. The rela-
" l 
t ionsh i ,p is u rtu sua 1 in comparison to youn~e r ice wh,se floe 
• 
sizes generAlly incre~se ~ad hams, 1980). For May 2h, the rela-
:::.n~~~~· t~~Etveised a~,·stgni f icant,l y positive", 
_.r .... an incrE;ase in average floe s iz.e o ~26 m per ~ t.lometer. 
w l t h 
Thj s 
c.oefftcient had a value very close to that of April 25 and, con-
:; ide~S"il)g the ·i~terveni~g period of May ·12 when there was no cor-
' , 
relation, there seems to nave been a complete turn arouno repre-
-
seneative of a see·saw effect. ln additio~ •. no sign--ificant cor-
re1ation was found for 'the _season's total ~ample, comprised of a 
combination of the six fl"'gh,t lines. 
.. . 
The _test comparing cell ranges and distance_s 'from· the ice 
• . .. 
e'dge yielde.d ·results .signif.icant at t;he. et= 0.'002 leve'l for only 
April 25 and May 26, leading to an t,;he null _hyp?th-
esis . for a'll other ' dates, in<:luding t e combined total sample. 
-
' ~ 
. For the significant dates, the co}ff1 ient·s, although not as 
. : 
.. 
' s~rong, agreed with tho.~e obt:'ained on·the same respective dates 
for average ~ {ze., ,be~ng negative on Apri 1 .25 and positive on M:ay 
\ 




-clusion . to .be drawn is that the nature of the distribution of 
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Although,sometimes significantly correlated with distance, the 
i 
observed conditJons cannot be considered as bein& a ~onsis~ent -
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5.1 . Overview 
. .. '. ·::.~ 
CHAPTER 5 
r • ,' ~ 
SPATIAL ASPECTS. OF .MULTl-YEAR ICE 
DISTRIBUjiONS, 19j9 
... 
From t~e total of ~ight flig~t lines flo~n out · of ~aglek, 
Labrador during _1979, -~nly .the siX sets of photos collected 
. 
between •April 25 and Jurie 07 were found to contain suff~cient . 
data for s_p~tid . an.~ly_sis. During the time period from April 
.. 
25, 1025 photographs were taken, of which some 599 or. 58.4%~- were 
.. 
. .. 
found tg cont.ai~ ·mu.lti-year ice; Table 6 l~sts the number ~f . 
photos by date '-and their respective percent~gi of data confent. 
It is this 58.4'7o .for' which the distribution '-statistics given 'in 
--
~ection 5.2 ~re c~lculated; as such, ~hese ar~ intended to des~ 
cribe the spatial character.isti~s of · multi-y:ear ice ' only wher·e 
it occ~rred along the 'tine. The statistics ther~~ore, do. not 
' 
incorporate into their calculation "cells which r 'ecorded . zero fre-
quencies. Such an approach would otherwise ·terrd to defla'te the 
I 
calculated statistical values and compromise on·their ability to 
describe the multi-:-yeaJI"ce' concentt;atl!\>ns as they actually 
·existed. Conversely, section 5.3, in ~n attempt· to place the 
measured di'&tri:butions within a 
overall pack ice coverage, does 
spatial context. rela~ing to the 
calculate _average occurren~ 
~ ' 
values· which take into account the entire photographic line for 
any giveri1 date." 
· First-year ·and younger ice ·forms,are ubiquitous in their 
' 
occurreric.a-across · the entlre ~abra'dor MIZ. Prior to this study, 
' 
and excepting vague qu~litativ~ a~sessmept~ based upon · casual 
4. 
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;Table 6 - . Photographic coverage and data content 
\ 
DATE # 'PHOTOS # WITH RELEVANT DATA % 
APRIL 25 236 ·86 
MAY 01 242 ·118 
, .-
MAY 12 -· 160 96 
' MAY 26 1.21 104 
MAY ·31 144 89 
JUNE .. 0-7 122 
..  
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.. 
observation, there was no hard evidence to indicate that multi-
• . 
year floes, while aibeit much smaller in. number, did not occur 
. 
t~roughout tne pack in a similar fashio~. Because of this, sec-
/ . tion s: 3 analyizes . the s,tx data set's by co.mpa_ring the' s~atial . . 
. . . ~ .~ •. . 
patterns ·actually··. obser.ved: within each t .o a hypothetic'!ll spatial ·· 
distribution of multi-y_ear ~ce. This ·theoretical· distribution 
' is one which is uniformly spread across the pack, covering a dis-
- . tance equivalent to that of the flight line 'for the date con-
. -. 
sider? incorporating the same- nu~be_'. of old flo""; 
5.2 Description of spatial p~iterns /~ . 
; :·· .. 
Figure ' 15a illustrates.the•relative magnitudes of multi-
year ice occurrence by ce,ll· ·for each flight. The. floe occur-
II rences appear highly variaol~, both in terms ·-of frequency and 
iocation along "· the·,lhies; ·as· well. as from one line -to' another. 
. . 
Refe~ring to the cell frequencies in Xable 7a, from 7179 floes 
• I 
recorded in 597 cells, the mean cell value was 12.0 floes per 
c~ll, witJt a standar~ deviation of 12 ~ 7, and a rang~ . ~f 84 lying 
between a ·cell minimum of 1 floe_ a~~ a cell maximum .of. &5' floe~. 
For individual dates, ftll cell minimums were 1 but the maximum 
values increased from 28 floe~ o~ April 2S to 83 on May 26, drop-
ped to 48 on May 31 ~nd climbed again to 84 on- ,Jun~ 07; these 
I 
fl_uctuations were commerur te wittw_imilar/ trends in fluctuat~·on 
for. Hie total, average ard . tandard devia:~jon of cell values ~or 
each dote- Figure 15b ~llust~ates the sum o( diameters p~r cell 
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TOTAL ........ 624 




~ - . RANGE (.. 28 
MAX \ i 29 MIN· \ .. 1 
STD. ERR. 
.)\ _ 0.749 KURT 1.965 
SKEW·· · II 1.537 
< . 
.;. 
~ APRIL 25 
. 
';rOTAL 32678 .• 3 
MEAN ! 380.0 
ST. i>EV. 374.1 
RANGE 1599.0 MAX ... 1628.0 
MlN'. 29.2 














Table 7a - Floe frequency by cell 
.i 
MAY 01 MAY 12 MAY 26 MAY 31 JUNE 07 TOTAL 
. . . 




18".8 . 9.8 13.5 12.0 
8.0 12.5 17.9 9.1 14.2 . -12.7 
. ' 34 7'3 83 i 48 84 84 
. 3'5 74 84 \ 49 85 85 
1 ,1 1 . 1 1 1 
1 
0.734 . ·1. 2,87 1.750 0.965 -1.383 0.52Q 
. 't. 201 7.515 1.874 5.053 10.93 . 8.258 
1.289 2.257 1.385 1.99 2.98 2.456 
.. 
" Taple 7b- Sum of diameters by cell(in metres) ..; 
MAY 01 MAY ·12 MAY 26 
53585.9 63405.3 - 93244.6 
454.1 614.5 896.6 
381~2 626.9 892·.8 
1657 .• 2 . 3631.6 43 76.1 
1686.7 . 3672.3 4401.1 
29.5 40.7 31 
35.09 64.66 87.55 
o.·'765 . 6.68 3.17 . 
14143 2-.13 . 1.643 
MAY 31 ,JUNE 07 
.38344~3 66241.6 . · . . 
430.8 624.9 . 
375.3 621.9 
2026.0 ·{ 3795.9 . 
2041. 5.) . . 3832 .1 
15.5 . ·f ·36.2 
39.78 60.41 . . 
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statistics; because of.the close correlation between floe fre-
. r:--· . 
quency and s~m· of diameters~ botn sets of bar ch~rts are almost 
identical and the descriptive statistics for· aggregate ·diameters 
• 
incorporate the same trends as do those for floe frequepcy. 
Reflectin~ tte ~easut;ed y~riabilit; frg,m cell to ce.il, 
.-. . . . . -
. . ~ . 
·' . 
·areal CCo~centrat~~ns of . multi;-ye;ar·· ice also displayed· these same: 
~ariations in density .of occurrence 'per·o.s squ~re kilometer 
along the line. Referring.to Figure '16a for April 25, -floe con-
. . 
.. 
centrations occurred in ·a series of grouped fluctuations between 
2 . 
0 and·9 floes/0.5 km from 90 to 130 km offshore, but increased 
' 
to· between 10 and 18 at 150-158 km,- thereafter dropping to floe ·; 
density variations of between~ and ,8 seaward,to the ice edge• 
• May 01 al•o experienc~d similar fluctuations but had incre~s9d 
. . . ' . . . 2 . 
densities, as high as 20 floes/~.5 km occurring between 90 and 
130 km. However, near.153 km·~he values . were low, around 4-7, 
wh·ereas for April 25 the floe concen'tration at this' point had 
been.higher; inversely comparat~ve, near the ic~ edge at 173 km, 
. .. . . 
the densitj&s for· May 01 w~~e around ~0~20 but were. only at 2-5 
for the previoum flight. Furtherm.ore,. near 93·.1 km (May 01 ),.. ... 
. . . 
there were t~o vex:y narrow · g~ps h~vin\ strong increases·. from. 0 
' . 2 . 
to near 1?-20 floes/0.5 km w~~ch are .in~i~Btive of the rapi~ 
changes in ·the spatial chara.t.eri'Btics of the distribution. May 
• J 
. ' . 
·12· also .had extreme~ of fluctuat,ion, one · occurring in a na,:-.row 
band near 72.o· km where the· densities abruptly ·j~mped . fro.m 1-3 
. . 2 
to 44 floes/0.5 ~m , and another near 120 km, where concentr.a-
tions ·increased from bet'Ween ;3 and 16 up to 38 flo'es per un~t 
•• 76 
I 
'. ·. ' . . • J - • 
• '-!' ,.,. ' ' ·' . , . . • - .... . . J 
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Figure 16b Su~ of multi-ye~r floe diameters occurring per 0.5 
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Table 8a - Density of floe occurrence per 0.5 km 
_/ 
APRIL 25 MAY 01 MAY 12 MAY 26 MAY 31 JUNE 07 TOTAL 
371.8 66!".3 741.2 1063.7 54.9.9 859.g 4246.8 . I 
4.3 5.6 7·. 5 10.2 6.2 8.1 7.1 
4.1 5.0 7.5 . 9. 7 5.7 
-
8.6 7.3 
16.6 21.2 • 43.9 45.2 30.3 50.5 5Q.6 ~ .• 
17.2 21.8 44.5 45.7 30.9 51.1 51.1 . 
0.6 0.6 0~ 6 - 0.5 0.6 0.6 o. 5 
0.445 0.458 o. 773 . 0.952 0.609 0.832 0.300 
2.00 1.168 7.570 1.875 5.062 10.92 8.050 \_ 
1.544 1.285 2.265 1.386 1.993 2.983 2.393 
• '· f 
• 2 . 
Table 8b - Density of aggregate diameter occurrence per 0.5 km (in ~etres) 
APRIL 25 MAY 01 MAY 12 MAY 26 - MAY 31 JUNE 07 TOTAL 
~ 
19436.1 33444.2 39384.0 50685.8 24199.3 398't6. 4 205721.1 
226.0 283.4 405.4 487.4 271.9 375.9 344.6 
222.5 237.9 376.8 485.3 236.8 374.1 5t\9 .1 
951.0 1034.3 2182.7 2378.7 1272.6 · 22fJ3 ~ 3 2385.8 
968.4 1052.7 . 2207.2 2395.6 1288.4 23o5: t 2395.6 \ 
17.4 18.4 24.5 16.9 9.8 21.8 9.8· 
23.996 21.9 38.86 47.59 25.104 36.34 14.286 
2.117 0-r 6.68 3.17 3.809 10 ~_ 13 ' 8.22 1.567 _1. 3- 2.131 1.643 1.685 2.-764 2.37 
.. 
.-r- .. :./ 
., 
. •. 
area. On May 26 ~hQ locational va~iability was emphasized by 
I 
the occurrence of very high concen~rations betwe~n 40 and 50 km, 
a region in which multi-year 't"~e had occurred neHhe~ previously I . , 
nor sub.seque_nt ly fof the dates sampled: Here densities were 
high, nearing 20 
. . 2· 
flt es per 0.5 km on average, with peak occur-
rences of 45 and 40 floes: which dropped off rap1dly to 2.2 floes 
at 50 km; after this point and out to 7t\ km, it varied ·between 0 
.. 
and 10 floes. Beyond 78 km~ densities increased to 23 at 79 km, 
dropP.ed to 3 at 82 km, and then increased to fluctuating near 20 
floes/0.5 km2, wi th peak density concentrations of 28 and 31 
-
near 88 km . On May 31 concentrations began near the 71.3 km 
2 point and fluctuated around 5-10 floes/0.5 km ; ~he only signifi -
.. 
~ant previous occurrence at this point ' had been the 44 floe peak 
on May 12. -~Peak occur .. ences for May 31 were densities of 30 and 
25 fl~es per 0.5 km2 near 102 km, 18.3 floes at 94 km and 20.8 
floes/0.5 km2 at 109 km; between 83 km a~he ice edge at 122 
km, floe concentrations mostly varied between densities of 3 and 
8,· with occasional drops to 0. On June 07 average den~ities 
were 8 to 12 floes per o.S km2 between 49 and 60 km, and 2 to 7 
floes between 60 and 97 km; peaks were 26 and 32 floes per 0.5 
2 ' km at 98 km, and 49 and 51 floes at 102 km, dropping to 21 
floes at 106 k'm. 
Referring to Tabl~ ~a (p. 79), the average numbei of flo~~ 
' oc~urring per 0.5 km2 per data ' cell for the entire season's 
slillp'la was 7.1 with a standard deviation of 7.3 floes, and a 
I · · . · I . 
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range of sp.6 between the maximum and minimum cell dens\ties of , 
. 2 - 1 51.1. and 0.5 floes per 0.5 km respective y. For ind.i vidual 
da~es these values varied between a maximum mean ~oncentration 
,-/ 
of 10,3 floes with a standard 
mlnlrilum mean.: coriC~ntratlon yi 
ard deviation: of 4.1 on A~il 
deviat.ion of 9. 7 ·on May 26 and a 
2 4.3 floes per 0.5 km with a stand-
25 • . By_ -;taking 'these values to 
the second· ~~d third atandard deviation and by comparing with 
Figure 16a ·(p. 77), the ~rouped v~~iability ~f multi-year·ice 
- .. 
• across the MIZ is obvious. Since several , examples hav~ shown 
I 
r:at _peak conc:entrations are _not a~ways prece.eded spatially by 
an overall upward tre.nd in floe .concentration to eit~er side, 
the occurrence of these groups can be abrupt· and spatially unpre-
dictable. Figure 16b and Tabfe 8b (pp. 78, ·79) deal wit~ vari-
' 2 
ations in sums of diameter per 0.5 km , which also varies in ~at-
. ' 
terns identical to that of the . ~loes. Tables 9a and 9b sum-
. 
marize probability levels for floe occurrence per photo cell and 
per o.S km2; Figure 17 graphs the probability for floe occur-
2 ~ence per 0.5 km • 
•• 
·· Although the presence . of floe grouping is constant from 
flight to flight, there emerges two main patterns in which these 
• 
' groups present themselv~s relative to the overall distr.ibution • 
• 1 
In some cases, the groups are, spatia~ ly "discrete", ofcurring as 
a sharp increase from 0 to a peak magnitude and dropping' off 
~ I 
sharply to 0 ·again_~ .w~th intervening .regions of multi-:year l ee 
non-~ccurrenc~; In ~ther case~, the ~ea~a simply occ~r as a 
series of ·higher concentrat~ons· projecting from a surrounding 
I -
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pattern of lo~er ~r average valu~s and. ~h~refore, spatially 
. ~ 
t ' • .. • ' v . 
"itrdiscrete" •. $ioce the peaks are of similar shape in terms of 
shar~~~.ss of inc~~ase and deJ;;ease no matter how t_hey occur, and 
a !ne~hey. moat 1 y. lose thei·r, spa dal disere~~-t~ti'Hay . 12, · 
the indica_tion ·is that cQv1Pa~ b:. multi-year ice of pr~~'!er-:-_ . 
age condntrations gradu-ally spreads itself outwar~ith time. 
., 
•,' 
Thi-s fnc~eases.\ t.he occutrepce .of· low den~ity concentrations of 
•• , .. ~ • t • • • 
' ' " \ mult~-year lee _in the spatial 'voi,ds which wou~d previously· eo~-. 
. ':""~ ~ "·' . • • 0 .. ·• I ' I • ~, • . , 
. • .. 
tain flr@.t:::: . and -YoUnger ice types interven/ee~- the 
.groups. 
This 
• . r . t. 
pattern is ill4strated by the diagrams in Figure 18; 
, · _ ~ 
These a~~ computer-drawn, mathe~tically-constructed surface~ 
....... , ~' 
responding 'in the Z· dimension t~he floe diameter measu~ements,· 
..... . 
which w~ know by previous -correlation to incorp~~ate , the same 
t& cell to cell.variations as floe frequency. 




The' s<;>ftware . package utilhed was sutf:ce II; ~e proc~d-ure 
f~ descri~ed in Sampson (1978). ·{n ~he init~ stages, a unifo~ 
. 
grid \<las "plac_ed" over the spatially juxtapositioned data points 
I • 
and a value estima~ed for· ~ach point of intersection,. o~ grrd · 
node. Each noda~alue was determi~ed fro~ a .distance7weighted 4 · 
a~erage of the .nearest eight data pot~ts ( 1 ~e-. nearest eigl:tt floe 
-.... ..:._ 
. ' 
positions}. A ·scaled inverse distance. squared function was used 
I . ' 
. I . 
(Sampson, ~ 978): 
.w = (1 2 ' 2 D/(l.r x o )) 1 (D/(1.1 x:o )) 
max max 
--
where w =:= weight of dat$ ·p-oint &t distance D from grid 
. no4e. • r~ 
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_Figure 18- Log10 - scaled .surfaces i~g multi-year ic~ dts- . 
· triou.tion .patterns .of dates led. A and 8 ' indicate · . 
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= distance from the grid node to the farthe·r-
most of the eight data points used. 
- _, 
The 'calculated value of each-node represented the Z dimension 
-' · r 
. . 5 
of the surface at thatJ point. 1 
The surface' was· ~n, subjected t ·o . t~o smooth~ngs t~ dampen i · 
. . 
sma 11-sca'le 
. nodal value 
va~iab~ li,ty .. ~ti·s.· ·.was, acc~mp li.s~ed by · a~e~aging .·each 
with tbe values of nodes ·contained in the nearest 
.. tw:o, gri\ ~o.lumns and ·rows' on ~ach side of ~e no~e, . In ·' he! . , 
fi'ral stage, the ·stnoothed grid nodes· were scaied . by a l~g10 . 1 · . 
•. trkformatio~ (Sarppson, ;~;8): ·The r·e~·u1~ni · d9minarit v~sual . .' . 
. . . . J ; .. I . . ;, 
p .. > ' . . :::'::.::·. : :~:. >.::~ !~.~L 
. • • 1 -~~ • 
/' · 
· .. 
element is one which disregards dif£erenc~s in magnitude 'of ··. · · ·. 
'a ~! , . • . '\ 
. occurrence in favour of pro.ducing a ci~ah . separation betwee.n . . . 
areas of occurrerace and non-occurrence ·. · 
........ 
'· Comparin~ .. . this to Figure-rs"'a (:p. · Y3), for · Apri 1 25, s~~f~al 
-ftiscrete. groups ~re seen near the center of the flight line \ 
• I 
I ·-·- . 
~hich _ar~ al~o reElecteq in ~~g~~e 1~ for_ ~~is date. However, 
near the outer end of · ~he line, where the·bar chart sh9ws a 
, 
. r~latively high concentratio·n grouped adjacent to a sedes ··of 
. ..___ . . .. . . 
l .ow .f.luctuations, t ·he log10-scaied sur~ace in~icates that 
. . ~ . 
_instead of being . . spat.ially. discrete,' the group .6.~curs iQ._a 
• J • 
. reg~on of general mulci.:.year ,ice coverage (i.e. it is .an indis-
crete· gr4up). · For May 01 all groups are -discrete,· but on May 12 
a combination of patt~rns exist~~ ._ -~~fer~nc~ to Figure 15a · · 
' ' , J ' ' • -
shows a · s~ries fJf g~,oups along the entir~· length of- the May 12 r ,; : 
' . . q 
line, however Figure 18 shows that while those to the left of . 
.. . 
- center are spatially · discrete, those .to the xlight··are .not, 
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'• : .. ·· .. 
•, ;· ... ~: - ::·_ ;· .... :· :,\".:·:~~.:>~}.;:\ 
having •ins'tea · 
tions. contribut¥js to 
year ;ice occurrence.· 
( 
~· \ · 
with lower dens~ra-· 
egion "of overall, but vartable, multi-
For. May 26 the . J!Attern is slightly alter·ed 
. si~ce ;here are~egions of 
.renee", tflemselves -repre~enting 
overattl multi-year ice occu-r-
a grouping of sorts, but within 
. . 
whic~ ~ccur . se~e~al indis~rete jxa~ples of s~at~ai,grouping •• 









• . ' .l 
' 
:·./·· 
~. ;" . 
.. . --· 
: .. . 
: . ! ; This· c.ar'ries over' t~ May 31 which, for t·he most part; h~s · a· 
· : 0 / ···: series·~ of ·spatial'iy ·.indiSc'rete ~i<?ups i .n the outer ·portion ·-~£· .. ,:..___~· · . · -· . ·. ~ 
the dis-tribution.' with a :ingle dis~<_rete group making up ·the . . . . ·~:~ . . ·' .• 
0 • 0 : • • • • . ·.· .: ~· 
inner· portion. . BY\Jun~ 07, · ~ith_. .th~:. b~~ charts showing .a ·strong · -
.... I : ~ '» •• • • • • ' • '\ • " .. . • • . ' . .......... 
degree of grouping .~~a~ .the edge ~nd . several smaller g~oups 
0 ' ··~-·· · • • 
. . . . .. ' . ,~ ' . ~. ' . . 
alo_ng the inner portions; the zone of lnter-group multi-year fee 
' ' 
occurrence as represen·t _ed by: t~e log10 surface is to~al, making 
. . 
' all groups - ~pa~ia~~l}¥'-tinw~screte. -
• I . 
. . 
The essence Qf 
,. 
p_ort;r9yal by Figure is is' that ·while such 
,, 
.,. 
• ' • ._ ~ • A 
·groups are initially discrete bo~h in · te~ms of space ·and magni- . 
. tude, . due to t~ ap_parent dispersal . of ~ult i-yea-r· ·i@e across th~ 
. ~ ., . . 
' / . i · MIZ. ·as/ the season ·progresses, 'their inte~-group voids are eventu.~ 
I ' 1 . • . . . . ., . . . " . . .. . ·~··-. . ' , ' ,I ' , j ally infiltrated by~ ~c:currences of lower f~equency. · J'herefore., 
I what was-at · first a series of- indivi~ual'·~t~lps of multi-year 
ice is tempor·ally transpof!ed into a ·sing:le belt of occurrence 
•· 
within which gro.ups are disct;"ete ... only by magnitude. 
,. . : ' 
J'he dual 
. ' / '• '~ I jf 
I j . 
pa'ttern · show_ii. in Figu.re 18-"for 'May 12 suggests ~hts surface to ·. / / 
represent a transitory~hase in ~h~ dispersal process; since . the 
t· 
~ , . • I 
I - - . • , - - i ·. 
spatial. discretion is . lost in the outer portion. of this, particu-
• 0 __:.; • : • ) / . 
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. · ... '~ ; 
fr!quenci~s~rig~n&aes near ~he, peripheral re~io~~ the pack 
-and .spreads inward •. ; How'ever, while the influence of general· low 
,~ . . . ·..,. . '"- ~ .1 r ; . 
fr.e~ue~cy coverage ~vent~ally spreads across ~he entire spatial 
di'stribution of the groups, t'here seems· to b.e ~ertatn extreme 
. . \ 
limit~ beyond~ which the spread does not permeate ,,15 ,'is sug-
' I • tr ) • • 
gested·. "by the appro~:f.mately eq.uiyalent coveiase 'widths of the· 
. . 
-... distrib:ution ·for .May _' 26_, 11ay 31, · and~:June 07. · Additionally, .· 
. ' . ... . .. ' . . . . ,.. . •. . :· ·. . . . • . . . . i' . ·, 
there· was a contraction,of the Extreme limits between April 25 
. . . . . - . ' 
.. · .. ane _June 0_7 -~pdi_cating that as the strips m~rged int9 a 'belt, . 
. . . -· . , . 
the . limits of coverage by th~ entire'. distribution became nar-
, . 
rower. ~- · 
- ~Figure 18 ~~emphasizes ~he temeorai-spatial variability 
. . . . . :/,. ' 
· of the ice, especially wfth ieference to April 25, May 01, and . 
·. ' ,l• r . •': >..::~f~~·:· fr: 
. ; · . . ~ ~.: '.: ~ 




1. May 12 d..i)tribu,t:ion 'su_t:face~~ the . i.~n~~ost port~_~n of each __________ ___,_ 
,of . these · lies two discre.te .groups .whlc~, ~hen the- ~hree _surface~ .? · 
:: '•, 
,',•: 
.: ! • ' , 
~>·: . 
. •' ,,. 
:-, . . 
l -,. 
•;. , . 




are c _ompared, a're. identica'l. in their jt,i'xtaposition to t~eir 
· respe~tiye distrib_ution~_ ; ho~ever; be·cause·. of. a landward s·hift, 
.. . . . 
?O .. one .pair ls .found' a~ the 'same spatia-l locatr6·n as its co\.mter-:- · 
\ part for eit~er of the. oth~r two samp_~dates. I~ add~ti~n, the 
• ' . f . 
whole of the distribution shifted with -~ zig~zag motion ' bel!ween 
·· -:?May _:!3 .. ~nd June 07 which . a~~ounts partially for the spatial vari-
Q_bi Uty. in oc~.ur.~ence ,··of. th~ ~rou?s. 
' . 
5~ . Analysis of spatial patterns • 
• 
. •... . '"~· . ' . 
To test ·the· signifi~ance of ·t}_le ~bs~r:ved. ·grouping, a runs . 
test·.·(H.ammond .. &,M~Culla~h, 1978; M:~u.~~·f:t-974). w~s ~~pt't~d 
. ': ' . - . _ .. 




, .. ' 
.. 
• • ~· ' ' .• ~ ',l' ' • I 
•• 





which tested for random variationp .in the. sp~tial order of ·occur-
- ' ~- . ~ 
rences of cell frequenc~es from the innermost to the outermost 
. \ 
r 
~ortions'o/ ~h~ fligh~ line. · (Appli~~on ~;-~;is t:s~-~volved 
., , . I 
calculating the. mea~ - ~umber of floes per cell ~or t?$-~~ire dis~ 
'!'ribution, taking· into account ~so. th~se cel'ts contain! 
. . mu 1 i i -year' ice • The frequencies· ob se~e d we r .e then,. iso ls e<l· 7"; \ 
.J I . . . .. \ 
irito ~~~s.:~ . with,· e~ch. run . COnsist~ng . · O~ ~Se.qUef]~e ~f ad'J~.c nt . ~--··"' 
"-alues ,- o"r even· ~ · s.ingl·e· v~lue, ·-l~ing · ei,he·r · · ab~·~~ o'r . beio the 




. 'J . 
cuttinl line o( ·tlre . . ~ean. The totai· ~u~be~ of:· .t.~ese . sequ_~rices,~ \ 
. ·. .. ·. . ! 
or. r~ns, was thEm. found and · transformed into :a :.z-score de"sc:-rib- . ;.; 
--- . . . . . . f . . ·. ' 
· ing how many standard< de.v~ati.ons ~e total number ·of' ~b~erved · · 
runs lay fro~'th~ o~ runs which ~oul~ be expected to 
.· ... 
. ·· .,)' 
r ··. 
\ 
-·-~ ~------~--~--~a~r~i~s~e~·f~r~o~m~=a~r~~~~~q~u~e~n~c~of oc~~~rences. The·significance 
• • f• 
. , • 





of thti\';st is dete;mined bY.t .finding the probabilitv that; the 
. .f_ ~ v . c.-r . . "') 
calculated z-score could have been obtained ~fro.m a random. distri.-
bution. ·. 
-The null hypothesi 
~: 
f~equencies along ·the euttin 
that the sequence of observed 
{ne ·was the result of chance, ~d. 
therefore, random; the alternative hypot~~s"is state~that 'the 
7 : . • 
order ~f occurrence was significantly clustered. The"-~~ 
one-tailed, with a' ·rejection level for the null . hypothe~tis ~.&t 
. . 
. 
at c:t: 0.001, Taqle 10 (p. 92) d.etails. ~he relevant ··statisti.cs. 1· 
In all c~ses, after rou~ding to thre~ .decimal· places, the·calcu~ 
...f • • • I, , .. 
l~ted probability' of havi~g ~btained t~e calculated z~seores 
_.:..., .... 
from 8 random' sequence is near 0.000; indi~at.ing that we can I . . , . , . • . 
reject the null with at least 99.9% certainty that the 6bservea 
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• .. ' . ,. 
• 
Since the z-scores a~e ·all negative · 
. and· lie at between 5 and 10 standard 
0 . . -.., 
the/mean random value, we can acc~pt 
deviations-to the left of . 
the alternative hypqthes\s, 
concluding -t~a~ the number of runs in each data set was far tess 
'\ It • 
than could have· occurred for a random distribution, 'and there-Y , 
," . . . ' "t ., • . • "' 
· . · fore represents a -s'ignif.~cant ~lement of c~ustering ·.amo. ~ 
1.· ·· ~b~e~ve~freque~~i_:s. Figur~ 19 ~llus~~ate?Lthe·s·~.~u~nc.e of}··, 
- ruris; 'iri lnOst cases each run ha·s. a high degree ot' cell con·_. · 
' ' . ' . . ' .. ' . . .. ~ .... 
... 
' ~ ' ~ t~gu-ity' 'for ·those · valu~s occur.ring above .-t:he.niean and clearly-. 
: , . . ' . . .· ' . ' ' ' .\ (' . .,.,.-.-,·"""· 
·. holates .'t:he r ·egions_ of ·strong 'clustering. 
· < · .. ~~~t.~eJ;". i·n~e~ti~a.'tfo~ bf. th~}observed pa_t~ert:l~- 1~.£_or~~~~t~d · 
'a ~hi-square (Xi) goodness-of-fit test (Norciiffe, · 1977;· ;Hamm~nd 
. ' 
' I . 
1'McCuliagh, 1978; Taylor, · 1977; McCullagh, 1974). Rather than 
dea.png. w_ith the sequential. order · of occurrenc;, :thi's-' test: com-








·whi.ch is expected o.~ theoretical, and tests for a significant ._, 
difference between the. tw·o. Since the· calculated v~lue is a 
' . . ----·. . .. 
· measure of the differenees petween the values .observed an~ t~ose 
~ : . . . 2 ' . ' 
·expected, the larger .the val!Je of X ;-the greater is ·the differ-
• f • I ' ' • • • ' 
ence ~~~~een :,~e - two_ distr~~tions. To satisfy -the ininimu~ 
requirements,for · use of the test; th~ data were :collapsed into 
'·:. . . 
' categof~es ~ith a chosen class width of 5 km; the test was one-
. . \ . 
.. 
-tailed with a cho·s~n re-jection level lit a = 0.001 .' The· null 
...._ 
,::.: . _ _,. 
: .: .:.··,·· .; .. :; ,. •J, 
. -; . 
. ·, 
,.1 , 
. \ ', 
' ., 
:. \~:.---~ \ }:_;.l::l.~.:;':~:~~-~i:;/ 
[Jrw~~~: . .-.::· ;·:.··: ' '!. '··~ :? ..... ;·;)~ /.-,\~· :,~.: >: ... \f·. 
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CALCULATE.D CI!LL DISTANCI! OPPSHORI! (Kill 
·19 .- \~·tribu_t~~n of cell 'frequencies-above and below mean 
·cutting va~ue · for Tuns test.on randomness • 
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Table 1Q Results for runs test of frequency· 
' TOTAL 





. 6.056 . 
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.. . 42·.31 
I 36 .·12 
40.75 
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' Distribution of Obtierved f~oe frequencies c~nipared . 
with expected values for X te.st. 11 Cat·egory11 ~enotes · 
5 km intervals into which .data were tollap,se'd; ·t.his . · 
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• .... /---J ... , . ;_ 
theoretical du) to 8 cjusteripg eftect among the floes. -Table 
~/ ' ~ 
!1 (p. 92) ,list'S the summary statistics _calculated from the test 
~- '\ . 
and Figure 20 (p. 93) shows the distribution o~·the observed fre-
- . ) . \· .· qu~ncies a~ound the e~pected mean val~e~ In al~~ases, the cal-
. "'\ . 2 • 
.c.ulated chi-square (X ) values · far .exce_e.sJed the critical values : 
necessary f~r a sjgpif~cant difference under 
~ . ~ 
of f'reedom, and the tests w're ' calculated to 
~ ­
the given degress 
• have a level of 
' .. 
. significance at -a- =. 0.000 after rounding · to three decimal 
· .. • . - q 
.I 
places. We . can/theref~e reject the nu11 hypot.hesi~ with at 
le.ast 99·.~%L~idence that the ~b.se,rved di'fferences w.ere not / . 
due to cn'~nc'e, and actep·t the alternative hypoj:hesis concluding 
) . 
that .the ~bser~ed differences are significant and due to cluster~ 
~~ 
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CHAPTER 6 . 
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TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OP' Mt1LT1-YEAR ICE, 19.79 
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... • ! ~ 
. . . _. ; 
' · .••. J 
.. .. : . 
.. . 
t ••· . •• 
1-
.. 
ence variations · i~ ·muhi,1 year concentrations t.ney receive which · 
. . . . . . : . . . . . . ' •' 
I -~ . ~ 
are related to the previously~discussed sJ)aUal and tempora·l 
. , 
. . , . . ~ ~ . . 
-~ vari'at.ions in the occurrenc_e of mult_i-year floe gl-ou~s. 
• • 
. . . . . . . ' . ' .. 
'To"f'ummarize thKe changes ln concentration, Figure. '2~ •• • . •• l 
·. ·. .. I 
. . --· 
- . . \ 
• . <t 
... 
· . , 0 








0 , • • ·,. 
" . , ' .· 
·-v. 
~h.O~S .t~~· f~f'~f- floes !Cr~~\ ;~ad~ f .l'lght l~ne• wit~i~ the 1~ km 
~ . -~)· ' . ' . . . 
intervals est~blhhed t'~ i~v st~gate . this; Figur~22 is a sum-\ 
' . . 
'mar;~ of ffu'x b.y average f .~oe density ~~ 5.4 km2 ._pver eacn to km 
segment. Although Figure '16a (p. 77) · indfcate~that individual 
.. 
cell concentra_t-~ons c:n- have ma_dm~Jgher ,than 5~es per o. 5 
kat, wh.enf~~uieB a're averaged OUt over the _full distance of each: 
tp km sect ion, the aver~ge density is much lower .. •Average flux. 
. . 
. . .. . dens Uies highett th_arlf_1o fl.oe_s ~r .o. 5 
' occ~rred on ·May 26 with m~an ,flux's .of 
. . .. 
km2 
~ 
per 10 km segment 
21. -1 ,41.1, and 12.4, 
• 
:;- . 
. . 2 . ' . • ' \ J 
· floe.s .per o. 5 km at .. the 45, 85, and -@5 km midpoints "respec-
.- . ' . . --
ti'vely.; on May 31 and June 07 respe~~-1-.aa· ave1r~a~ f _lu>e ..t~sities 
\ . .. .. " ~-~ 
;:. . 2 ... - -
ot 11.8 and· 16.3 floes.0.5 per km Jo~rred at the 105 km mid-
.. 
.,. 
point. F:or 1979, a_ll other _10 km regions of the flight line.; ~ 
0 to • .. • • f 
.. 
. experienced mean multi-year . flux densi~ies .av.~raging bet~een 0 
. . . 2 _· .. ~ ~. 




there are still h'owever, strong · vaJ;"i~tiop~ bet\ileen all ;· 
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175KM. 145 . 175 
.. . 
- Oec,ur.rence ·· o~ nlU~ti-yeat· floes•per l'O .km segment 
-f light Une. '~6.)-39.9.i refers to a. distance~\· 
: .!ntP.r-.al .f.or wh.,ich · coverage \.la:s incomp1cte. /11': 
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. . r 
Ayerage' de2-sity .of occurre'nce of .. ~u~ti-year flQeS 
per ·0.5 km .:per .10 J<m length of •'fliglit :line •. ~J(·, 7-· . 
39.9' refers t 'o a · distance ,·intf;!ivatSfor' w!i ic,h .cover- •. 
age_ .was hicomplet~. . L _. · . _ · : ·. · ·.: 
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\ inter~ a ls and clearly some reg ions were favol,U'ed, to have cons is-
tently higher concent.ra~ of f'tux across the line than for 
' I 
others during the ·ice season • 
. // 
I 
~.2 .Temporal variations . in coverage 
Reference· to Figur~ 23 .ind.i-cates tbat the observecj .shifts 
. . ' )' ..... . 
in th·e. multi..:year ice ·distribution corresponped almost ~xact ly 
·- "'· 
. . ' , 
with -changes in the position of the iceedge. · Thet::e.fore, the 
- t ' • • • • • • • 
· posi·tions of· the · mul~~,_year distr~b~tion mean centers· were 
. . ' 
• • • • • : p 
· · closeiy tied .to · their resp~ctive· ·asssociated ice :edge'' position . 
• • ' • ' .1. ', · , '. to I ' \· . t ' ' 
and, .. ·perhap·s except,ing May ·Ot, did not vary. ·a ·s a series of 
\ . . . . 
tndep·ende-nt mo~ement·s within the e_ac~. Table 12 . details the 
' ~ I I 
relative· ice edge and mean center l~cations by 'date. Between 
Ar>r~ 1 25 · and May · 26, both .the · ice edge and ~he m_ean center fol :-
• • 
19wed ~ .similtaneous shoreward movement. " variation occurred 
. 
~-· ~etween ·M_af· 26 and May 31 when the ';'lean center and ice edge 
,moved slightly s'eawa-r:d, however both had app~oached · land .~g'ain 
~y June 07, . yet not a~ · close as for May 26 which' !;tad been the · 
·closest shoreward approach. of the entire siunple. 'overall, the 
. :--. . . A. • 
pr~je~ted ' lin~s ~f ~vement 'for bo~h resp~ctd.v~ p~·int~ ap.proxi-· 
. . 
. . ·mately paralle.d 'oRe another, and coupled wU:h ·eac.h · movement 
l . l -
there was ah internal tate~at . shifting of floe. 'groupings rela- ., 
tive to shore • 
' . 
·whi'i~ i~e ~dge iluct\uiHo~s ·can· often be closely compared 
I 
\ 
, I • I • 
to changes ... in "ind direc:ti.on ·over; ~ew day~ ! sueh. association'\ 
-- . 
di:d 'riot explain th~ l~.ng.:.t~rm . trends obser ved i.n the' adjustment 
. ' . . . . - . ' 
.,. . 
~f . th~.' ·i. ce ·edg,e iJld _multi-y_ear coverage cent~rs ·for the 19'·79 i ce 
• ... 
\ . I .': .. 
,\ ' 1 t ,. 
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Table 12 -"'e~n ~ent~r· .:h~e edge 
. ·po)t~tions.fox: 1979 .·.· 
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Eeason. Figure 24 i's a summary of . geostrophic wind c.onditions 
between April 25 and June 07, 1979'; the dat~ -displayed '"ere col-
lected f.rom s·urface air pressure charts at the-1-:'to,ooo;ooo 
scale, each of which sumnari.zed ·' synoptic weather conditions 
. ' . . . . 
based on one of four observations taken at six-hour -intervals 
.. 
from 0000 hrs GMT -on each respective day. -The direction and 
. . . 
. . . 
speed of .the geostrophic wind · was determined from the orienta-
. .. 
tion ~nd sp~_cing c;>f the isobars a~ a poi:nt on the map_·,_approximat-
ing~the location ilt which -t -he offshore edge of' the· ·pack~"'fnter'-
.: . . ' . . . . . . . . . ~ 
. ·sected ~;he .zone o(pho.togr~phic -covez::age ~ I : The ·mea'n resultant 
. . . . . 
. ' . . . . . 
wind vector for ' ~ach day is shown in Figure ·- 24a; i: be re-sultant.· 
- . . - . . : .. , ... .. . 
vector represents the direction and spee·d obtained by .. a·dd i tion 
. . 
. t' ' of the COf!~ponent vector from each\ of the fou~ dai y ·<?hserva- · 
· tions. Figure 24b is a surmnary of. wind direct ions by perc~nt crf 
frequency from ·the tot~l of each individu~l observation ov~r the 
entire period; Figure -24c summarizes ' the resultant· geostr opl1'i 
wind vector ' obtaine~ from averag i ng· t?~ wind direction over~l;"i'­
ods of 1 to 6 days· prior to the flight, as well as over the 
" ·.. . / . 
entire per iod··intervening betwee11 a giveri flight _ and t_he 
. . 
vious one. Figures 24a and 24c gi've dj.rections relative 
, • • A 
· 0 -
shoreline which, near "Saglek,. is orier:tted at 30 -west of 
North, while .24b relates directly to T~ue North • 
. . 
For· rile periods pri'or to May 12 and May 31 there 
. agreement ~it·h Figure ·23 ( p·, 99) in tha~ th'e mean wi nd v 
. . . dire~tion · f~r eac.h averaging per~od aJ>proxi'!late .~ the pr jected 
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aging/~lriod pri9r to May 12 ~lop~ic flow was onshore, 
albeit at a sha'rp-ly acute angle. from th~ southeast, and the ice 
' . ·I./' 
h-ad··also moved shoreward relati,v~ to its May OJ posltio~or' .._ 
~ J • 
Ha)' 31 when the ice had moved offshorl!, all averaging periods 
between this datE!- and May 26. also indicated an approximate off- · 
shore geostroppic wind •. How'ever f .or both May 01 and May 26, 
... 
when the mean center had moved shoreward relative to its pr~-
\ . 
vious flighr position, there was na·agreement.since . the geo-
, str!!phic .wind · •• .;;;o~i: th~ir r 'espactive pra~eading averaging 
' 
.Prl"iods c.learly. iridic!l_ted an offshore flO.w. June 07: also 
reveals .contradictory ice movements s·in~e the averaged geo- · 
strop};lic vec~~t: resultants either paralled the coast or indi..: 
r 
cate-d an offshore wind, neither of which support the shoreward \ 
shift of ice which occurred. Although ~i gure 24a shows a day of 
strong onshore flow three days before June 07, it is not 
.. ·. 
expected !hat this would have ~een . sig,nificant . in influencing 
this shoreward'movement for t .he same reason that several days of 
. ·. 
prior offshore flow (also, shown in Figure · 24a) did no.t alter· the 
shor~~ard movements of· th~ .~ean centers for May 01 or M~y 26. 
Finallr, · considering th.e over~l~ shoreward movement through the 
study period, when a line is drawn through Figure 24b, repre-
. 0 . . . 
senting .the coast at an angle.30 "''est of ~rue North, we· see 
that the distribution of all wind . frequency per~entages, to 
either side of . the line, favours an onshor'e flow by.!-n!!t 
'frequency of only 2'7.- a negligible amount. 
' . 
Conclusively, while - there might be some agreement between / . - . 
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T _ _./' 
tions_!lip appears to.,.be weak and suggests dtiv-long-term ice move- · 
menta during ·the study period were · the product of other influ-
encing factors. This tends to agree with the findi!lSS of Thorn-
dike and Colony ( 1~2) wh~ estimate that, in the absence of a 
steady· ocean .current, Arctic pack. tee moves in a direction of 
0 . 
'about 5 to the right of the geostrophic wind during P'all, 
• 4 
• winter~· and .spring, and 18° to · the right .. in summer. 
~esu:its sugges~ed 'that over several mont~s, only about half of · 
"-· . 
the .- ice moti'on could be . explain~_d by geostrophic wind, with the 
. . \ . ' ' . ' '' . . . 
other .50% being du_e _,'to ocea.n circulation; ~ver shorter inte.r-. 
~ais, about 70% of the' ice motion was expla}ned by yariation ~ ·in · 
...----~- ~ . 
geostr9phic wind. However, within 400 kin of the ~oast the .cor- ·. 
relation was only about 50i'. ~ffe_ctive in ex~lai~~~g~ veloci-
ti~s and in~'no case could any of the divergeace be ex'pla~ned 
by .geostrophic forces. Given these f~ndings, coupled with the 
fact that the Labrador Pl!Ck is within only 200 km of the coast 
and lies under the influence of a dominant southward fl~wing cur-: 
rent, it is unlikely tha; any direct)relat.io~ship would have 
, 0 . 
existed for the 1979 data, even -when the· 5 - 18 variat i on from 
the true geostrop'hic direction is taken into «ccount~ 
6._3 \ Temporal va~ iatfons in· flux 
25 indicates the ·relative variation, 
-~ . 
/ ' ... 
produced by shifts in di~tilbution, of cumulative flux values 
across each 10 km segme'nt of the Saglek flight line for 1979. 
.-. •, 
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Jccurrf!nCe was dUe to the maximum offshore distance of the mean enter .of the distribution for May '01 and April 25. lns~~r~ of i . ~ . 
thi-s 80 km Line, while the 60-70 and 70-80 km zones ex(etienced 
-- ' . . / 
different upward ·trends through May 12, the 40-5Q an~ 50-60 km 
-- I -
. . - · --
. . ~ zones did not receive any multi-year ice until nea1.May 26. The 
~Q~_()O ·km zone · experienced a · spora(li~i.t;.y of· · fl~x -re ated to the 
May 26 and Ju_ne 07 distrib.ocfons; _the inner portions of these 
~ . . . 
' .cr.ossed. lari.dwar~ .into this ~one' respectively preceeditig and 
following· a sea~a~d movement out o·f the area, which o'ccurred on 
Mu---J-1. T.h~ . 40-5.0 . km zone experienced a similar single pu~se 
when the M~y . 26 distributi_on_ shifted landward,. bu~ experienced . 
no measured s ignifican~ occprrences thereafter • . ·m For, ~e_ seg-
. 
ments between 80 and 120 k~, ·the 80-90 and 90-100 km zones 
exp~rien~e_d an approximately consta!lt upward trend ·in CUll)ulat.ive 
.,. 
fr~quency of · flux beg inning April 25. However, the 100-110 km 
grap~ reflects.-~he 'absence of mult~-year ice within th,is-region 
for May 26, even th.ough youn$er ice types were prese;.t. For 
.,. 
, this date, a plateau had be.en re~ched _in the cumulative flux. 
_which was ~~ precee~ a second u~ar~end ~ithin_ ~~is zone for 
~e t~o sub'sequet)t dat-es~_ The area bet~en 110 and 120 km·was 
~ost sensit\ve to. the fluctuQtin~· ice edge which had alter- · 
---- . / .· natively moved shoreward and' seaward from this region between 
; May .26" and Ju~e 07. ·This proiiuce·d a series o·f steps on the 
curve which indicate .~ulsating ef~ect. of flu~ southward across 
. ., . . .... 
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begun by April 25 increased until around May 12 (actual flux 
' I 
May12 is urivert f iat,>le due to missing 
data), after which there was no furtheor flux. An excep~ion to 
the Apr·i l 25 occurrence was in- the 130-140 km zon·e which lay 
.~.-4_ . . \??' ... 
~:r:,~:tween major groupings for this date hence prolonging the non-
.~, .=" :;:·, 
receipt of muiti-year ice f()r this area vnt il near May' 01. The 
region. beyond .. 120· km i~ also t:teflect ive of the shifting ice edge. 
. I 
which had maved iraside of 120 km by . May 26 and 'June 07, and only 
· .. ----
. . 
slightly ext~udei:l _(1'22 km) on May 31. As a resu~t • all me~sured 
multi-year f~ux afte~ May 12 occurred to tile "1-andwar.d of . .t:h.is 
point so· that the obs~rv"ed season flux pattern "for r~gions to 
. . 
. . 
. . . -
seaward of 120 .km consisted of _afsingle pulse, increasing . 
S har~l y from April 25 and ,!eve 11 ing off/' near zero after Mal 
12. 
For the 1979 season, three apparent zones of multi-year Ice 
. 
· fl~x dominated the offshore region near Saglek. More spec'ifi-
ca ll"y: -
(i) Regions inside of 80 km which experienced initial 
.occurrence approxif!lately . midway through the ~eaaon~ 
h-ear May 12, and which had con~ inued flux thereafter. 
( i i) Reg ions between 80 and 120 km which experience~ vary-
ing · degrees of flux throughout the cnt ire sample 
period ·after·sometime prior to April 25 • . 
(iii) Reg ions beyond 120 km which ,expet:ienced flux. early 
in the season, prior to April 25, but none after Hay 
' 
12. . . • 
Within these regions, zones sometimes experienced a sporad-
~J . • 
icity of f~ux which res\llted in alternat~ng peri~a· of occur-
rence and non-occuri'en~of multi-year floes .• · This phenomenon· ' 
toi 
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was due to fluctuations in the ice edge position which were 
coupled with a synchronous shifting of the multi-year ice dis-
(tribut;ions. within the pack. 
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I'IULT1-YEAR lCE Dl.STRll:HlTlllNS OFFSHORE St<GI{-K, LMlRADOR, 1979: , ' 
.. A SUMMARY R~ \' J 1-:l-. 
I! 
-, • 1 Tot a 1 dai 1 y,. fhix -
-
' . ~ 
ln 1 9~, measured mt~lti-y.e~~ice conC,!!ntrations began enter-· 
~ ~ 
ing the region near Saglek Bank in significa~t proportions some-
time after March J,9 and increased in an apparently constant u~.­
" ' 
ward trend through' Apri 1 250M~ 01, .ancj May 12, reaching a~ peak 
. ' 
occurre-qce sometime ne~ May 26. -Reference to Figures, 26e an'd, 
26f indic~tes th~at · aft~r Ma.y ~6 ,. concentrations b~gan a downward 
, 
t-rend · which inco-rporated an ~fward f luct~at'i~n -~~tween M·ay Jt· 
and June 07, indicative of a pulsating effect in J:he actua 1 rate _,_. · 
. - ' 
of delivery of the multi-year ice to the s.tudy area . between 
• <.. • ~ ~ '--... 
these dates. Whether this upward fluc:tua7Ton reached a greate.r 
a inplitude, after Jurie 07 is u t"[known since ~o data exist. 'How-
. 
eyer, for~h'e data ava1lable', the overall do~ard trend after 
the May 261 peak is in agreement with Markham (1980b) and Nordco 
' ' - , ( l9J.9) who.· also document similar downward trends after a central 
pea.k in s~asonal. multi-year ice flux. The actual shape of . t~e 
' • I • 
, .; . _ .,' 
curve between May 01 and May 16 is a 1s·o unc.lear, o~ipg t:o miss-
. ~ 
ing data for a p-ortion of the May 12 flight line, and occur-
- I '" ~ ., 
r ·ences were probably higher for this date than Jl i l 'able ' data 
While · the 1979 data might not be representat iv(! .of thd 
I 
. ' 
multi-year ice cortcentrat.ion occurring in the "region over a 
· period of years, it is interesting to note that the 197~ peak 
.. ~ ~ 
fl~?C period occurred sometime nepr the middle «V M!_Y' approxi-
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mately one month prior to a multi-y~a~ flux . peak which occurs 
off Gros.water ~ in mid-Ju~e as repor-'ted. by N~rd~o (19.79) :· : 
-- . . 
Such a· tim.e differ~nce might be· i-ndicative of the temp9-ra'l lag 
occurrinJ ~etween the arriva 1 of multi-year .ic!! in the northern 
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,.. 
~ith total flu~ values decr.eas~ng to, either side. However~ the· 
. . · .. 
· decrees~ i .s · mc.•re rapid in the reg ion seaward . <?.f. 110 km- due tO , 
. ' the· sp,atially- dynamic nat.ure of the ice e.dge, the progress-ive. 
shoreward movement Of which inct:;easiRgly lesse'ned ~he' prolJabil-: 
• 
,_ 
ity of ;nulti .... year ' ic;e occurring in t\is }:'~gion later iri : the. sea-. 
•?;: 
son• For a· s imila·r reason, the totaL values ins ide 'the 80 km 
r·. . "·, . . . , . . .. . . . ·. . ' 
drop· off mo~e slowly because the shoreward· movement 'of' 
. . '
. . 
.. t~~ mu.lti'-y~ar ice,~ distrib.ution appro)(i.mate ly cotnc idedi wiJ:,h 
seas~n l·~ .. t~o :.~_ighe.st~recorde·ci · flu~ ~~l·~e~: :~n· Ma; .26. ~1fJtme 
' .... . . . .:-·- . . . 
' 
07~ 
·· tho~e ·date·s : than ·had occ- urred at .t,e outer_-.ed_ie during , the. lower · 
' .. 
,. 
· . . I C... • • : • • • 
. ·nux tates of Apr.l'l '25 and May -01. · .Again,.. the tr~u~ · s'hape ·.of the 
• ' 0 ' ' ·~ I ' ~ • o o ..... ~ • ' o 
; ~t~ibuti~.n. is · obscu~e'd b:y ~the; ~b~en.ce . of. c.ompiete; .~~ta for ··t~e · 
• • ' I. , 1 " 0 t , • , ' • .. 
regio·n ' bet~ee'l\. ·lJO and .t 50 : km otl .. M~Y: 1.2 • . · . · · 
' . ' ... 
. . 
., 
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Compar-ison of the shape of Figur_e 2.6a with the shape or· the 
distri.butions in Figure 21 (p.'. 96), ind~c~tes that as the' cb~en­
. tt'at ions JJh ffted from the outer .pffshore region to the inner off-
. ' 
shore,- this centr:al core ~epre~ented a•common zone shared 
in~tially by tfte inner 'ecige of t.he distribution tlu,ring April 25 
and May 01., and . later ~Y ~he ooter edg~ · of'the distribution dur~ 
• • 0 ' ·-· ~ , • t I \ 
ing· Ma·y 26 ~.nd J~ne o1. bur1~8 ~he apparent pf!riod o.f c·spatiat 
' . . . ~ ' .. 
tTans it). on :surrOUJ1ding Ma_y ' 1~' ~n.d' t.h~ seawa.rd : shift pf_ ~~}I 31' 
t'hf~· • ZQ~e near,ly .. c·~~ncided~ Wit·~ the C~n.ter ·~f I t~'e ~·Spread- Of 
.. . . ... . . . . ' ... 
multi-y·e~r· ·~_ce · oc~_uire11ces· . ·-. ... 
~ ' . . 
F~rth~r~ore~- Fi~~r~ ~- 26d. ih~li:ce~~s· that ; d;spite·. t;he 
_.. -: • t ' : ·~ I • I 
.• 
lower 
· frequency of · floes which. ·occurred in- regions seaward of the .. 
cot'e, t;he mean concent,r'ation in floe d~rtsity per ' 0.5 km2 ·(.based · 
only · on the dates,whett these areas'were inside of the ~ce e,dge}, 
. . . 
. . ~as · ~lose ~o .a'nd sometimes · ~xceeped the · ~verage · ?ensi.ti-=:s 'Occur-
.. 
ring· within the · 80~1~0 km zone. With the except~ort .of the 1607 
.. 110 k'm ~one, the average seaward de.~ie~ to/~~e- .act.ually higher 
> ' ' a I o 
than, the · ayerage seasonal densities occurring· landward of 90 km' . .. • 
~ • , • J • I o 
' ' . . 
- Reference toFigure '1.7a ~eve~.ls that -most ·of the s~mJ?led • \ 
.. 
~ f~ux w.a.s lo,unq l,an~war~ . of 'the ·.200 m, depth contour which. is 
· .. 
; . 
' · • 
. .... · 
~··. : 
.. :!,: . 
' . 
.: .. ~ '· 
~·. -:- .. : . 
,· . ,, 
I • 
.· 
' II . ( 
~-~~-~·-· ·- ~·. 
~:~·.: l • ,, • • • • • • •• 
·. located at· the s'eaw~rd" edge'· of..Saglek B~nk • .. T.heref.or~, a ·far. 
• .. o ' • ~' '• • • • I 
· greater port; ion ·of ·.~he multi-year ice.. for · the season was dr'ift-
' . . . 
..· 
' . . 
:ing :io the shallower wq.~ers over ~he ba~k rather than 'in the · 
. . ' . ~ . ' . . 
Except ions.~o th.is · . 
.. l. . . . . ,· . t . 
' · were· tqe Apt'if 2S a:nd May Ol flig~ts when. aP.prox't~tely: 75% Jl'nd 
• : ' . • • ' '.,.. • . ' • . ' .. . . I I • .. ... 
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. Figure · 27 _' - F~equency of occurrence of ·multi-year· ~ce relabive 
to the . seaward edge ·of •Sag lek Bank du.ring 1979. 
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-' this line,.as"shown in Figure 27b • 
.. . 
Temporal clustering of multi-year flux 
' 
To t~st the signific_an"ce of ·'the apparent grouping in the 
total 'flux values, a.chi-square test was ap~lied to seasonal 
• • • . ..J 
' . 
. l 
" I I ~~ 
~- . ~ ' 


















.. • ·•: ;' 
. . \ 
........ . 0 
• ... ~ ..,l. 
.data at the 5 km interval, using ,the same null and alternat~ve 
Again, the test was one-tailed 
.· . 
with. a · chosen level of significance at-- r:i.=~ 0.001; incomplete : d~ta 
. . . I • • 
I . 
froT th~ ·130-150 km 
. : have · 'resutted .d.~ an 
region were not incluaed because they_would 
. .. . . 
. . :· . . · . 2 . . . 
inflated value for -~ -~ · Testing of th~ ~ 
observed. fr~qu~ncies 'agai~st th~ e~pected mean category _ va~ue of 
'\ .. . .. . . . 
" . -, . 2 . .. . . . 
295.~i'-yielded.a.x' value of 2316.88 wijich at 23 degre_es o~;. 
( 
. .. 
freedom, exceeded the critical value of 41:'6~· with a calculat~d 
level ·of signi-ficance at ·a= 0.000. The resulting decision ~as 
· .. 
. . 
to reject t_he null hypoehesis ~ith at least 99.9% confidence 
" tha~ the observ~d difference~ were not due to ~hance varia~i~ns, 
• I 
concluding therefor~ that there was n r. ig·nific~n; c lust'~ring of 
. 
total flux values for -t~e season. Figure 26b shows the di'stdbu- · 
. . . . . . ., 
tion of observe4 frequencies around the expected mean value and 
• ·cl~arly' fsolates the centr~l core ot seasonal multi-year. tee . 
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CHAPTER 8 
OCEANOGRAPHIC INFLUENCES bN MULTI-YEAR ICE D'ISTRlBUTIONS DURING 
I t979 
.' 
8~1 bvervf ew: . ' Jr[nerai oceanographic conditions in the Labrador 
~urrent 
While littl~ inform~t ion · exists. rega·rding the exact. nature 
.
1 
of 'wa~er ci :~ulation . and transpo:r:t in the, Labrador· Current IJob- . 
~·· 
bitt, 1.9.83; Fissel .and Lemon, 1~82}. , t~e general .~attern of cur;.. 
.. 
rent distribiat ion has. been · well-documented'·. 
.' 
Northern .Oavis Strait is a mixing area for t~e Cold Baffin 
"· 
. Curr~nt and· the ~estward:~.lowing warm West · .Greenland Current 
: • .: , .. . .. • • • "\ w • • .. • 
which j~ip and flo~ south alo~g the east coast of Baffin Island • 
. . . 
NOrth o.f Resolution Island, this flow splits, . w~th a branch moving 
. . . 
west, on ·both sides of the ·Island, into Hudson Strait (LeBlond, 
. . 
i e~ al., 1981; Bailey and ~achey, 1950) • 
, . 
The eastern· branch con-
1
.
1 t inues flowing southward with warm .Y~st Greenland· water in ·its j. 
J; eastern. section and some; cold water of the B~f.fin ·current.i·n the 
· western sect ion. ·The ·.~ater entering Hudson Stra-it penetrates 
' 
1 west for about 250 km {Matthews, 1976) before recurving and even-
! . 
~ · ~~ .. ~ -~xiting along th""e south side of the str1ait after h~ving , .~ ~n on the brackish and cold characteristi-cs of Polar. Bas in 
·I • I · 
., 
i water. 'In the northern region of Saglek Bank this joins with 
'I the east~ard branch to form t:he Labrador Current. whi.ch flows ,./·-· \.., 
:1 ' . 
r 
'i sout~~ard · in two main bands along a direction ·paralle~ to the ~ \ 
·j--· . . \. 









The outer ·ban·d is comprised of warm west ·Greenland wat~r., 
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land water of less than 3°C along its west~rn side. The inner 
band is made up of cold wate-r from Hudson Strait and Baffin B.ay 
and has a temperature of 'tess than -1 °C; it flows over the La bra-
''dor .shelf. along Saglek.Bank (Allen, .1980). Fro~ ~imilation of 
I 
historical records~ Matthews · (1976) concluded that 'the inn~-
band actually consisted of ~wo ~b-component bands which made 
for a ~otal oi". rthr·e·e southward- flowing· bands as shown in Figure 
28. Of·these two, the inner component hand foHows the marginal 
··depression ·along the ·1~n~r edge o:f ·the banks, arid it is· cc;>mpos~d 
. . . . . 
, I 
of ~ater from Hudson Strait as well a~ local run-off from the 
.. .. . 
coa·st~ The outer component band of the main .inner· band ' is made 
. up .of .Ba.ffin · \o!ater : and Hud~on Strait water which follows ·the 
out~r edge of the banks along the 200m isobath (Matth~w~, 1976) • 
~ated wi~i: t.hese water ,m~sses, Fissel and Lemon (1982)' 
~ . . ~ . 
' · . 
identified f7ur .l:tfn _c.irculat.ion regimes in the Labrador offshore 
region: · · _ 
·-.....__ . 
(i~ Regions on or near 'the con~inental. slope ~here strong, 
very s~eady flow exists,_Qaving moderate vertical 
· shear between water types~ 
(ii) Regions in the marginal tr~~gh where flow i~ 
slightly less str.onger · than on the slope, with. large 
vertical shear. · 
A u·o Regions - over the banks where flow is .unsteady and we~k ~, with lo~ .vertical shear and moderate energy. 
( i v) Regions in the sad.dles, betwe-en banks, where flows 
are unsteady with 'higl) energy .and 'moderate vertical 
shear. 
A strong flow situated over the continental slope was also 
identified. by Smith, Soule and Mosby ,(1937) , : and Lazier (1982) 
. ( 
_.; _____ .- ~-~-
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28 - General patterns of flow within th~ Labrador .. Current 
· ~~described by Matthews· (1916). 2oo 'm isobath has 
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. -1 
indicates that nea~su!face velocities here are 0.5 to 0.8 ms 
-----
. --- . . The flow in- this zone is therefore much faster than over the 
-1 
shelf where average speeds of 0.17 ms have been recorded \ -r 
(Petro-Canada, 1982). This stro~ flow acts as a boundary · 
;:::::. t::B:~~er of the· shelf snd the offsh:~ ws~ maSs 
0 
Sal_in~ties~ the "!)In outer band are between 34 .. 7 and 
34.9 /oo while the main inner band has values of bet~en 32~6 
\ 
. 0 
·. · and 3'3. 7 /oo (Fissel and Lemon, 1982)~ ~ - Lazier (1982) f6tlnd a· 
strong positive gradient for both t;:~mperature and salini t.Y with 
increasing distances from shore across ~he shelf; slope and 
outer areas. However, the sharpest tempe'rature and salinity gra-
dients occur along the bounda~y separating the cold w~ter of the 
shelf from-...the warmer Greenland water farther offshore. This 
._ 
demarks the location of a thermal front across which Islen 
(1927) noted a temperat"tare change of 5°F (2.8°C) .over a distance 
of 15 miles (24 km). The frontal zone between the two· main 
water masses has b~en iflustrated by Legeckis (1978a) and 
LeB.lond (1982), from interpretat'ion of sat~llite imagery, and 
lies along . the edge of the continental · sh~lf .. (LeBlond, et al., 
1981). 
Large scale . spatial pertu~batioris usually occur al~ng such 
· frontal zo~es and are well-documented for other r~gions of the 
,-
WQrid having an . e~stern coastal - curr~nt si~ilar· to ' that of Labra-
dor. f . • For example, - meander~ have b-een obser'ved in the f r ont of < 














, ... · - \"-1 
(1971) predict tha~ for-the southeastern coast of the U.S., 
unstable waves in th~s front can have wavelengths of near 1~ km 
with periods of 10 days; propagation in either djrection along 
the current. axis i~ considered possible. Large-scafe undula-
tions have also b~n observed in the Gaspe Current. Over a 3-5 
day period during .1978, th~ axis_ of .the cur,nt moved offshore 
• for several days and, when it again began to approacp its near-
shore position, a· wavelike structure dev_elop_~d which eventually 
. ---brok~ after reachi~~wavelength of 60 km (Tang, 1980). In 
ice-free'waters aro~the United Kingdo~ meanders. have been 
. ' 
' . 
observed to.-evol v~, ·. over a four-day period, . into full scate 
·-
eddies whi~.h then separated from ~·he frontal zone and moved off 
I · 
into the waT!Jl water ~one as a cell· of ·cooler water (Simpson·; 
Allen, . and Morris, 1978). Formation of cold-core eddies is also 
• known to occur in the Kam~hatka Current (Solomon and Ah1nas, 
\978) and warm-core eddies have been observed in the GulL Stream 
(Halliw~!. and Moores, 1979)" where they are thought to be the 
driving force behind topographic Rossby waves observed at depth 
(Th'Ompson, 1971). • . . 7 
Bane and Brooks (1979), Brooks and Bane (1978) a~eckfs . 
• (1979) all inditate that, for the Gulf Stream,-such frontal undu-
lations are c_apable of propagating warm,.,ater up onto t'he cont i-
,. 
nen~al .shelf and into shallower deptns landward of the 200 m iso-
bath • . Associated wi~h these· Gulf ~earn meanders, Vukovich, e_t 
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all note that warm-core edd~s formed along the front spin off · 
___, 
onto the continental shelf and extend into zegions inside of the 
100 m isobath. While several of these authors consider bgttom 
topography to be the instigating force behind eddy and wave 
format ion, Huthnance .( 1980 suggests that the actua 1 movements 
.. / 
.,. 
are compensatory occurrences intended to conserve mass by drawing 
. . 
~p water from the slopes to replace that which· has been lo~t from 
. . 
. t.he . shel~ • . · · \ . 
In th~ Labrador Current, meanders and eddi~s are seen in 
' , _ __...,..-· 
Legeckis ~ · ( 1978) illustration of 'Mae f.ronta 1 zone and meanders 
' have also been, produced in 
homogeneous Labrador Sea. 
Tee'~ (19J8) numerical model of a . 
LeBlond (198ff al~o presents evidence 
.,; 
of frontal undulations in the Labrador Current whi~~ he observed 
' from a thermal infrare~ satellite image. Thi~ image is shown ·in 
. 
Figure 29, and the wave-like _features along the front are 
~-- clearly visible. Near the northern part of Labrador we see a 
I 
. 
finger of warml(.ater (·see arrow) extending as a southward curve 
·;' 
into the CQld water zone. 'This st~ucture is almost identical to 
. (. 
the configuration of eddies as described bytfthe previous authors ./ 
studying the Gulf Stream, and in this case ind~cates the forma-
tion of .a similar feature along the Labr~dor Current · frontal 
zone near Saglek . Bank. 
.  
' 
Evldence of meanders based on direct '!leasurement in'the Lab-
rador Current has been given by WeJr (1979) who, usin~ three 
120 
~ . 
.• ' i : · .. 
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Figure 29 - NOAA-5 infrared image showing meanders in the frontal 
zone of the Labrador Current as seen at 13552 on 
September 3, 1977; lighter tones denote colder water. 
For explanation of arrow, see page 120. (Photograph 
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· year's of data fro~ satillite-tracked buoys also found undula-
tions in the current;': th~. crests of these waves varied east to. 
west over distances of up to 90 km during a period of 2-4 days • 
.. 
O~~r eyidence is given by Fissel and Lemon (1982) who observed 
lar,..,_ va.riat ions in current direct ion over periods of 7- to 30 · ~ · r:; 
0 •• ' 
days, with shorter variations also o·ccurring over 4 to 7 days • 
At the ' 4-7 day interval, meanders w~re detected along the ·main 
core of the current at the shelf break (i.e. near the continen-
ts~ slo§e in ·the region · of the 200m isobath), as- well as. in the 
cax:twright ,Saddle. Th:ese meanders occ1.1rr.ed on 1:he inner edge of 
.. 
the main band and were . identif~ed by an 1nc~ease in current 
r 
spe~d as well as temperature and ·salinity. Temperature and 
--... salt'nqity readings were . also strong-ly indicative of warm-core 
eddies. ~un off from th~ main current band. ·The distance of 
penetration by such formations onto the shelf was no~ know~, how-
\ 
ever comparison with the Gulf Stream examples suggests that land-
' 
. . 
ward penetration beyond the· ZOO m isobath might be possible. 
Similar tariability in ~tirrent has been described by Alle~ 
0 0 • 
~ .· 
(1979, 1980) and Allen and Huntley_ (1977). Using two cur-!"ent 
• • 
meter sets at 2600 m and ~000 m in the Hopedale Sa~le, Allen 
. .""' 
' -1 
and Huntley-found a ·mean southward flow of 0.20 0.40 ms with 
: · the occurrence of foor northwa~d reversals over a 27.9 day peri-
. r 
od. During .. this ·. study, temperature records indicat.e 'd the advec·:.... 
tion of warm pt!rcei.s of water past the recording instruments. 
Initial analysis of ·thes.e r~sults indica~ed ·possible ca~se.s .as 
beins due to ei,ther a meander, a net counter-current !flow in the 
offshore s~.ction o·f t~e current, ~r eddie\ pr~pa~ati~~ ~long the 
• 0 
122 
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outer edge of the Labrador Current.· Later reports (Allen, t 979; 
I 
Allen, 1980) revealed the influence of bottom-trapped Rossby 
• 
waves occurring in the frotttal zone. Over 4 to ~ day periods 
.these waves produced .cross:...slope movements ~ly in the ~ottom 
f-low, however during 8 to 10 day periO'ds, the waves extended 
throughout the water column and were responsible for majGr cur-
• ren~-luctuations at the surface. Other instances of vortical 




vort.:i-eies near Sout·hern Labrador which he t!tought wer~ ·produced\ 
by depre~~ions ~n t)e 
The relat~o~ip 
bottom topography near Hamilton Bank. 
between ~patial variat~ons· in sea"i~e pat-
I 
terns and fluctuations in the southward flow of the Labrador 
·Current has been studied by LeBlond (1982). From interpretation 
. . ) 
of sa~~llite images, meanders were observed in the outer ~ge 
' ' 
of th~ marginal ice zone which corresponded well with the mean-
ders observed in the oceanic front from infrared imagery. These 
ice e_dge meanders moved southward with an amplitude of 1 S km and 
• 
a wavelength of 7S km, however it was~ not possible~? determine 
U the thermal front meandered synchronously. P_et-ipheral evi.:-
dence of sea ice relationships with the Labrador Current · ha·s 
. . ' . I been given' by MES , (1974) who observed that t~e edge of the pack 
.probably ntarked t .he bounqary between the cold and'warm sections 
'f ·. of tile curr~'nt; · drift measurements taken ins~de a:d outs.ide of 
'J. • ,J 
the edge yielde~ distinctly different pattern~ of movement. 
\ 
ln the marginal' ice zone of 
\ 
.motions have been observed along 
eastern dJeefand, similar e ddy 
the~ice~ge by Johannessen, et 
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!l·, (1983). · 'These were small eddies of 5 to 15 km seen as rota-
•tional -patterJ1Ao,exten~ing out from. the ed~e of the ice;: .at least 
il one was . embedded in the oceanic front. Additionally, i:ce edge 
' • 0 I • ... o (ll ... • 
meandering ~as 'greatly" enhanced during peridds of off-ice wind 
. . ~r . calm whi;e an ·on-ice cir down-ia-e :(blo~ing,parallel to· t~~ - ed~'e 
d ·Jl ·. '\ •.... . 
wi.th. 'tee :on "the .right) wind caused floe con~ergence and ~-tr~ight-
ening · ~f ~he edge. . • 
, . 
' Wadhams·and Squire (1983) also r~po~t a large 
,, . 
scare~ eddy of. ; 
. . ·: ', . .. . . . . ~ . 
.'about 60 km ·diameter in the east Greenland. ·~nz~ Within•.thts · ..... · 
. . . . . , . 0 
feature, lenses of warm water having tempe..x:at'ures of up to 4f3 C 
• • • IJ CJI - • 
. ~e1:e found c~nt,er~d at the 4o ,m depth.~llt :.~: distance of 60 km . 
, 
: ins ide the .P.ol8r ta1:ont·. W~thin ·the eddy, zones of reduced lee 
! • ,I 
· .~.. ' ' ., .... , . 
concentrat~on wrre' clOsely Telat:_ed tO t.he"~B;rtll ;.water re.gion, 
Submarin~ trans~c-ts ~f the ·Greeri-lanrl ·MIZ,:b;-Wadhams,''Giit'and 
• f ... 0 
J.,inden ('197"9.) during 1976 ·also revealed· pat~h~s of warm water 
·~ • I . '-
COntained within the polar ,water behind· the fr.ontal zone. These 
. . . .. . .., ( ... -, . . . ·~ ', . . . 
patche~ w.ere·'·'als<? cons'idered to )>e the result of eddies, :and 
~ . ·-- -- ~ 
whq:e orie eddr~ve a.· ~ignifi~~ntly thinn~r ·. icf!: cover '. ly~t:tg 
over it' no . causal relations~ip 'could be. el3,ta'bli'shed • . 
·' . 
Descriptions pr?v·i-ded _by th'ese sci~n~ist~ indicate that 
. . .. ' 
front~anders ·and the asso'ciat~d ~ddy formation· do · have an 
,effe~t ~n the ~ist~ib~tion o~: ~~e ~i~hin - a _ mar~inal i~~ z~ne. 
'' . 
ln the simplest · c.a~e such ' eddies are capable · of drawing {I~es • 
, . , . . . . . . 
laterally across .the l>!lZ . fro~ one' se'ction to ano!=her .and. c'in also 
. I 
- . . 
. advect warm parcels' of water into the MIZ teading to :accelerated·. 
. ; . . ~ . ' 
melt rates (Wadhams, 1981) • . • r ". '• •. • • ' . .. However, 'few data are -'.available ... 
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· -regarcfing the properties of eddy product, ion, .their resulting 
lnternal-structure ,_ or how such features eventually· deteriorate 
(Wadhams, 1981 )'. 
8~2 A, theory on the grouping of mulU-year ice in· t-he La,E!ador 
·CIJf~- .. 
.• 
J •• J 
-~whee-ler, (198 ~) 'suggests -that _ ~r Art tic reg ion!} · t~e. o.cc;ur-
· ' . 
·r~·ruie ~f. mu lti-,Year floes in groups- is a .result of .the ·w~~loeriing . 
; : • .. •.r . • ... · • . • 
.Olf l~rger . f loe,S ·d~ri.ng• ~he SUm(llet" which are .. then ·broken apart 
r • • . : • ·: \ • • ~ ; · · .. ·during ·storm conditions . in t~e fal·t·.'·' F}~~ ~J;'~c·t~re ~-s ~~do~b·~- · 
.'.· ·<. :.~- .. -... . :- <- ~ . .· . . ' ' ' ' .· ' , .· .· ':\ . ' ... ; ' ' 
· · .,.. . -.- · _· ·., e'dly .·re'sj)onsible fo,r,~he smaHer:· - _oventll"multf:..~e·ar flo~ sizes 
-- .... • •• : : . • ~ · Q 4 
. - . 
. , ·:<·-.··_: :·: §c.cu:rring off·· Lab.rad?r~ Howe~er, the phenomenon of.'spatial .. ~
. ' I 
• ,f) , ,I r • • • 
: · · · .'~separa~ion' in which relativl!ly lower or zero mav;nitudes of occur":' 
. . . . . . ..... . ·, , 
; ·:· 
renee 'are f:cf:Und betwe~n· E?rou·ps . of ~igh concentratio,n appears to 
·, . 
.. ·~ . be coupl~d wi~h_,?ceano~p::aphic conditions~ A 
' 
. \ 
Figure 30 is a · plo't of · individual ·multi-ye--?r..f.loe posit ions . 
., 
. : ... 
. :•recorded. fr-om the f979 f~ight ·lines. Owing to the e'xtremelY: nat:-
' . . . . 
. 
.. 
- . ' / 
row nature pf the actu~l f-~i'ght li'ne, r·e~ati1-1e to; its lepgth, the 
.' ) 
. ( . 
I ' ~ I 
·" 
' . , 
~ . •. . .. ' . , 
.· .. 
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' , I ~,\ , ~ ~ ' 
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width of . t"l\e plotted-'flight· line is sev~rely exagge~~~ed .in 
• • I ~ \ t ~ " ~· ' • ' • • , • '• ' • •• 
'~-rder .•. to m~~e\in.~i.vid_u~~ f _loe p~sitions . ~~st~nguishable ._ .Bec~use 
··of this, ... th·~ .P~terns they depi~t -are ~ot. hter~l tepr~~enta-
• ' \. '•_,.., ' I ', 
:i~ ~f· th,e ac.tua\;atte~.ns obs_er~eq. Howev~-r:--~ when '_ ma'king .com..-
parisons ~rom-onl!!__fl._ight _ :.t.O:-another ~he relative ~ha.~ges obs~r·v­
·ed' irt paftern.·iir~. rea-l . and. t~~ ' diagr~~-s. ar~ therefC?~e useful in 
';:- ·. 
high-lighting the· ~xt~·nt·. ~f change· fr~tn- one dat~ to ·another • 
' . .... . . · ~ .. .. . .. ... . . , ~ ~.-~ . ' . 
The positl-ons of multi-year floes . in both'· di~crete and non:o-
Q.:!.~c_rete spatiF~ ·pattern,s~ a~e cle:arly vis.J,ble. The strongly 
. ' . 
l
1
inear natllt'e 'o.f . t .he, pattern.s 'is 4ue mostly t'o the exaggeration 
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of the Y...:axis anti as ,such must· be interpreted with care (although 
' J 
some linearties~·in floe distributions across the fligh.t lines 
wer~ a~tu~lly observed from the photographs~). What is real and 
.. 
cons~ant from flight to flight however', is that the groups are 
.. . 
. . 
seen as extending from. the top_ of the cov~rage .region to the 
I ' t 
bottom. On the basis 'Of. this observatio'1, a:n extraP-olation of 
I 
these,·patt,erns ~eyonci ·the.reg~on of coverag~ would suggest . t_!lat 
_the observ~d ~roups are actualll bands of multi-year t~e ·c~osshig 
. . ' \ 
.. I: he·~ fl ig·h~ ti~e, wit~ ~ imila r · banded-regions·.· of;reduced 'or zero · 
,. . . . \ . . \ 
' , " I ' 
rnul.ti-year 'ice occurt:~ri-~e lying. b~tJee~ them. This is also s.up.:. 
• ' 0 
ported· by Figure 18 (p •. 85) which consistently shows a pai'r;of 
' . ~ 
bands on the innermos't portion of the multi-year floe distr.ibu- · 
t ions f~r .t·he . first· three f 1 ights. The recurrence of these fea-
turel>'; ~uggests that flux ·of multi-year ice was c~nstant in ··this 
~rea,' a-lbeit with some' landward deqection, and that a mo~e or 
- . ~ 
·less continuous band of old floes crossed this zone during the 
ti:me period between f ligh'ts; similar recurre~ces of bands can be 
ob~erve d fro·m Figure 30. 
Lepparanta a:nd Hibler·~ 1984) i Tidicate ·that vari'atfons · in 
., -
floe thickness wql produce bart~ing effects in a marginal ic_e 
zone •.• TJ b~sis o/ their explanation is that hea.vier floes . wi 11 
( . • dtift s -lower . and· mor'e t"o the .right of 'the wi,n·d direction than 
I • • ' 
will smaller :floes. ·clusters occur in situations where 1 ighter 
. . 
flo~& · either catch up with the heav-ier ·o~es, or drift' apart. from 
them, fheae authors riote t ·ha t originally-adjacent f ir.st-year 
and multi-.yea~ flo'es .can drift apart by. sev.eral ki, lometers in 
a siogle day. The ~ssumption .is' that the .diffetent.ial drift of 
the heavier floes wi'l'l eventually separate th'em fr.om the younger 
I . ,. 
types .• , · 
. ·I 
I. 
I ' t ' ' 
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Two consideratio.ne in~ke this an unlikely mechani~m for 
' . ' 
., 
.. explai:ning the grouping of multi-year floes observed-during 1979. 
First~ the clustering. phenomenon observed by Lepparanta and Hib-
le~ ( 1984) OCCUrred mainly near the iCe edge 1 WhereaS: many ~f 
the e)(amp.les of ~screte grouping seen durin§ t979 occurred w~ll 
J 
landward of the ice edge. Second, for 1~79, the observed bands 
crossed the photographs from the top to bottom ·for all days sam-
pled. Since the' sorting m.ech~nism described by Lel?paranta and 
. . .- ~ · . 
Hi~ler : assl,llTles a diff·erentia 1 dtJ~i: of floes which is .relative 
. ~ ~ 
to t>he wind d.irec·t ion, then in order for win~ ~ffects to have 
caused the phenomenon .observed c).urin~ 1979, ~he wind would. need 
to have blown · from a constant dir(!ction in ord~r to maintain 
the same orientation of the bands from day · to· day. Reference 
' • '1. 
to the wind data shown in rigure 24 (p. 101) shows this was not 
. . . ·• ' ' 
the case. Moreover, · Lepparanta and Hibler observed .the best 
--. I 
differential drift betw~en two floes to have o·ccurred dttring a 
... 
I 
sever a 1-day period of . offshore wind; reference to Figure 24 shows 
that the peri:od of strongest offshore wind occurred just prior 
to May 26, a day on which the occurrence of discrete groups of 
inultl-year ice was minimized. Therefore,_ it seems unlikely that 
' 
.• 
winA effects could have be~n the dominating factor controlling 
the 1979 multi-yea_;- ice grouping phenomenon. 
,. 
. However, if the explanat;Jon given by Lepparanta and Hibler 
..-
~8 m~dified to consider effects' of the Lab~ador Current, instead 
' ' 
of the wind, . then it becomes more plausible. In this case the 
curre~t become~ the forcing mechanism, acting with greater 
.. 
. influence on the deeper multi-year floes than on the ~hallower 
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southward clirectio~, tlten this. could explain why the bands of 
multi-year flo~s w~ have retained the same orientation from 
• 
one flight to another. 
Structurally, the Labrador Current has usually been des-
cribed as a series of bands (see Figure 28, P·· 117) ;, with each 
band represeritfng a core· of flo·\.1-within which velocity is great-
' 
" . -est near th~ center· and de~reases t;:owards the periphera·l anhuU. 
For the Saglek Bank region, ·this bandin-g it; evident· in the find-
- . . 
.. 
~ng's o_f Smith, Soule, and Mosby (193'1). For. the Hamilton Bank : 
area., this ·structure has been · observed by Sc'ob.ie (1972) and by 
Aqders·on (1968) who noted a · band,ihg 'based 'on temperature data. 
Kollmeyer, McGill, and C.orwin (1965) further suggest that cold 
cores· of the J...~brador· Current are actually intrusive filaments· 
' of water moving. through the shelf water which is .slower-moving 
and considered to be a-resident water mass.· Figure.31 f llus-
"' 
. . 
trates the geostrophic velocity .structure of the cold core of 
the Current at the . seawa':d' margin of Makk~vik and Hamilto.n Bi:lnks 
.c, as depicted by Fissel an~ Lemon (1982) for . spe~i~~c 'dates Q!_ 
observat1ion' du;ring the sumnier of 1980. Since most fi.ndings tend 
t~ support this banded cold core structure then, in the simplest 
te'rms ,. the flow of water within the current can, b~ 1 ikened . to 
the_ flow of water w'ithin a pipe _or a trough .• In this case, the 
. . 
•. 
wall of tl;te pipe would be· represented by the zone of contact 
I 
. . 
between the core of flow and th~ · slower-moving shelf water. 
For so~eca_a,a,·~he . flo"f of water in a ·pfpe is l .am.inar. How:.. 
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Figure 31 
50' 100 ISO .200 
Structure of cold core of the Labrador 
Curren~ ·at the. sea\<lard margin of lfakkov~k and Hamilton 
Banks for speCific dates during· l.980, as i llustrated 
·by Fissel and Lemon (1982)1.- Contours denote geo- · 
strophic velo.cities (em .. s -11"; negative values indi-
cate· northward flow. Dashed vertical 1 ines show 
position·s ofcurrent meter arrays • 
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regimes as described by Duckworth · (1977): 
( i) a 1 aminar flow region next to the pipe wall where flow 
width (y) is 0< y <o;.whereo i~the thickness of tllis 
1 aminar sublayer. 
by the Reynolds number, Re $Fox and McDonald, 1973 ): 
·Re = P DV Ill where: p is density of the fluid. 
D is .p.ipe diameter • 
V is ave~age· flow velocity 
)J ,.is _v~scosity 'of the fl~id, 
. ·. 
It is generally accepted that for Re < 2300 flow is usually turbu-
. 
lent and for Re> 2300 it is laminar. However, no single value 
. ·. 
· of Re is taken .as .representing the cutting line between laminar 
and turbulent flow (Fox and .. McDonald, 1973) • 
..,. 
Ho.lding density and viscqsity constant for ' the . Reynolds for-
mulli, it is Sefi!n 'that in a pipe of·small diameter, a high veloc-
ity is· required for turbulent flow. Howeve~ _if· the diameter 
is ~xtended to a value approximating tens of kilometers, hence 
. 
o I 
corresponding to the scale of L_abrador Current cores, then very 
·small velocities can induce turbulent £_low. There _is therefore 
a bas ~s for intuitively - assu~ing. the potible ex~stence 
lent flow in the Labrador Curren~. 
of turbu-
t For purposes of siniplifi[a'tton only, consjder _a 'flow condi~ 
... " . 
•. 
tion during which laminar and turbulent flo'w*c~exist as shown . 
in Figure 32-. 
. I 
TMs diagr,am illustrates the change in flow veloc-
· - · • • • 0 • 
. . ·. . 
- ' ' ' 
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Figure 32 - Schtirnatic representation of. the deformation of two·· 
init1ally uniform fields of rnulti":"'year floes' one . 
lying within a zone of l~lnar flow arid another . in 
a turbulent flow. .;yectors at the bottom of the dia-
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current core. Using the analogy of water flowing in a pipe at 
· Re < 2300, the velocity curve rises steeply in the l•aminar flow 
• ' 1 
reg ion, but flattens out to a slope of zero in the zone of turbu-
lent flow. For t'he .turbulent zone, where 6<oy < R, this means 
· ·that the axial velocity co\nponent is. roughly constant at any dis-
~ance (d)-from the pipe wall, assuming d >6o; however, in the 
.. 
,, 
' . \ 
laminar zone, where 0 <y<o and d <o , velocity decreases rapid.ly 
a11. d approaches 0~ This produces high rates of axial shear 
aC.rQss :the ·zon.e .of laminar flow. 
• 
Consider initially, two uniformly-shaped fields of multi-
year floes, =fields A and ·B :(Figure 32) ·;. ~xisting at· a time t 1 • 
and located at · an undeffned di'stance upstream from the Saglek 
flight line; both fields are assumed to be In a state of free 
drift'. 
./ 
Field A is located within the region of laminar flow in 
the peripheral region of the curr'ent core., w-field
1 
B Is 
drifting southward within the region of turbulent pow. Re1a-
.. 
t ive to the zone of contact between the shelf water and the cur-
rent core, the proxTmal sides of fiel:ds A ·and B are denoted SA p 
and SBP respettively,:while the d _istal side's are SAd and SBcl; 
., 
each field is also given a x· and Y axis as illustrated. 
' .. Tjlking field A, by the time it has reached its t 2 _location, 
the higher current. velocity at SAd relat iv~ to 
SA will have. resulted 1in shear deforma~ io~ of p 
the velocity at 
. \. ' 
t:he field, pro-








t inued higher rate of drift at SAd _w.1.J-l-c~use-1-~ t .o mov~ ev~n 
farther downstream relative to SA • This further elongates f"ield 
, . I . p . . / 
A' so that by time t 3 , . the .o.rie.nt•tion of axis Xm will have•begun 
,I - · ... 
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SAd has a higher .velocity component than S"p' it will corres-
pondingly have a h.ighe~ Coriol is component. this would cause 
the floes at SAd to drift to the right of the direct ion of flo"f 
at a · faster rate than tllose in SA , further aiding X in 'its p m 
' ' approac~ toY. Coqtinued elongation due to differences ill drift-
· and ·Coriolis. deflect'ion betwee~ SAP and ,SAd will have caused Xin. 
to assume ·the same orienta don as Y by time t 4 • Hypothet i'cally' 
.t .herefore·, ·an origins lly circular ·f iel'd of multi-year floes can 
be temporally tra~iposed into i narrow, elongated st'rip due to 
shear stresses induc~d acr~ss the reg.ion ·of laminar fl~w • 
. . 
. ,For·· field; B, lying in the region o~ tur~ulent _f.low, the 
effects ·would be different · and ·severe elo~g-ation would not occur. 
Sin~e the relat_~ve velocity between SBP and SBd would be rourhly 
equal and .constant across the X axis of B, then there would be 
•no· deformation f~onr s.hear;.. though the field might be slightly , 
.. . ·( 
affected by the slower drift o ,f heavier fl,oes. In· a turbulent 
flow condition, however, there are tran~-axial ~elocity coiu-
pon~nts _ (DuckJ~rth, ~. 977) which tra~sfer momentum and.·mass 
across the axis of ·flow. The ·effect. of these cross-flQ~ com-
poiflnts .w~uld be to disperse th~ f.loes, .causing field B to .' 
broaden ita perimet~r between times t 1 and t 4 as is shown ln 
. . 
F~g9re 3·2 • . The turb~,lence,which produces t"his dispersal effect 
. ' • . 
of. a -small-scale 'natur.e when comP,ared to the large-scale tur-
·r .• 
. ' 
produces .. the structure which 'is shown · in Figure· 2~ 
(p. 121). .~ 
· .. The occu.~rence of cross-f~ow components in turbulence is 
... .. A 
random (~ox· and--:HcDonald, 19'73), ~n.d ·•.P'Pr.oxi~ate~y equal over 
134 ~.:·.:: .) u 
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time as defined by the equality (Davies, 1972): 
;..~I _, _, , I . 
V = V ....._ V where: 
X' y z V represents the root ·mean square f.luctuation velocity ht the x. y, and . 
z dimensions. 
This equality defines ieotropic ~urbul~nce, in which there are 
r$merous sma-ll eddies of random orientation, h~ving no preferred 
dix;ection of flow with.in- their. population, but; "'!~ich are all 
t·r.avelli~g as a·turbulent· envel"op&...in a down-stream direction • . 
Since turbulence is a stochastic process, then. J ike ·mtist 
• . I 
stochpstic ·process~s,. the_ frequenc! distribut~Qn of . ies fluc-
tuations · s~o~ld approximate a' Gaussia.~ density Junction. Tl){~ 
fs supported by Gousteix, Desopper ~~d Houdeville {',1977) who 
. ' . 
. find that, ' for turbulent flow ~ n' a· boundary layer, fluctuations · 
. . . . 
in the axial velocity component do indeed tend to a Gaussian di.s-
tribution... It has also been shown ·from 'lab studies, that when a 
dye tracer i~ inj~ct_e~· 1 nto a turbulent flow, ~ h~ cross-flow o.r ~ 
orthogonal dispersal of 'the tracer also approximates a Glluss ian 
_;., . 
c'urve ·whi.ch ·is initially -narrow ·and peake~, but becomes wider . 
~ . - . . . 
and flatt~r as d'istance incz:eases downstream {Davies., 1972). ·. 
·In a Sif!tilar manner, the random intensity and duration of 
c·ross-flow components in· an' isotropic turbulent flow acting upon 
mul.ti-year ice field B (Figure 32) would cause the 'dispersal of 
floes relative to th~ ce~ter of the :fieid to appro4imate a Gaus-
s ian 'ijensi.ty. In this· case, .f_loea· near t~e edge of the field 
·r. 
·. would h~ve a Lower spatial. conc?ntrat ion than · those near the cen-
ter, ~ov-{ield A l;towever, th~· d·:istribut i~n o'f floes. rela~i"ye_ to 
• .. ~ I • 
,' the center of its X axis wpuld hypothetically •eproJtimate a uni-
form density dntribution which .{s box-shaped· and has , no tails,. 
. since there 'ire no. cross.:..flow components to act u • mechanism 
~ .-
·· .. ~ .. ·. 
. . '. 
-. • > .. o. f I _J .o;ilo,/'\ • ~ • • ..: •' .. , -·,., J . .. ~:, .. ; : : : ,' . ·~ .. . . 
·of dispersal. ·~. 
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lf S'everal uniform fields ·of multi-year- ice ex st, leach 
located ·an equal, undefined distance upstream and i the zon~ of 
. I 
, I 
laminar flow, then .by time t.4· each "fill ideaUy pro6uc.e a \ dis-
cretJ box-shaped curv~ whic:lt is separated from its' ~eighbour ~y 
some undefined distance D. lf, however, the fi4\lds l a~e in the 
regi_o~ of isotropic turbu!ent ~lo~ at ti~e t 1 , they \will ha.ve . 
e~c:h produ~ed a Gaussian-shaped di~tribution by t4. I Due to the 
disp,r.aa.l p·rocesses in cu'r-bulence, ·as .the ·Gaussian 
flatter and wid"". the t.ails of adja~ cur~es wi 11 eventually · 
.. 
meet and overlap. This produces a region having a mo e or less · 
constant presence of .:nulti-year floes ~it;hin which th~re are 
peak and trough -variations in magnitude. "' ( A • 
Unfortunately, the concept of laminar and turbulent . flow 
coexisting as ideaU1y illustrated in Figure 32 does not properly 
.~xphl"''\ the Apr,i 1 25 and Hay 01 distributions. On these days, 
·' the groups were •J. spatially discrete (see Figure 15a, p. 13 
and Figure 18, p. 85) , . and the merging which is expected I during 
, 
. 'A I 
· isotropic turbulence is not apparent~. A better ex~lanat' i \on is 
that for the~Je two dates th~ flow was. completely laminar. ) 
. / . ' · . I 
Figure 33 illustrates the hoztzoutal velocity _profi l;e for 
a fully-de.~eloped laminar _!low as described by Bober and IKedyon 
(1980). The change in velocity is less rapid close to t e wall' 
(i.e., the zone of contact between the current core and he shelf 
~ 
water) than for the' turbulent case. In fact, it incre~s. s in an 
almoat linear faahion, but the slope again becomes very ge'iltle 
at ' dia.tance from the wall, .roughl.y equal to 1/3 of the di-
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Schemat i.e representation o.f the de format ion of two 
initially uniform fields of multi-year floes located 
~in different regions of a current domina'ted by l"ami-
nar flo-w. ,Vectors at thf! bottom of the diagram 
denote rela~ive velocities. See text for explana-. 
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. " 33, shows that the ~ifferenc:.e in veloc-ity between SA and Sl\d p • . 
would "~e 'greater than ;the differences between• SB and SBd • . The 
.. . ' \..,. . . . . • p 
-- . 
outcome is that field A would be subject to ·a higher rate•of · 
"' 
shear deforma't ion tnari f .ield s; ca'us ing A to form a m~ch nar-
rower band than B. These 'differences wouLa .explain why the 
~ . - . . 
., 
bands locate~ · in the ·land;.,ard half of ·the Ap:ril : 25 and Hay .01 
distributions '*n. Fi~re 18.' {p. 85} are generally, narrower than 
· l , • . ... • 
. ;. . . 
.those to the ~e~~ar'd', . Howevez:, for the . seaward half. ~f· the Ma~ 
" i . 
12 dlstrtbut ion, ·the· discrete band tng .· phehomenon . is less-
. ... ' . .. 
Q ·- • • • - ' " . • 
ev iden.t,. •as _it he a ~so for May -26, May 31 , a~d. most of the June 
. . : . 
07 .distribution • . The indication, theref9re, is that th'e. .lanlinar 
. \.1 • . • - • .. J • • 
f~oti conditions o:~ -~pril_ ~~ _and. Ha~ 0.1 bec·ame· less dominant 
, . 
during.subseq~~nt ~ays .. 
. . 
• . 
. Re[erripg again to the. case of water · flo~ing fn a· pipe. it , . 
is posstbie to have a ·n _ov condi ti<m wh:i9h -=.is in a s~_ate of· · 
t:ransition b'et_we~n the totapy ~aminar mod·e. and t~e· ~ully devel-
op~d turbu.lent me;de (R~ynolds, 1974; Stuart, 1979.}; Urider these 
I •• 
·· . c~nditiod~. periDds 
-
of l'amin~r flow are- intermittently·-a·lter-
. , , . 
nated w.tth. a· perfod of ·fully-de loped isotr~pi~ turbul~nce~ 
.. 
referred ·' to a a· ·a tvrbulent ·: &1 g (T.eits.en·, 1~79). !'he change 
ite 'brupt; gen~ral\Y a· fro.nt.al z~n~ . 
I 
at the · -lea'dtng ,and ~.r·a. ~ling · edges of the slug marlt.s the change 
. . 
from laminar to turbulent and back to laminar ·once more as t~e 
. . . . . . . . ( 
- turbulent sect ion propagates · doWnstream ·past a U,xed point ·(Tei t- . :1 . . .. . . . 
. gen, 1979). The leading edge .of the slug is: bullet-shaped·, · 
• " f. . 
while the ·tra~Ung edge has a · cavitation. of th~ same shape.. Any 
"/ 
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wi.th the .. lar~est eddy being a_pproximately equal to the diameter 
. 
of the pipe (Da~ies, 1972). ln~eract~ori betwee~ l~rge eddies 
will senerate intefmediate eddies, ~iGh in .turn generate small 
eddie~ hence developing a w~ge·.~f sizes. If it is 
assumed that the Labrador Current was flowing .in a similar state 
·. 
of transition, with alternating modes of flow during the st~dy 
.· 
· period, · then it might be · possibh to schemat'ically e:~Wlain the 
. -
-'--· 
. · .. 
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''\·:~[.:.~~.~~ .. :~ ::. '- _.·. ·: .. \: 
changes which we.re ()bserve'd in "the . multi..:year fioe distrib\Jtion 
~ . •. . ' = 
~att~rns - during 1979~ 
8.3 . Reconstruction of events during 1979. multi.-year 'ic·e flux 
aerqss . Saglek 097° magneti'c •. 
,i l 
Fi.gure 34 r~constructs .the time s~ri~s of ev~nts ··thoug~t 
~ 
to have occun;ed in 'the Labrad.or Curl;'ent a.~ e.xtrapolated from 
the 'distributio.n patterns of multi-year floes observed during 
-
the 1979·s~udy period. Study of the distribution patterns for 
' . . 
April 25 and May 01 from Figure 34 (also shown in Figure 3o: 
p.i2~) sugg~sts that ·most of the ' flow within the current .was 
nominaliy laminar .on these date~. ·o_nder .these condi ti_on~, 
' individual .fields of multi-Y-ear floes would have' responded to 
-r- • 
shear · ~~re~s~~ as illustrated in Fiiure 33 (p~137). Theref9re, 
' . . 
.f t is t·h~ decrease in diffeten~:ial '!!hear ac~oss the horizontal 
' ... 0 • • • • ' • 
1 amina~ velocity gradieJ\t whjfh lea~s to wider bands of o.ld 
. ,. . 
floes as distance increases ' seaward on these days. lf the_ posi- · 
tion. of the ·ice edge also co.incides with .the aeawerd margin of 
tl'\e current ._core, where .the· cold core water .makes . contact with 
the· wa'rmer wat~r . offs~ore' the~ according to F~gur~ 33 (p.1)7.); 
- ... · :\ ' ' . 




· very close t.o .the ice e'dge • . · this, however,'..dbes not ·occur for 
. ·.· . . , _..,.. 
·139 
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:Figure 34 lllustratio.n lof nominal · oceanogr·aphic .conditions 
· . occu~_ring :during April 25 · - June 07, · 1979 as inferred · 
~r.om ·. the .distri~u.tion ·patterns of tnult 1-year _.'f loe.s ~ - _ 0 
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April 25 and Hay 01. Reference to Figure 29 (p. 121) suggests 
that there is us~ally a zone . of turbulence near the seaward 
marJn of th~ core . .. It is possfbJ.e that the existence of a 
. . 
e; imil_!E. zone on April 25 and Hay 01 prevented d\e occurrence of 
narrow bands of old floe~ along the seaward edge of the dfstribu-
tion. The effects of such a turbulent zone~ plus.swells and 
waves fiom the open ocean, ~ould . ha~e caused the dispersal of 
any band of multi-year floes which p·as.sed thr~ugh it. 
The landward · ~hi ft of the dl-~tlribut ~ons ~fter April 25 was. 
. • 
probabl-y" due to ·a wa_y·e S'tructu;re (mea_nder) propagating along the .. 
. . . '
thermal frqnt. ·This would hav:e caused the current ·to be deflec-· · 
ted shoreward. Evidence for east-wes.t variations in t.!t' · c;urrent 
/ 
near the seaward edge of Saglek_B~nk is shown f n -Figure 35 ~ 
(after Seaconsult, 1977). Shown ·ar~ paths taken by satellite~ 
. . . 
. tr~cked drogue buoys which ~ere released on two separate · 
·occasions during Augu~t and S~ptember, 1~77. The diagram is a 
)" 
comp~site plot' of Qrift traj'ectories f-ollowing the ·releases; 
. 





Because of t ·he frontal me.andering, th~ zone . o .f t _urbulence 
along th~ fr~nt w~ufd h~J~e. been wi.denetl a"nd fo_rc·~d landward as 
!'.: • 
t "he f ·rontal zone mean~ered in this direction; for_ the pipe 
I 
SCenariO, the turbulent. intt:US iOn W~Uld be 'ana logOUI tO &n·' ii0- I 
tro_pically-tur~ul.ent s lug• ~ 'this would have. occurred at a time 
aft'er Hay 01,: so that the l~ading' edge . of the turbulenc~ woutd 
. · , 
I 
haye begun to approach the study . region ·as shown ,in Fig'ure 34. 
. ... . \ ' 
• .I ; . · . 
By .·Hay .12~· the lea~ing edge would· have intruded into the 
. . :· . 
I ' &..'' 
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Figure 35 - Composite plot showing ~rift tr~jectories of buoys , 
.,. released during ~ugus.t and. September, 1977 by Sea-
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sufficiently landward to incorporate 'the entir·e region of multi-
. \ 
I 
year floe occurren~e. As a result of this, Figure 34 shows a 
frontal zone passing through the May 12 distribution, probably 
located near 93 km offshore. Seaward of 93 km, turbulent flow 
conditions would exist; the random· nature of cross-flow compo-
nents woufd have caused each previously discrete group of floes 
to ·disper'se in a pattern approximating the Gaussian density func-
t I ~ • 








lence. ln ·the analogue· sense, the outwa~d spr~ading floes .caused 
the taiis of a'djacent 'Gaussian curves to overlap ~o that the 
• # • • • I • 
• . I 
groups merged. t .o form a zone of continuous coverage (with refe~- . 
· · ence to the 90 km poin_t, see Fi_gure ~0, p. 126). Within this 
· .. 
• I 
zone, the ·tormerly spatially discrete groups were now ·identified 
•\ . 
.., • 0 • 
only·by positive departure~ from the mean magnitude of floe con-
1
" centrat.ion for May 12 (Fig.ua:e 19, P• 91). Landward of 93 km·, · 
flo.w would remain nominally laminar. The absense of s igniflcant 
cross-flow components, and the presence of differential rates 
I . 
of shear across the.laminar velocity gradient in this region, 
·· kept the groups s~parate and spati~lly dis~rete in ihe ~orm of 
• • I) • 
bandsJ The distinction between the laminar a.nd turbulent flow _ 
re~imes relative to the 93 km point for·. H_ay 12 h better H·l.us-
, 
-
trated by . reference _to Figure 15a (p .• 73) an~ Figure 18 (p. ·8~). 
Be~ause of the two week period interven.ing between the Hay 
• I 
12 and Hay 26 flights, it is . difficult t.o evaluate the actual'. 
Perhaps sequence of ev~nts o'cc.urdng· bet~een photo missions. 




1.. . second , such z.one just prior to Hay ~6. Alternatively, the tur-
the turbulent s.ection receded downstream, allowin$ b ,mina'r flow 
- -- - -· ··-
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·bulence might have persisted throughout the entire period • . 
... 
;:··. 
Referring to Figure 33 (p.137), an.interpretation of the 
. .,;;··.~ 4 
• ( 
,. / 
flae · di-strib'ution pattern for May 26 would suggest the presence 
: I 
~ .. ~ 
of ·a large eddy encompassing most of the distribution. Si11ce 
. . 
























t>ulene ·aect~on, then the transition froin numerous small eddies, 
whlch could have p~o~uced dispersa~ ~n May 12, to a large eddy 
-· 
o~ Hay ~6 . is not ·impl~usible. · l 
· ·.· The suspected conf~~~rati9ri ot- t.his :feat.~r~ . i~ r~piJented 
: .. . ' . . . 
. by the .eddy sho~n ~at ·arro~ A .in Figdre _29 (p. 12th In this 
i . " . . 0 • • • 
J .. ima~~~we see a lobe · of ·~~d water· exterid.ing northw~rd along the 
edge' 0 . h) thermal fr.orit; coupled w!th this ~s a finger o'f warm 
. ' ;· 
. . . 
wa.ter which h~s penetrated southward into · the cold 1Watez.- zone ,-
and. thus separa~s .t _he cold northward lobe from th'e . main-'cold 
water mass. Note that, due to the p~esence of the eddy as it is 
(' 
shown in Fi&ure 29, a large por~ion of the cofd water stream has 
been deflected shoreward over Saglek Bank in the region . denoted 
by arrow A~ 
"' 
Qy Hay 26, the ~ulti-year ice distribution had 
. . . . . ' . ' 
achieved its farthest shoreward advance of the . ~tudy period, and 
-- --
the distribution in its· entirety lay to the landward of the 
200 m isobath ·which is at 117 km offs~ore, along flight line· 
097.0 ma~. from Saglek. It is tho,..ght that this sho'reward 
advance was ·due to ·a portion of the y.urrent having been 
,. deflected. shoreward by the eddy as . . it : folded over, in much the ,. ' 
.;.. , \. . . . . 
l·· \ _ume man~~~· as the eddy which appe~rs in _Figure ~~121). Sev-
·~:. ral of the ~~tho~• c.tted in Sectio~· 8. ~ indi~ate tha water 
~::. . · or inating aiong the shelf break can .. be pro.pagated o o a con 
·f:,.: . • tlnonia\:holf int.o doptho of looo than 200. m due .~he1 occur~ 
s;{~ . . · · , · . t44 ·~ . . 
.. 
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renee of an eddy. Furthermore, an ice-water vortex measuring 
60 km in diame~er, and,s·imilar in structure to the one suggested 
here, was observed at the edge of the East Greenland HlZ by 
W~ams and Squire ( 1983). Reference to 'Figure 30 (-p. '126) indi- · 
c8te~t the eddy suggested by the distribution of old ~u 
. on May ~is also on the order of 60 km in diameter. ~ 
Comparison of 
·# 
with the structure 
the May 26 distribution in.Figure 30 (p. 126)~ . 
illustrated in ~igure 29 (p .121) sugg~sts, . ~ 
. tha-i'· the region. of very 1~~ mu~ti-year ice occurrence ·located at 
\ . 
betweeb- 69 and 70 km actu~lly ·represents an intrusion of warm 
l -- - · 
wate'r, ·pe;haps fi·om the n·ort~, simda~ to that which -is sho\oln in . 
· Figure 29. Delivery of ~ulti-year ice to thi-; ~-;rm ~~ter'\~one 
.· 
would probably not occur owing to the shoreward deflection of 
the current caused by its· intr~sion. 
Re'ferring t~ Ffgure ~.for 
' 
May 26:, we· see that the 
shape of t'he.· barch~.rt in the region seawar~ of this void zone 
~ 
is in sharp contrast to all other. distributions ~ince there are 
no sharp fl~~tuations along ~ series of narrow groups as is 
usually the .case. While t.wa. groups exist in this outer r.egion, 
. . 
the OUtermost is ' broad and low, Suggesting the OCCUTrence Of a 
. ~ 
disp~rsal process. Reference ~o the pattern of individual fl~es 9 . . 
. . . 
... 
floes in the 
(p. 1_26) se_ems to' confirm this interpr,et~on •. The· 
seaward ·port.ion of. the distributi-on ·app~ar as non-
in Figure 30 
·linear cl\isters which are relatively .different from any pattern 
observed either in the landward zone of Hay· ·26 or o.n any other 
flight' lines ··prior or su~ae·qu~nt to ·this . d~te·. The patt,en · aug-
i~ rel~tton to all other patterns --·  . g'ests drift which is confus.ed 
. ':• 
and does not suggest movement 
..  ~ 
in any preferred . di~,ect .ion. 
· . . 145 
' ·. 
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Study of the portion of the Hay ~6 distribution which is 
landward of 65 km (Figure 30, p. 126) sugg~sts the presence of 
two sub-regions. Between 42 and 48 km, the floes are .tightly 
banded,' similar t'o patterns from previous· flights. From 48 to 
63 km, the floes appear somewhat di~persed; h~wever, a close 
scrutiny of the · pattern suggests that fine streamers of old floes 
might be_e_xtend _i~g across the flight line from top to bottom in 
' 
th.is _resi.on also • 
I 
realized ~hi.s ·can be explained when it i-s that the eddy con-
. . • . ' ' I < f . •- . . , 
·s idered for th.e May 26. distributlon probably repr·~s-:_nts the maxi-
"';;;to 
mum size which can occur in the :spectrum- i.e~, . tn this case it 
. 
0 , . 
approximates the . diameter of the .&ondu~ throug_h which it 
passes, as defined in Davies (1972). For isotropic turbulence, 
\._.., . . .... 
such as on Hay 12, the flow within each small eddy is . ~n a pre-
£erred, spiralling direction. Only when th~ vector velocity com-
pon~nt~ of the numer~us tiny eddies in the ' turbulent envelope 
are averaged over time does the flow b~come truly isotropic.· 
Therefore, since we· are dealing ~ith what appears to be a single 
\ 
l_arge eddy for May 26., th~ flo~ is actually anisotropic. In --
this case, the flow 9f water in the eddy is southward for 
regions~ard of .appr_oximately the 65 km po_int, and nominally 
. north~ard fo~r region' to the seaward (see Figure 34,. p.140). 
The banding phe.nCII'nenon observed in the· landwar.d zon~ (i.e. 
40-63 knr) probably represents an elongation ~f fields ,of old· 
floes due to differential shear induced ~~ross a horizontal ve-
ioctt'y gr~·dient~ . ·The gradient might be •:aused by contact 
.  
between the faster~moving core water aqd the - slower shelf water. 
·'· . ! 
' 
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" Given that the most intense banding is found at t~e innermost 
edge of the multi-ye'ar floe distribution, then this is actually 
where it would be expected no occur if the zone of contact 
, . . ' i 
between the core and the ,shelf water was located here also. The 
dynamic~ of shear wo~ld then be as illustrated in Figute 33 
' .. (~,_131_); th~ less-concentrat~d bA'?ding between 50 and 63 km 
I 
would ..he-due '-to a decrease in dt"ffe.ntial sheali' · as, a function. of 
llattening in the ~lope of the vel~city gradient. ; 
The ~ispersal process - ~bserved in the zone seaward (70-100 
km). _of the wa~ water intrusion· is pr.obably due to some of t .he 
water i .n the · main, southward-=-f.t'owing . cot:e (at 40-63 km) having . 
been recurved into the northward:-ext~·ndi~g ilobe of cold · wat~r: 
·._/, .. 
Duet~ a decrease in velocity and :less .shear, movement of water 
in such a .lobe would. be d~· fferent from the main core and ·.more 
var~able, leading to a scattering of floes. 
~urther evidence for. a warm water intrusion is also found 
in the relat; ively strong posit {ve correlation. between increa,.!rtng 
~verage .floe diameter and distance_ from the · ice edge for May 26, 
as described in Chapter 4. The .northwar.d exte~s· ion of a cold 
lobe in the manner- describe-d wofild resul't in this cold water 
-b e~ng effec.t i vel y locat~~ within ..a reg ion of ambient w.arm water. 
If i~terchange occurred between~ water'masses along their 
' zones of contact, then m~lt rates in the outer r~gion would have 
. _, 
been accele.rated due to increasing temperatures w~~-hin tht! lobe . ... 
This would pr-oduce smaller floe sizes tha~ . -would occur in the 
. 
innermos.t .reg _io~ . of ·col-d -water , a pattern which is c.onsiatent 
' . ... . . 
~ith the •spat.iai distribution and c~rrelat ion of average floe 
. s .izes observed for .H~y 26 (Figure 14, P• 66). Th._,' occurrence of 
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' ' 
• • a zone of younger ice between the multi-year distribution and 
·· the. ice edge for this date is probably due to this area ·having 
been farthest from the main zone of delivery on the shoreward 
.. 
........ 
aide of the warm water intrusion; because of the high vari-
ablility of current in the lobe, floes which depart from the · 
main zone <•t 40~63 km) are not advetted all the ~ay to the ice . 
.. 
edge. First-year ice thus pr~domi~ates here because its occur-
. . 
.. ---. 
~ · . 
' \ renee does not .depend upon advection.by eurrent and therefore 
~~~: 't-
" ... 
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.. 
could have · form~d in s~tu. Similarly, the absence or occurrence 
. . 
of younger ice · types · in the suspected warm water zone is lik~-
·"'1 .. 
wise not important since such ice. could still ex·ist over .a · : , 
~---~ / , ...... 
reg iol\.- of warm w!lter. This would be similar. to' examples of sea 
, . o o t I t 
ice known to overlie parce·ls of warm water' in the ·Greenland HIZ 
(Wadhams, Gill, and-I.:inden, 1979) • . · 
. . 
For Hay 11 the total number of floes (~72) is l~s than half 
.of the ~ot~l count for Hay '26 (1957)~ If an eddy had existed 
during the time .surrounding Hay 26, it would have tended to col-
lect a~~ transient m·u~ti-year ic~ wi:}in its vortex, thereby 
·. preventing it ~rom continuinf so·~·~i:l\,rd, and hence lea~ing to 
an ov,rall increase in floe concentration in the study area.. 
A strong eddy ex sting in the thetmocline will tTd to retain · 
. . . \ 
i~s internai wa er mass, albeit with s~e entrainment and mixing 
. . . }· , . . . . . . 
· (Robfnson, 19ll )_. __ Because of this, as the eddy moved. southward 
after Hay lying withi'Jl. . ii:s perfmeter would have 
been transpoJ:ted out of thL.s.tudy._,area, causing th~ subsequent 
dz:_op \9.,. frequency which 
' ·' 
r observed on 
\ 148 
Hay 31. 
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Study of the' May 31 distribution p~tern (Figure 30, p. v 
126) reveals the. f.loes to be sca~tered, with no pronounced band-
ing apparent. A possible reason is that most of the multi-year 
floes now lte over Saglek Bank where current flow is known to 
be variable (Fissel and Lemon, 1982). However, - ~he existence_ of 
two fain~ bands 'at 102 and 110 km indicates that ·banded flux is 
• beginnin·g to re-occur. The seaward deflection of the . ~ce edge 
for May '31 might represent the passage of another ~eander along 
,. . 
the thermal front, or ·it might possibly be .coupled with()the o.'ff-
. . I I' 
shore win$1 _which existed at thi,s time (Fig~re 24, p. 101). 
_The distribution for June 07 is s~l · s·trongly scattered, 
. 
wfth low mag~itude concentrations for about 80% of th~. region 
covered by old floes. Again, this is probably due to their loca-
tion, within the variable current regfme over the Bank where rem-
n~nts of i sotropic turbulence hsve not yet been attenuated. How-
.. 
ever, at 98 and 1Q2 km, the recovery of banded flux which was . 
hinted at in the .May 31 pattern is now obvi'o~s--i~d indica.te~ a 
return to l~~inar f~o~in this region as illustrated in Figur~ 
,. 
34 ( p .-1 ~0) • J The )uxtaposition of these two bands is -very 
similar to the two weaker bands observed on May 31 and suggests ~ 
~hat flux of old floes through .this regio~ migh~ have been · con-
' ·~ 
stant since that date; however, actual floe concentrations have 
increased. An intere&ting obs~rvat~on is that evidence of a • 
return to la~inar flow has· •ppeared first at the ext~eme seaward· 
edge of the distribution, which is closest to the edge of Saglek · 
• • ' • t 
"' ' 
· , Bank. · This is · where a return· t ·o the original flux· pattern · 
·. should inltial~\.occut t;Jince it is ~est to the current core 
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~n Hay 26 forced some cold-core water onto Saglek Bank inside of 
the 200m isobath, then it is likely that as the eddy moved 
a~uthwar~, a trail of isot~opic turbulence would have occurred 
behind it, atcounting for the d1spersed .pattern of most of the 
~·· . 
floes in the May 31 and ~ne 07 distributions. However, alter 
• the occurrence of the Hay 26 eddy, the current core probably 
_.,, 
.. 
moved seaward and stab~d once more at the e~ge of the B&nk. 
Since ·velocities are higher closer to the current core, then•·the 
. o I 
·f~ontal zone'which marks the ch,nge from the turbulent back to 
-. . 
the laminar mod eo f flow ~oura have --paased-;cros!\_ the flight 
· · line near the sea~a·~· edge first, allowing laminar ·flo~ to 
return first near the ice edg~as illustrated in Figure "34. In 
.. · 
short, return to a banded flux of old floes has oc~~rred approxi~ 
mately where one would expe~t it, based upon the position of t~ 
current core relative to the edge of Saglek Bank a& it is shown 
in Figure 28 .(p._ 117), and Figure 29 (p. 121). 
An interesting 
ice occurrences· for 
feature .of.the overall pattern of mu!lti-y7 · 
1979 is the landward e/se of the distribu-· · 
tion. This is. seen on all flight lines .(Figure 30, p. !"26) as 
. . 
-an abrupt zone wh-ere coverage by con~ntrations consisting 
' entirely of .first-year ice ends·and cove~age containin~ a portion 
of multf-_year ice beings. This lend't-' good support to the idea 
j 14.. 
that the multi-year floes are drifting southward under the influ-
. --
-ence of. the cold core of the .Labrador Current:. Reference to 
...._ __ 
. . 
~.~ .. Figur~ 29 (p. 121) indicates that the ' sep~ration between : t~e 
water of the cold core and~he relativ~ly warmer water of the ': 
Ji·.=.. . t 
J::: shelf is very ~il~inct nea.r Saglek. . Jf Olle accepts .that I; mu'lt i-
<·:·. year-~o~s are·_~eing transported southward within· th~ co~d - core 
~~ .. . -:' ~ I 
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of the La~dor Current then it seems .likely that the landward 
point at which the presence of multi-year ice ends would also . 
. 
mark the 1'\lndward 1 imit of the flow regime 'dominateS by waters 
of this cold core. / 
.. 
The implications for the occurrence of multi-year jce are 
~-
now clear. the co~d sect~~n Y~the cnrrent which delivers old 
ice to the ~abrado) Coast generally stays well offshore in th~ 
·saglek Bank region. Therefore, the occurrence of ~u'lti-y~ar i"ce · 
in the nearshore area of th.e aank is' not normally expected, 
ow_ing to the presence . of a different and .variable flow regime . 
which does riot h~ve its origin in a multi-year ice source 
~ -
,. ~ 
region. This is supported by Figure 35 (p. 1*2); in all cases, 
the path~. followed by the drifti-ng drogue buoys lay well off-
shore aloni the northern Labrador coast and did not penetrate 
close to land. Variability in the east-west location of the 
multi-year ice distribution however, can occur when the current 
. 
is deflected. shoreward by a meander or eddy structare in the 
thermal front which separates the cold core from the warmer 
water to seaward. ,. . 
... 
"I 
. ' ' 
.. .. ' 
• Reference to Figur~ 29 (p. 121) 
l 
t 
the cold current stays well offshore 
suggests that·, near __ Saglek, 
due to the topographic 
. -
influence of .Saglek Ba~k. · Farther'south·, the cold portion of . 
. , 
the current spreads· out and moves much closer to land; It _ is _pos-
. \ 
sible ther~fore ~hat sou~h of Sag~ek Bank, the mulEi-yea~floes 
might also behave in·a similar manner • 
.J . 
The sequence of e·vents- and interact ion of. controlling fac-
tor~ as described in th~s section and 
.. 
(p.140) regar8ing the 1979 multi-year 
-~-
illustra~ed in Fi gure 34 ' 
ice . distribution are r·----
.. i . 
·\· .. . 
~ ·;. ....... ' . .. t 
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surely nominal: It· i's ·felt, however, that the event!!.._and 
. ., 
mechanisms discusseC:l are, in principl~, reflected in the actual 
. :Jo . • 
distributions observed during 197~. Discrepancies lletween con--
.. 
. . 
ditions .actually observed and those hypothesized can be qwtli-
· .. 
c fied by r.u h~n~ thar:ther ·.- ~ndefin·~ •.' environmental. factors 
(e.g. tidal influen~s). migl;lt (l~SO have affec.ted the ciistribu-
. · ·. \ tion of_m1,1lti-year floe·s··d1Jring -the study p'eriod • . - The oceano-
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'~ the Labrador Shelf are· intr.icate and not capable' of full explana~ . 
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, complexi~·le;!~i: m~cro;..s.cale stochas~i~ phe~omena. · · . 0 
. . . .. ', . . . . . .. ... 
.. r·_~J· . ~thfean a~al~g(.~ . c~n~e-~t . wh'i:~h p~~:i~es the key . t~ '\Jnderst~~di ng 
" . 1 . . . . ' -. . . . . . . . . . . . . • 
8.4 Floe size variations and . oceanographic~ influences during 
.... 0 ~ 1979 ' .. 'I .: · 
~ ~ . . 
,. 
.. Analy_aiS..of, multi-ye~r £Joe-diameters in Ch~ptir· 4· .:lndi- · . J 
I 
cated that the expected floe sizes for· a given ·probability level 
. --
. . . 
of occurrenc( experien!=~d ~ greater· rate of .~ecrease . at the . 
higher probability 'levels than. at t he.-lower·. ·\'With referenc~ to 
. . . . " . .. 
Table· 2 (p. 55), the· 9Qth pf!_rce_~ti~e rnuiti..:yeai fl~e 'size ·fo! 
Ap;il 2~, was 78 111, s;hile f'ot, .1iu~e 07 the._.90th p.ercenfii:e. size 
I • 
was 6~ m. Simply · stated~·- .t.hi~ mea~s t'hat_-on April 25; -907. of 
~ o I ' ., 
. 
t / ' ·· : . ., • . . 
i · . · the mult·i.:.yeaJ:. ,floes were· ;less than 
' . . 
or equa 1 to 78'· m, .. \.lhi le: on· · 
~~-- -: - · -- -- - ·-- ..... -:- .. . '" ~ - . ·- . . . ·.. . . .. : .. 
~·--. ·. . Juntr--o7 90"Z. were less' .~han '6r ·eqU& 1 
... '· . ... ) ... ... 









~- . .' 
' '.'(. • 
'•fi 
J • 
' . ... 
' I 
... 
centile o_r: Apri~ 25 ·, . lO't of the ' multi-ye.iar floes were . l~··ss _ t~an 
- .. 
or. ~q~l to 30 _m., -whi)e on June 07 · l.PX w~·re _less than or equ~i 
. . . . . . . . 
ur 28 m. . .. 
I ' · • 
The indication ii that· as . the · season progressed and t _ernpera-
,, . : . . 
.. . 
, ' I ,', 0 < ' . '-' • 0 
turea increased·~ the multi.l..year floes weakened and were 1:10w · ... . . 
"' ·.- :·: . .. : ' . . · ., . . . . :· ... . . .. 
~ ,, 
J • ·152 
to, , ' I ' 
.. 
. . .. : ...  : . . 
.. . 
, . , . 
.. 
' p ,. ' .' 
... 
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more·susceptible to being broken into smalle·r pieces. However 
1 ~ is' appare·ni' that the ··large floes ( i.e• those abov~ the -50th 
per~entile~ ~ere disappeari~g at a faster rate than1the smaller 
I . 
••• • • •• • •• • !. .. ,.l:t 
• ; " ' ., ' If' ,.II,! 
. ·, . . ~ .~ 
. '· ;, : ~ 
.. ·"' 
·. 
ones (below the 50t.h percentile.); Figure.lOd (p, 54) reaffirms • 
~ -· . ·. 
., 
this po~sibility. This suggest's -~ t\.io-:-t fa!e ' process of deterior-
• ation for multi-year"'floes in a ma~ina . ice 
~ . .~ ,; 
zone. Large floes ' 
·are in.it tally .broken into smaller pieces by _ . mech~n ical p~ocesse's 
•' ' 
involving the tensile st1;esses ~ produced by fie'xure (Weeks and 
~· . . . 
.. 
. Assur, 1967; ,Goodman; .197.8), · e~pec.ially if .cr~cks are al.ready 
. . . . 
. . . t· , , 
· .present (Parmerter,' 1q75) •. Howe.ver, · t 'he probability for fracture 
. .· , • . . . " . : . _..·, ·. • .. · '.... ·: . · .... : : . 
. from thes~ .Procegses ·b.ec·o'tDes ··i ner~as .i.n~~y less as a lower . size 
. . .. . . ,' • . . . : . .. .· . ~ ' :. ~ . (, .. : 
··um·i~ ·-i~ . .:~_PP~:o~ched, beio,w·. which :fl'oe · flexure is not s~fiC:~~-nt ' ·. ~ ... 
. • . ..,... • ~ .. . • • . . ~: ! . • • • • t) ' .. .. ; ~ 
for ind.ucing .,the ~ecessa·ry~' f-racture stress. This -would account , 
' \0 '- ' > o ' 0 ' o I o • o h l. ' 0 
for th.e · floe size fre·quency_ :.distribution being sk~w.ed to the'"'. 
·l.ef.t · of the . mean (Figur!! lOa, ·p. 54~, ~ith th~. majorit.y of old 
. 
floes being· ~maqer th~(n ~ the · average, yet. g:rea~er than a certain' . . · · 
~ . ' . . 
. .... .. ' . ·" . ... . 
1 ~west 't% .size 11m.t't of. ~ppr'oximatei y _-"2o: m .tn· ·dtamet.er <table 2, . 
. , . . .. .: 
~ . 
· . p. 55); ·ae,Yon'd tHe lower s i~e l~it fo.t flexur·~-indu~ed frac- '·. · 
. ~ . . . •' . . ~ . . : . 
'3 : . ,•' • ' I ' " I\' (' \ I 
.. ' tu.ring' t~e dominan~·. d'et~_rtorat~~~ 'pr_oc;eps. i _s tber~dyiuun'i~ and 
. . .. . . . ) . . .. . . . . :_ . . . . .. 
,~e~.~nds ~p~q·~.t~~ _:ambie~<water· -a'il·d a. i~ .t~mpe.ra.tur~s as ·well as . 
4 ; , ' • .•,! .• ' • ' • ., 1 • • .. ,, I (J .., - .. , f I 
th~ ·-d,gree ~~ ~ac~-.tc.e c~~c'tness~ .- Thls'would control th.e ·rate -; . 
· · · · o'f latera(melt. which gepera·Hy occur.s atong1 the ·fl~e edge in 
. . . . - .. ' ' . 
, 
)t • 
- ~h.e. uppet; ... l.~2 .. ~ J.ayer ._C)~ wat~~r ~at·(r·~ ·-.·~ 'well a.s th~ degr~e ~f 
. ~-~v~-itidu~e~ ~elt ' ~.a~e.d :by .:os-~ii~ati.ng .- sh~~r currents at the 
~· . 
. : I ' · .. .... 
. ·, 
. .: . .-k . 
' ... . ' : ' ' 1 ·~ 
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, 
.are perpetuated by the ~sence of other ice floes (especially 
durin~ conditions of pack-ice eompress_ion), deterioration by 
melt processe.s would be sl~~· · Therefore,· for multi-year floes 
in pack ice, the net difference between the number of 20-30 m 
multi-year floes created by m·echanical fracture and the number 
destroyed by melt Jlroce_ssu is la~ge, and produces tJte skewed 
' 
f.loe size frequency distributions observe'd in the 1'979 data. 
When compar~d· _t..o t'he Arct~c_ , _ ~i: a give~ lei'e~ of'prob-
"abi lity for floe · size occ~rrenc~~-, Labrador -Se.a mult i-ye~r f.loe 
. . . ,. . . ' . . : ·· . . 
diameters we:re - much low~~. ' During 19,79, -th,e floe size ~~p~cte~ ~- .=-. -==---:'"!. ! -:-- - : ' . . . • . . 
at the: · -5~% ~robabll~~~ i~ve.l ~-f.-. oc.c1,1rr-e_~c~ for th~ ~ntire saD_lpl'.e ... , .. 
' . 
. · . .. 
, • : 
' . . 
.·. 
' , . 
. \ 
- , 
• t • •• 
.. 
· ~-- ·· , ·- - -
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·was 46 in; in contrast to this, Wheeler (11)8.1) pr edicts a 152 m- · 
. , 
diameter ·at. the 50%· l'evel for Arctic .regions. Additionally, the 
maximum measure:d diameter of 14 7 m for - Labrador during_ 1979 t's 
much lower than the size for large mu lt:i-y.ea_r floes in the east 
. · ... 
' Greenland MlZ where Wadhams ( 19.80) .indtcates that larger di..., .: 
. . 
ameters sometimes exc~ed '400 m; maximum diameters near 3000 m . 
h~ve· been measured in the Arct.ic (Whe'eley;, 1981);. This -overall 
smaller size · found in Labrador . Sea mu'lti-year ic~ is · due to floe 
-
. fracture occurring during transp-ort both from the Arctic source 
re$'ion as 11 · as w~thin the dynamic ~nviro'nmen of the marginal . 
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Multi-year ice distributions, recordecf11'from. air photographs 
. . ' taken during sl.x overflights of the Labradbr Sea marginal ice , 
zone, during the 'ice season of 1979. have' been analyzed for the 
region of the pack overlying Saglek Bank. The average floe size 
-
d iarneter for the season was 48.5 m with the diameter ·expected 
. . 
at- thJ 50th percentile probability level o~ occurrence being t 
46 m.- Floe diameter~ on the whole are ·much smaller than tho.se 
' 
. of multi - year floes found in the Arctic; th:i~ is due i:o fr.ac.a- ' 
.... 
~uring d~ring tr~sport. Study .. of trends .in .the floe siz~ occur- . 
. .. . . 
- ~ences· suggests that. larger floes are broken into smaller pieces 
' . \ ' 
by' . fract'uri'ng which does. no( o~cu~· below a · ce~tain ~lze; bey'ond 
this sizta limit' floe detel'ioration is mainly the result . of . 'melt · 
processes. 
' Statistical analysis shows that, within the pack, th\se 
floes ttave a significant tendency to ·occur in groups which have 
high c'oncentrations, with vo:i,ds of few or zero multi-year floe 
• • .t' 
o'cct,~rrences intervenipg i this is in contrast -with younger sea 
ic:;_e types which are1 approximately homoget:~ously· distributed. These 
<I 
groups appeared as bands, crossing the photographs f r;om top' to 
bottom; relative to True North, the band.s occurred with. ~n 
approximate .. t& /SE orientation. 
(\n application of t;he general principles of fluid dynamics 
shows that such bands can be produced when an hypothetically cir-. 
' ., . . . . . , 
cu'lar f ield of multi-year floes undergQes de f ormation due . to 
· shear stresses. When these stresses are applied different ial_ly 
155 
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. 
across a horizontal velocity gradient •'in a current 'dominated by 
lam~nar flow,· the field of .floes expe~nc.es pro_gressive elonga-
tio~. This is due to differences .in velocity across- the ·axis 
which is orthogonal to the direction of flow. 
Interpretation of the distribution patterns of old floes 
from f 1 ight to f.li~ht suggests that pe'riods of laminar flow 
-4bccurred within the Labrador Current; it also appears th~t these 
period~ were interrupted by conditiqns of turbulent flow •• The 
-turbulence altered the floe d istdbution ~at terns . associated with 
laminar flow by dest'roy~n.g the bandin.g effect. The most severe 
. . . , . 
disturbance of pattern · is t~ought to have b~een due. to a large 
.. . . 
eddy in t~e thermal front ·which separates ·the.cold current c.ort 
. ·. 
from '1ilrmer ·water offshore. This eddy might have propagated. 
'? 
cold- core wa,ter onto .the continental shelf il).Side the 200 m iso-
bath. 
' . , 
The mean center of the multi-year floe distribution also 
varied from · date to date. Fluduati ons in its posit ion are . 
.. 
thought to have bee·n partially due to the propagation of mean-
. -
d~r.s along ·the· thermal front; an eddy which existed on May 26 
. .. .. . 
4lso contributed. While evidenc~ can be found to support the 
occurrence o! meanders · and eddtes in the ,.Labrador Current, their 
intens'ity and potential for propagation onto the Shelf are· · 
- utiknown. Come&.r-ison with other reg ions of the world, such as 
- .... J . • . 
the Gulf Stream, indicates ._that frontal wave and eddy pt:opaga-
. ' 
tion into depths less than 200 m does occur and is therefore 
. /' 
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The continual east-west shifting of floe groups in respohse 
~ to these influences resulted in a core region which had a con-
• I 
s~nt delivery, an? hence a high concentration of total flux 
-value's for the season' while areas to either s'ide ·experienced 
lower and sporadic degrees of flux. ·Th.is central region showed 
a st-atisti'cally significant ciustering of old floes when the 
s.ampled values for 'the· season were t .otalled and tes~~d. This 
ils because it . represented a zone of coverage common to all :of 
I. . ' 
t ;hl! observed mult.i-yl:!ar floe dis~rif,utions, t:egardhss of their 
I • • • 
I I , . 
spatia 1 f.luctua tions. Regions to eithe-r-side .were · more ·sensitive·· I ·. . . . / . .· .. ~ .. 
t:o.'the·· .'fl~c_tuat'ion·s and, theref~~e ·re~ei:ved ·o~~rall ; less ice as 
I. . . . . . . . 
· · multh-year floe groups temporally ch~nged p'osit-io~, ~oving . 
• . ! • . p . . 
I 
.. ~:$~·tably east-west, into. aid out of these zones. A summation of 
season flux values reveaj,A three main zones of multi~year ice 
occurrence for the 1979 season: 
--- ~ .... ----
\ 
(i) · Reg~ons between 'approximately 40 km and 80 km offshore . ~..: 
which expertenced .initial oc~urrences approximately midway 





Regions between 80 ,and . 120 km w¥_~h experienced -varying . 
degree·s of flux throughout the *udy period after a time ~ 
~ prior to Apri 1 25. ' · 
. 
Regions beyond 120 km which experi~nced flux early in the 
season, prior to Apri.l 25, ~ut none ~fter May 12 as the 
ice edge move.d landward o~ th~s area. · 
While no photographic- coverage exists -for a~eas landward 
~-fshore it is thought that multi-year .ice .might not 
. I . usually oCcur here. Study of the _inner edge o·E the. mu.1ti-year 
floe distribution for ' the s,~pled da~es sttungly . su~gests tha~ 
. it did not n1ove shor~ward ,of t .his . point:. ··Th~s. -is p.robably' d.ue 
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~c .. · Labrador· S~a; which tend to remain offshore near the edge of the f 
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· · continental she 1 f, Exceptions to this might be expected when 
perturbations al 'ong the frontal zone ·cause shorewa~d deflect ion 
of the transporting-currents. 
. : ..... . 
Although m-any of the concl\isions presented here are original 
in their suggestion and v~rification, an interpreta~ion of the 
.. 
~ 
patterns observed in the distribution of multi-year floes 
st~ongly supports them.. CleaJ;:l-y, more detailed oceanographic 
; 
surveys are· neede,d, pr.eferably .dut'ing · the ice season, befox:e · t. 
relat'~onsbips betw~en ~he occurrence ·of, multi..:.year ice (and 
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A Comparison of Cr~teda ,for Describing Multi-Year 
· · Ice Occu~rence DUring -1979 
A.-1 Introduction · I • 
As a s'upplem~n't t ·o the a'nalyaia ~escribed 'in _section 4.5, 
' . 4' . . . . - ' :. 
a.n investiga~ion was ~ond~to cfetermine· -the- relative -power-
~ ' ' . .. . '- . 
.c_iency ~ of ~hre~ c.ri~eria ~hich_ ._~~.ri be used· :to d~sc-ribe the · 
amount · of mult i~year 'ice occur'ring- in a region. ·The cO'inpa.r._ison 
. . -
was made between the sum of floe diameters, the sum of floe sur_- . 
' 
face areas, a~d the number of fl~es. 
Dltimately, it is the-sum of floe surface .areas which is 
the absolute descriptor of' coverage, hence amount_, of' multi-year 
1 ' 2 2 ice fn terms of surface area (m or km ). Ho~ever, calculation 
· pf floe surface area is laborious and not always justifiable in 
. , . 
light o~ the information -which 
of multi-year ice ~~ described 
is. sought. Moreover, t~e amount 
' I . 
. ....~ . . 
by sum·"' of surface ·.areas or. suin of 
" . . . . . 
. ·diameters is really of secondary importance. in the operatio~nal-
sense because such an aggregate value is not an intuitively 
ta~g it>le concept. ·while it is c.onvent iona t' to describe sea ice 
• in terms of ~ts proportion of 
'. • f 
~u·•~cntration (usually as a 
frJC~iO~ '0~ 10)·-it .would be more i~te if each multi-year 
. 
floe ·cou 1d be treated as an individual hazard, much in the same 
• 
\ 
manner as are icebergs. Therefore, fot: operatiot:ta-1 purposes, it 
is important to describe multi~year ice in terms of its floe , 
. I 
frequency .which inC:Vcates the concentratioh ·of such hazards in a · 
' . 
regionJ of course, atatistica describing 'the iize frequen~y dis-
. . • '• ' t. ' ' 
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~ For 'interpretation of _spa.tial trends as· they.·r'elafe to 
' . '· 
.. envt'ronm.~nta~ influences the relationship of multi-y~ar ice 
. . . 
• :.JI 
coverage to itp frequency ~ust be known. -The importance of 
. . : . ' .. · ~ . ~ -· . . . 
evalu'ating· b9th , parameters in drawing conclusions can be i llus-
trated with refereQce to ~h~ original ease-st4ted in Section· 4.3. 
If the correlation between frequency and ~u·m of· diameters 
is not 'significant' then . the' only conclusion must be that th'e 
.. 
absence of significant covariance is· due•to mul~i-yea~ ice (in 
terms of% coverage) being approximately ~omogeneously dis- . 







of very lar~e ~~~ ..... ~~. in floe frequency represented by'- regions 
• 
must be due to ~he dynamic envfronment of . . .,.{~·-the HIZ which resuli~-
T • 
in the disintegration of multi-year fioes .into ~m~ller pi~ces i~ 
--------- . 
some reg ions·. Possible· processes account ~ng· for this include 
. ' 
propagating swells ·or an ~dvection landward i~to the pack by · 
, '.l 
fragments cre~ted from the destru~tion of old floes .along the 
seaward margin of the .MIZ. 
. Alternatively, ~ strong correl~_t_ i~n would lea~ to the con-
. ·· .... :,. 
elusion that as the number of .floes increased, so did the frac-
• 
J tion. of coverage; bY. multi-year fee, 'indic'at.tng. ttaat the va~i.at~on 
in '· cover~ge of 'multi-year ice was hete~ogeneous ' arid co.nfined 
• • ' 4 
to groups. Neither of ·the two explanations given for the uncor-
.· 
related case a~ove would· account .for this phenomena!';- rather, 
\ 
given that s;e princip~l mode o'f transport . for multi-year ice · 
., 
,1 .• the Labrador Current I then the grouping ... can be . considered a 
• 
. result of dynamic•. o( now within the current core. 1-n_e con-
171 
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• • •cl~s ion ·now derived is 'tnat -the· grouping is due t .o shear deforma-· 
tion and, elongation of. _originally~ homogeneou~. fiel..ds·-o·f old ·-
floes · drifting southward ·in a current stream. wher~ velocities. 
. . . . . 
. ' . 
. progressively decrease ~way from t~·~ · centre of .the'· current core· •. . 
Qnce tht.'s initial. · ~onclus.ion has bee~ estab,lish~·d,~rt;her 
-, 
· . . investiga·t~on would suggest the occurrence of alt'ernatlng 
.laminar ana turbulent modes of f.low as described in Section . 8.3 
...., ~ .. . ---.... -~ .. · . 
Therefore, while-~he · distribution of multi-ye~r floe 
hazards can be verified simply by· pr~viding a frequency count, 
. the underlying cause of the distribution can ~nly be determined . 
by ~ooking at the variation in cove~age. If variation in cover-
age is linearly a~sociated with floe freq~ency; then only one 
. . 
variable (i.e. number 9f floes) is needed. to describe both para-
• 
meters • . It . is this hypothesis which is investigated here. 
- --------·· - --
A •. 2 Me.t.hodology 
Data USC!d' _in the analysis was obtained from maps which had 
. . 
been drawn of the multi-year floe distributions occurring in the 
'I \l \~ • 
Petro-Canada data_ 'set. Since the maps had been drawn with the 
' ~ . interltidri 6f performing subsequent _analy~is involving surface 
area ~plculati~ns,· the outlines of individual floes were repro-
., . . . 
dticed with grel\t ~ar.e. · The photographs were back Ht·, and ·the • 
. \ _:. fl~~trace .. d onto· drafting .... paper using Rapidograph techni-
~.¥ . . n 
( cal drawing pens nos. ' 0 and oo. 
I ' t • • ' • P, 
. j 
A sample ·of photog~~phlc8.~ells from each fl~ght line was 
,. . ' - . 
. ·.:· th~n ~hosen t~r analyst~. Within each selected cell, the floes 
. , 
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. . .. .. , 
' ·' 
· we~e counted,- their diametets measured, -and their surface areas r- . .· · 
calculated. Three numbe~s- wete .produced from each cell·, •repre-
. . . . . ' 
sen-ting' the indi.vidual sums of .. these descript~ve variables'. 
The relJtt ionshiJ>B were investigated in two stages. ln the 
·first, non-paramet~ic Sp~ar~a~'s .rank c~rrelation analys~a was 
. t • • 
. . .. ' .) . . .'' . . .. 
· appl~ed·. to the three,._main permu~~~i?ns _o_f the sampl~d d'ata set, 
specifically, sum of diameters ~it~ number of floes, sum' of su~-
• ! • 
face a·reas )'lith number of floes, and sum of surface areas 'with 
Sum of diameters. · 
' . . 
lri the second stage, linear regressio~ was used to describe 4 
the strength of the sum of diameters aa a predictor ~f the sum 
of · surface . are~s· The purpose he~e was , to prov~qe gross esti-
. . . 
mate·s of the 'sum of surface ar~as, and not Lhe area of an 
I individual floe; any cells containing orily one· floe were th~re-
fore not included in the anal_ysis. · .1~ order to eliminate hetero-
scedast.icity and to make -the two samples significantly nor-mal, : 
. . 
the .data were transformed to values of log10• _AfteF transforma-
tion, ~.he· Kofmogorov-Smirno"v goodness-of-fit test (Ebdon, 1977) 
: ' 
was applied to both sets of data to tes~ · for significant nor-
mality. T.he /tr'oced~re ~s. to _t ·e.st the ·.n~ll hypothesis that t~ . 
sample . data llas been dra'-'nlfrom. a _ normally distributed popula-
• • I ' o 
t i'on.' : s _~gni-~icance of the teat is based . on the K-5 stat iltic 
which repres.en.ts 'the · ab~c;lute maximum difference measured between 
the theoretical and"obs~rved ~istributions • 
. · , When regression analysis was perfo2;:med, the res iduall'ita-
. # . ' . . .. 
tistic_s· r .evealed five of·the paired values to ~e si"gnlficant : ~ut- · 
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procedure used to test their s ignifica~ is described more· fully 
~ .. . . 
irl. ~ounger (1.979.) ·.. After the int"tial r~gression ana lysis·, sus-
•.; 
pect~d ·~·~utlters ~ere deleted from t.~e .data set and the regression 
... . 
. · was perfo~ed again. .when the second regression eqW.t io.n was · 
·... . . 
. . ' . 
,establ.isheci', ~~e 99% confidence limi-ts fo~: i.ts esttmate of Y 
base.d ~n an . individual ob.serv•tion of X were calculated. . If the). 
, 
Y v~lue of ·t~e .suspected outlier lay out~ide ~ 99% confidence 
•. IS 
limit of0 the predicted Y for that value of Y, then i ·t was deemed 
• • 
to be a_ S:tatistically signif?~t outlier a'hd remained in exclu-
sion ·from the data set) The points wer~ only df!fet/d .. ~fter i~ 
II 
was il!lpossible t .o conclud.e with any confidence that they had not 
occurred due ·to error in measurement. In total, 2 points were 
• 
deleted from. the April 25 set, and 1 from each of the ·May 01, 
. . . 
May J,2 ~ and May 31 sets. The sizes of. the sam~les used in the 
. 
) non-paraine~ric analS<sis techniques and in th~~ession are 
det,il~d in Table 13. 
A. 3 Results 
A.J.,t: Correlation 
Figur~.3~ ~hows th• scattergrams of the bivariate pair~ 
. tested in the correlation analysis~ - Data presen~~d in Figures 
" . ' .. 
. J~6•.• c, .. ,nd e are scaled ~s · a percentage P! .th~ m~ximum _va.lue 
:. ~ .. ... 
}in tbeir 're~pective. ·set; F{gure 36 b, d, and f .show ·the data 
e x~~ll\d .' as · ~-i~~r~_s ; :· . . "'· .,.<~ ,. 
' ... ' ~. .. ) . ._, ' .... ~ . . 
For correlation·~. the null hypothesis .stated that for each 
. ~ ·. ' ' . :· .. :·.~. " . ./ ' '·" ' . ~ .. ~ ~ ~ • • . ' :t .··" ~ ,' . 
- te .. ted pai;r of variab~ea, ·no s ignific~nt ly l.inear relation ship.' • 
extat.•,d· · the~~lt~riuitivf ·hypot~e~is sta~~d -that· .eacli~fari.a~le 
~ , , • • • • i1' ' - , -~ ,• • '\, '1/l..·, • • ' · • ~ r l 
. • , ,'f' ' ,I'-"' . 
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pair was ~ignificantly correlated in a linear manner; the level 
of significance ·for rejectins the null hypothesis was set at 
. ' 
a= 0.()01. The results of the ~pearman' s rank correlation are 
pre~ente'd in Table ·14; in all cas'es; the alterpati.ve hypothesis 
. ; 
can be accepted. Fo~ sum of ~urface areas vs. · sum ot- diameters,, 
·the ~orr~lai~on .is veiy ~ig~ (~.9823)~ ·with at least 99.91 con• 
fidertc~ th'at a Type 1 err.or was not ccimmit-d; the slope is also 
·close to 1.0, indicating a near-perfect relationship. For sum 
of diameters vs. floe frequency, the . correlat~on i~ also very, 
high (0.9834) with at least 99.9% con~idence and ·a slope also 
c~~to 1.0. For t~e correlation between sum of surface areas 
. -
and f )e fre~uency, the re la~ionship is s li~h~ ly less linear, · 
with a coefficient of 0.9376 at a minimum confidence of 99.9% 
. "' 
and a slope of 0.94554., 
' ... This sl~ght .decrea~e ~orrelation is ~lso evident in the 
• 
scatte'rgrams, with Figures. 36c and 36d showing a ~lightly wid~r 
scatter than is apparent in the o~her tested relat·iohship~. 
. . 
Since· t~e sum of surface areas is to be taken as the absolute 
measure of amount. then it would seem that the use of sum of 
diameters vs. fre9ue~cy as a de~cript6r of the. varying. amount 
~roduces a slightly infl~ted s~atistic since it yields a 
stronger correlation coefficient. The difference between the 
. -- .... ... ~ 
calculated ~oeff icients is 0.0458, indicating that th.e sum of 
diameters method ove~-estimates the strength of the relationshi p · 
)ilightly by .. 4.6~. Ho.wever, in both cases the•rela~ ionships are : 
linear and statistiCJ?llY significarft at better than a a o.oot . 
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Fig~re · 36 ~ ~cattergrams showing relation~hip~ of sum of floe 
• ~iaineta.rs with n~·r frequ~ncy, _.sum_ of. surface areas 
with floa . frequanty, and sum of surface areas with 
,) sum of diame,t;era. · ---
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S_ignif icance r 
.. . N. of Casess 
Slope z 
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Table 13 - Sample si_ze for cor·rel.ation and regression; 
used to com~are sampling distributions produced 
from . numberlof floes, sum of diameters, ·.and sum:· 
of surfac.e areas. · ' 
For Regression-
For .. correlation 
. 1 Analysis .. 








470 52 4461' 
738 73 711 
961 72 qss 
1046 69 '1040 
458 47 447 




Table 14 Results for .Spearman rank 
correll1t ions analysis .of number 
of floes, sum of diameters 





Sum of diameters 
.Jfloe frequency 
Sum of surface 
are!B/floe frequency 
Sum of surface 
areaa/suma of 
• diam1ters 
0. 9834 .o. 9376, ' 0.9823 
.....,_ 
o.ooo o.ooo --- o.ooo 
460 460 460 
0.96644 0.94554 . .o. 98454 
. . 
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A.3 .• ·2- ·Regre.ssion analysis:. sum of surface areas predictio'n as 
a fun'ction- of . sum of di.ameters. f . 
· 'Results of t~e. K-$ ~est for nor~ality are su~arized in 
Table 1·5. 
I . ' . · 
In all ~a~~Sn for · a · rejection level 
' I ' • 
\ . 
n~ -.signi(jcarit .~~fference is found· bet·w~-~rt .-the ·b 
• • ' • I . ~ I • - • • • ..,-• 
theoretlcal distributions!. hence allowing for acc~ptance of t 
I • 
• I 
nu 11 hypothe~ is wit.h the conclusion t~at tjl~ data are ~orm~ly 
distributed. For the sample with~he larg__&~t .absolute'' differe~ce 
-' ~ 
~eiween the two distributions (May 11, sum of surface are~s) 
. 
there was ·still a 15'ro probability of committing a' Type- I drror 
. ~ ' I' . -
Jn rejecting the null h~pothesis. ' \ 
The null.hypothesis for the regression procedure stated that 
. ~ . 
sum of " diamete~s was unabl~•to significantly predict occurre~ce 
• 
.forth~ sum of surface areas with confidence •. The re~earch 
hypothesis stated that the sum of 'diameters was a statistiC'ally 
significartt predi~tor of the ~urn of surface areas per cell. The 
--test was applied w~th a level of s_ign1fi.cance se\. at a= 0.001 
" l 
for accepting the research hypothesis. Test results are lis~ 
inTables't6•and 17. 
. . 
For the regress}on, s~g~ificance is determined on the basis ~ 
of the F-statistic. This atatistic. evaluates the F-rat~o by~ ' . 
comparing the variation p·roduce~ iti Y, ~s a direct function of ~ 
. 
x. with the v~ria~i~n' ~rrduced due __ to ,error (i.e., variance not 
. . 
~)tplained by the regression equation). The computed F statistic 
' 
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Table 15: Res~lts of Kolmogdrov-Smirnov·~est for 
normality on' log data. 
.. .. -For $um of Surface Areas: 
Date #Cases 













' • , • I 
• 
.. 
•' ,. v 
.',~ 0 
to~· 
., ..  
. . . • ' 
> . 
M_ay ·Ol 
Ma~ · 12 








Total Sample 491 
For Sum ·o£ Diameters: 
... : .. .. Date ~ #Cases 
' April 25 .. 52 
,I May 01 73 • 
May 12 72 
May 26 69 . 
# May 31 47 
June 07 88 
Total Sample 4b1 
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- --~Table 16: .. Results 'of ·analysis of 
. j ·used to test significance of sum 
.(. . . cit diame~ers as predictor of -sum . 
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analy~is._ · -- • 
.. 
' /- I • . 
S'ource. of Variation· D~F. · 




' Regression . 
~ . . 
. -~ Error · .-
. t . . . 
RegresSion ... 
Error · 
-· \ • > 
. Regression 






"' Error · ·. ~. 
,~ Reg-ression 





. 1 " 
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6.3"1954 .. · 
0.1~040 . 
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1urface areas aa predicted 
. / . -
i . 
• by sum· _of \ diameura p~~ ce ~ 1 • . 
STD.E-RR. CONSTANT · STD.£RR. T . . SIG.T.I: 





















_ _13 •. 595 ' 0.03463 0.97568' 0.0)100 
Hay 01 
. ;! .. 
~.r\ ~~ 










0.95773 0.06710 ' 
·1.34153 0.07716 
" 1.27413 0.0.5645 
1.'13849 0.05763 
1_.1~~ 0.07006 
i _.33j97 0.06192 
I . /~ . 
,,_,., ···1 ···~,:~ 
22.5~3 ~ 010 1.0.5594 
19.\ f..oOOo 
161 o.oooo 




1.08.980 0.02138 ·0.9873.5 .. 0.01937 
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1 H the relat.ionship ·b_~twee9:. Y and X is stronger than variation 
' .. · ~ 
due t'o _error (Younger, 1979). ReferfiAlg to the" 'anal ysi~ of 
-'(. , K •. 
variance in Table'16, for a~l ·tested cases the calculated F 
~I . 
• 
stati'stic ha!i a degre-e of significance of at lea'st ·a= 0.001 • 
• .... 
For April'25, the d'ta set wit~ the smallest F-statistic at 
• f) 





greater t~·at-th\t d~e-to ·.- error (Younger, - 1979) •. Therefore ; in 
~es~ed c·~s~s it is ~ossible to reject'th~ inull \ypothe'Us, ·\ 
~~---: ' • . I • • 
.. 
·and conclude that. the relati-ons}Jip be'tween X and Y is. signfficant :_ 
• • ,. J • • • 
~u.~h t~~t ium ~f. dymeters ~s ~ s i~n~f ic_ant predic~~r of th~ , s~nis 
·" · o'f surf~ce are~s. The coefficient of determination (R2), li~ted·· . 
· _;·- in _. Tabie . 18 is quite high ~o~- all data sets; for the combined 
· ... sampl1 from 'all individua_I days,, t-he R.2 . is ;·o. 9615J : · -t~di~at~ng. ,j 
"-... that 9.6% of th~ va~iance ·in~ Y. (s'um of · sudace areas) · is expla'i~..d 
• • ' • ' # \ ~ • I I • J • I ' 
by a, linear r~gression on X (sum ·of -diameters). Of the individual 
days, -~~Y 01 has .the we~-kest coefficik, c&ulat~a at o.·945:U', 
The standardi-zed regression. coefficient, 
· •high for the combined ~~ple, w.ith ·;· v~l~e· of 
- . 
Beta, i~. also very 
0~98058. This 
· _ ~ ~meat:ts 'th~-~ •. ~ .c~ange of onft _st-andard de~~~o~ in the sall)plipg 
1 distributiori'-:of · x·, produces ·a change of 0.98 <:: ·o.o982) 'standar~ 
. ' . . 
· deviatton·s ·in · th~-- sampl ~ ng distr.ibution of Y, a near-p~rf~ct ' 
. . . ' . . . 
~ ' 
. . ")..... .....:,- . 
relation~hip. Fo:r indiv}dual ·days, .t,!le. minimlim standardized 
. '-... . .--- ' ., ' 
rEgression coefficient ·~as,'o:,97228 ' (tfay· Ol). T~e compu~ed t-
' "' • '. f '•" • 
. s tatl.s.ticfor s;g~if lcanc.e ~· ~~ list: d.ln Table 11; ' '1R arl 
cases it _ha~ . a lev'?-1-o£ significance'\f . at. lea~ CX= 0.001. For 
~indivld~al· dayso the l~Os.t-sq~ares 'fit~~ is sho~~ In Ftgur~ 
37; . fo~ the . combined' t~t-al sam~le refer "to Figu e 3-9. 
..--
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- ·Figure 37 :· ·su~ ~f,multi7year floe · ~urfate areas per 'ceP 
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B'a'sed on -t-he...,~egress:lon analysis, the p~icted v.alue of ·. 
Y fot .;~4 set. c~~ b~ det'::~ined ·accOrdint"~o the following 
· ~ormula: . ' 
' 
where: '10Y is ~he anti~l-({0 of the product ~·fr?m· the righ~ side of the .equa-
tion; i.e. "the. sum of .surface ·,. ....__ 
· -.. · 
areas~ 





lea1t s_quares "fit. · . 
is _ the _ r~gress).~ coeff~cient or 
slope of the least squares fit • 
. . . 
' ' • II ' D ' • ' 
. Si_nc~- -~~_nd ~ have ~een calcula~ed on -~~~as is ·of log10 v!'llues, 
. .I . . . . ' . • . 
- · - th~ pred,i .cting X value (sum of diamete'rs) must also ·be ' trans- : 
-~ 
f~rm~d to _ lo&~a· before entry i nto the equation. The actual _yalue 
. ~ . . 
. of 'I.' 'it terms of ' squ~re ·metre~, i!f foun11-
1
by taking the propuct 
•' . 
of . the .tright side of the equation, as· an exponent of 10. 
.· ~ -- . 
··: --Th·e slope-and interce·pt vafues, ~s well as . t·hei~ respective 
0 
. . r . 
• values of ~~anda:rd error are listed in Table 17 for ea~h .data 
• G ' ~ 
. . 
set. The 'brstatisttc and it.s sig.nific:ance for · each value · is 
. . . 
' . 
a1so giveri; in all cases, both the slope and. intercept are 
S'ignificant at a· level of at lea.st a = 0.001. For:. each data 
set, the · sum of surface .{lreas c_an be · es~imated from the. sum of 
-diameters_. by insert-ing the relevant values of intercept (a) and 
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The re$ressi~n line, its residuals, 
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Figure 
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. ' . '· 38· - Sum of multi-year floe surface areas per cell a~ 
·. · predicted by' 'the sum of diameters; 'with ~5% con:-
. · .fidenc..e limits for an . individual observation. 
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PlJRFACE' AREA AS A FUNCTION OF. FLGE DIAMETER 
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Sum of multi-yeat· floe su~fabe areas per cel l a~ a 
.','function of the sum of di_alJleters ;, from at"l values . . 
sampled. · Diagram B gives ·95%. con~~dence · limits .. for , 
an indi.vidual · observation. · · · · · · 
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-/ --------uternati~ Meth Testing -Significahce 'of. Obser"ed 
. . . . ) . !)j.sti~:utiona f:or 197~ Multi-Y~ar. Ice • 
I r . 
\ 
.. 
' . .. 
.B.l Overview and ReJui'ts. . l . .-~ '; · . r I , . Norcli~fe (19?7/ st~es that, ••:n att.~rnativ~. to r./. one-
sample chi-sqtiare ter' (, t~e one~sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
. .. I J , ' 
m-:y ~Jplied ' to cornpar._ -~~ : observe~ ~~~tributi~m to one whi7h. 
is tpeoreti~alo :f'te,st~m\asures . the··~a~fmu~ differe~c'e 
b~tween , two cumula· t l·v-.e. freq~e cr. · ~iSt~~b,u~ions," FQ(~) _ and _ SN(X),~ 
wher·e: 
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. " · · · .: · F (lC) iS . the ·theoretical istributi'on expected ·und.e; .the· , 
.: ? : ·· · · .. · 0 · .' · nu1'1 ·hu1pothesis-. · · 
. ' ·_ ~ 'I ;.SN(X),:. . i~ ~~- o ·~se';i~~· ·~is,t \ib~tlon:b"eing tested under l:~e. 
" · · , . alter at:J::v~ hypothesis. · . ' \ ..-
· · · ~ 




~. ·., The ~·t~at. ic l,!,_is: ca tc~la~d as (N9tclif fe, 19r/): · , 
. · ; o ~-,~· llsN<x> : F~<x>l ' \ 
. where~. ~,is the 'absolute value ,of the maximum differ-
·. bnce between t~ tJo distributions. ~ 
\ 
. ' .. . \ 
To fap_ply · this test to the multi-year ice ·distributions 
. ·- . . . \ I , 
. ./· . . ' . ' - . 
. ob.servef 'during '.19r9, th~ cumulative distribut.ion .under' th.e null ., 
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' :, 
; ~ypotheJ1_s is w_;~· ~eter~ill~d by assuming t~~t a. 11 cells ·a long .a I . \ - ;. . . ... ,~ . . gi~n, .ligh~~ li~e~con. tai.ne_ d an equal number of multi-ye~r floes; . ___ --~-:-~ 
. \ ' . ' 
expee. e~: number· p.r cell is li&\ed · in Table 10 .<.P• ·. , s~ ::·' 
' 92). The ~Uml;llat v;~ expec~~d value_, :for: any g\iven cell· was then. . _ . ·· . ... · .. } 
.. ,it·s· expe~ted val~e to' ·the sum" of the · · :·) 
. , . " ,: . \ . •. . :::! 
I • • , '· ~1 
:; e'Xp cted values f-·r .each cell wh~_ch preceed~d 'i~ a long the line '"\· · ·- ::" 
,· . • ' : ' - . • ~ . . ' ' / . j' .. •· .. . . _·,.,::~:~ 
\ : -' ··· se uen.tially f,rom cell no. 1. Thfs produced t~~ straight, c;!ashed ;;.?~ 
~ - . . -~ . . . . . . . ,. . . "' •,\~ :..,..· ( . . ' . . \ . . . . . \ . . ' . . \\~ 
· -~-- e shown in. J7i·gure 40·~ ·. The cumulative obser.ved·._.diatr'ibution . · -~~~ 
*;;}·: .. ·. . ~ . . ' • : ;, , . .. ,' 1'. , • ,'. '·. . , . . ·. . , ' • . \ , r . ' ' • :\}{ 
·.· ' ' . . . . ·, . ·' • 188 ../ . ' ,\ .• ' . ' . '. . ' .... ~ .. '-::;:~~:::'"':'.: . .. -~ ..:: ·.~· ·.~ ·= :. :,-,: . . . -.>.·· .. _· ... .'.J-: .. . \ . _· .. · .. ., ... · .:-_:.: .. _. . , . , : _ : ~ .... _ ·:-..... ~· . . ..·. . . . ·:, i . . · . _. .. . . · ..• · • : :; . -~ : .. · ·>,. · .. · .... , _ '.~~i'\·X:r 
, "\. (.,,, / .' ;.• "0(• ·-\;'• ~.' 61\~ .... ! -··.:,"",.J '" " l' •.') .. '• "!.' ••'r .- , , . :T -: • .., ··~<1 .. y,.'. ( .. . -. 1 t ~ t,l f __ fl_ ,f. ,:, . .. ~·f .: * .. ; ' 1 1 ' \~ .' .•\ ; ~ .• \\, I • .,_ ··~ -'!, "~.~-t·· · :· , .,, '- ~r l · ~ . . , f. 1 • ·,/ • • ~ ·_,, '_1" .... -J. ~,:,Sp~ ~ 
,-:o,(o~; · • ~ · • ~<• - ... •• ~ ~ . ........ . :! -..~ • • "' _ ... J.~---~- ,. . ·~ • l' t•.;J:• :'.J..:~\~ ;.;~ . ,. .. ,.,. ' fr{'#.~~~. J . .. ·,; ,--; .. ~! "';.·.'h ..,!-/ , t t.. ·, : \ ) o~-!il' ·~ 
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w1a ob,tained in a similar manne~ 'lly -calculat ng t~e cumulative 
r · . · ~ ·I . 
sum of observed frequencies up to and i~clud ,ing »ch respective 
.,.;. 
. . ! 
\ 
c. c~ll ·in.the sequence; this is shown·by the~~olid, c~rved line~ .. I I .. "' . . . . The nul-l · and altet'liat iVe' hypbtheses ~ete t"he sa~ as spe~f_: • 






Ji;d. on ~ •. 90,; \~e Cest was- .two,.;taile.d, with· a rejection l{~el 
ae.t at Cl= d.oo1. 'Test results"'ire listed in ·T;ble l8; in all 
I 
r ~ 1 
cases the differences between th!! observe~.' and t-heor·et ical. dis- · 
. I . - . '• 
tribut ions are s t'gnificant ~t· .better than !l'=0.001, thus allowing 
. .. . - l· 
. . 
for. acceptance of the .alternative hypothe~ .is ~or ail•flight 
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:. Cunulati ve . 9R.Jerved· distribution (sol i'd .line) compared 
. 'with cumulative· theoreUcal distr'ibution for each· .flight· 
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Results· of Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-
sample test on multi~3ear floe 
distrib~tions. - · 
~ . J. 
Most Ext~eme Dlfjeren~es 
Absolute Positive Ne_gative' K-S .z 
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